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signals and traffic Lonirci un its entire distance. It is a high-speed 60 m.ph rcute (79 mph ter 

passenger) that has seet̂  substantial invesunent. By contra.st, Conrail has downgraded the 

PRR route systematically since the mia-1980's. :he line is single track with passing sidings, 

and many of those sidings have been removed. For example, tlxie is only one passing 

sidii.g in ths now NS-owned segment from Fort Wayne to Hobart, IN, 115 miles. Conrail 

has removed 235 miles of signals on the line from Buc; iUs to near Chicago, effectively 

reducing maximum speec's to 49 mph, Amtrak diverted its passenger trains off the line in 

1990. citing I >v speeds. Most of the rail is jointed rail, unsuitable for major increases in 

tonnage without rol."'rement or upgrading, Conrail recently attempted to abandon much of 

Lhe line because of t' , lack of on-line business and lack of need for a through route, but 

portions of the line were retained only by sale to NS (Fort Wayne - Hobart, IN) and by 

usage by daiiy Triple Crown RoadRailer fains (e^si of Fort Wayne). Thus, from a capacity 

and mnning time -standpoint, ihe "PRR" route is clearly incapable of substimting for the 

current Conrail routing via Cleveland, 

Second, If the "PilJ^" ."oute were to be fully allocated to NS as a Cleveland bypass, 

NS wouU then control three of the four New-York Chicago routes across Ohio. L. -"ing to a 

potential competitive mibalance resulting from f, -Ansaction. 

W&LE route from Orrville to Bellevue. 

In theon.. this route :ould be used in combin-.iion with the PRR route discussed 

above from Allian, to Om-ille. OH. and then via what would be a new cormection to the 

W&LE route from Ortville to Bellevue. and thence west on existing NS routes from Bellevue 
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to Chicago, avoiding Cleveland. This could provide an altemate route for some PRR line 

traffic to the West to bvpass Cleveland. 

I address the dciiciencies of this route ftiliy in this Staiement in my response to a 

similar suggestion by the W&LE for NS use of this route. To sununarize those arguments: 

First, the route is not owned by eithe* NS. CSX or Coi.rail, so use would need to be 

negotiated with an outside party. Second, the line is not curtently in a condition to be usable 

as a mainline route. There is no usable connection at Orrville. OH, The line lacks sufficient 

sidings (one 40- mile segments l.ar no sidings), and part of the signal system has been 

removed. The rail on the line, while welded, is approximately 50 years old and would 

require replacement if substantial tonnage were to he routed over the line. The line is 

curtently suitable for 40 mpn speeds, but \ u.d need major upgrading to support the 60 mph 

spv-cds comparable to the NS route via Cleveland, 

Other Alternatives 

No other suitable altematives exist. The nex. nearest NS east-west lines pass through 

West Virginia or Tennessee, list- of these routes for Northeast-Midwest sen'ice would result 

in higher costs, poor service, and thus massive diversions of traffic to tmcKs. This weuld 

undermine the public benefits to be derived from the transaciion. 
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West \'irginia Secondary Line 

Commeniers such as the West Virginia State Rail Au..!criiy ("WVSRA") and the 

West Virginia Association for Economic Development through the Joint Use of Conrai! 

Tracks by Norfolk Southem and CSX ("̂ 'v' - ED") propose that CSX be given trackage 

rights over the West Virginia Secondaiy line that is to be operated by Norfolk Souihem. 

This is another variation on the theme that because some shared assets areas have be'*n 

created, other ones should be as well. 

Neither trackage rights nor any other form of additional two carrier sen ice or shared 

assets should be imposed on the West Virginia Secondary Imr. 

Applicants are addressing the requests for expansion of or creation of new shared 

asset areas gererally in their nartative response to issues. That general response will apply 

to the West Virginia Secondary lme, as well. The following comments deal specifically with 

the West Virginia Secondary line and comments asking that it receive sh.' red asset or other 

dual stams. 

The W\'ED states that 4.000 miles of Conrail tracks are to receive joint access by NS 

and CSX. The acmal number of miles with join, local access is much smaller. There are to 

be three shared asset areas, tbe definitions of wh.ch are sununarized in Volume 1 of the 

Application, pages 46-49. and equal access usage by CSX to the former Monongahela 

Railway lines to be operated by NS The North Jersey Shared Assets Area includes 

approxunately 189 route miles of track. The South Jersey/Philadelphia Shared Assets Area 

includes approximately 240 route miles of track. The Detro't Shaied Assets Area includes 
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approximately 85 route miles of track In addition. Conrail lii.°i formerly a part of the 

Monongahela Railway will be operated bv- NS. but CSX will have equal access. The 

Monc.gahela is defined in the Monongahela Usage .Agreement (Volume SC. page 715 of the 

Application) to include 191.9 miles of line. 

The CSX and NS Operating Plans in Volumes 3.A and 3B of the Applii"ation and the 

related agreements indicate that other trackage righis agreements relate to overhead traffic, or 

overhead access to "2-to-l" points that would otherwise be created as part of the iransaction. 

Despite comments that imply that points along the West Virginia Secondan will 

suffer a reduction in sen ice. the transaciion will not reduce the number of rail cartiers 

serving points along the West Virginia Secondary line. Only one rail carrier. Conrail. 

cunently generallv serves points on the line NS will be substimted for Conrail as the 

operator ofthe line. NS cunently only serves one point - .Alloy, WV - along 'i.e line, and 

generally does not sene the section of the Stale sened by the line. Thus, the commeniers 

seeking two-cartier sen-ice along this line are not seeking to fix any adverse effects of the 

transaciion, such ai reduction in the number o*" caniers serving locations on the line. 

There is no local senice on this line. Companies thai became rail service customers 

locaica along the line with the knowledge they would be sened by only one railroad. NS 

and CSX have pledged to maintain reciprocal switch access to the companies in the area that 

currently enjoy such service. 

Because CSX maintains a parallel line on the opposite riverh.ink for aiinost the entire 

distance of the line, the area has a choice of rail sen'ice providers. There are few baniers to 
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transload ar.d inter.-nodal competition -- indeed many coal operators in the area often tmck 

their coal to CR. CSX or use the rivtr depending or who provides the most efficient 

transportation option 

Only one chemical shipper has joined in the WVED filing despite the location of 

several major chemical companies along the West Virginia Secondary line, and WVED's 

contention of harm to those companies. This may be due to a number of factors, including: 

(a) tlie companies' realization that NS set-x̂ ice will be as good or better than curtent service. 

(b) the chemical plants in West Vir.t,inia have other transportation options, including barge 

and i->otor carrier service, (r) cberrical plants in West Virginia -na) not produc; the same 

products as those produced m New Jerse>, and (d) many of the chemical manufacmrers or 

users can negotiate volume discounts in rates based on their use of -ail Sv. rvice at othei 

locations. 

Moreover. NS' sole operation of the West Virginia Secondary will result in new 

investments and senice improvements on the line and on the connecting NS Deepwater, 

WV-Elmor. \̂ V lin? ("Deepwater line") to the south dial will enhance the competitive 

circumsiances of shippers located on the West Virginia Secondary line even wiil»out dual 

operation of the line. No rail cu;tomeis in West Virginia wili face a less of competitive rail 

opt'ons. In fact, rail customers on the West Virginia Secondary lin.' will have the advantage 

of direct, single-line service to a much larger tenitcry lhan they do now. 

,;̂ S' commitment to the area is shown by its w illingness tv) invest over $10 million 

dollars in its Deepwater line to the south of Charleston, WV in order to provide shippers on 
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the West Virginia Secondary and Deepwater lines with efficient service over new or shoner 

routes to both ihe souih and east. The new NS single-ime route to the south will shonen 

shipment distances between Charleston, WV and Atlanta, GA from the curteni 802 miles 

over the joint Conrail-NS route to 601 miles over a singie-line NS route. Similarly, the new 

single-line NS lOUte between Charleston, WV and Ballimore, MD via the Deepwater line 

will be 492 'niles as contrasted to 810 miles over the curteni Conrail line between these two 

points. 

WVED's assertions concerning possible ftimre negleci of this line if it is served by 

one cartier are belied by the fact that NS will immediately invest substantial sums in order to 

serve the line and to grow traffic on what will be NS' solt line in this part of the State, NS 

operation of this line will bener balance the competition between NS and CSX in this pan of 

the State 

NS lease and operation of the West Virginia Secondary line is expected to spur coal 

development along the line because coal producers along the line will have new single-line 

routes to new and existing markets, such as export markets over Norfoik. V.A and electric 

utility markets in the souihem Umted State; Cunently. development of these coal markets 

on Conrail is limited due to its circuitous route to easieri markets, 

Conirar>' to WVED's suggestion, some reciprocal switching now exists between ihe 

CSX's partially parallel line on the oiher side of the Kanawha River from the West Virginia 

Secondary line, t,Also, CSX already has access to one of the lisied members of WVED, 

Elkem Metals at Alloy, ^ V . ) Many of the large shippers on the line also have access to 
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competitive barge service. 

For all these leasons, and the general reasons stated in tne narrative, requests of 

parties for local trackage rights over or shared asset area stams for the West Virginia 

Secondary line should be rejected. 

Chicago Metra 

I have reviewed the deh'v data supplied by Chicago Metra in conjunction with 

Metra's demand that CP 518 be dispatched as to avoid any potential of freight delay to Metra 

trains. 

First, this is a pre-existing condition, and Metra has shown no evidence that the 

delays wid be worsened by NS' assumption of Conrail's role at CP 518, Second, the delays 

mentioned by Metra at CP 518 are hardly significant when viewed in the context of the 

overall number of Metra trains passing through CP 518. 

In 1996. the last full y.;dr for which data is available, Metra ran 3234 trains through 

CP 518. According to Metra. those trams incuned 43 delays totaling 363 minutes in the 

entire vear 1996. This works out to a delay of about one in 75 trains, or one delay every six 

working days. Averaged cjmong all the Metra trains traversing CP 518. the amount of delay 

totals just over one-tenth of a minute per train, or about seven seconds. 

For Metra to compile such a record, especially through a corridor that has volumes of 

both parallel and crossing freight train activity. Conrail must have heen according Metra the 

appropriate high priority as dictated in the i989 CR/Metra agreement. 
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VERIFICATION 

John H. Friedmann, states under penalty of peijury, that he is Director, Strategic 

Plannuig, Norfolk Southern Cor:>oraiion, Norfolk, Virginia, that he is authorized to file and 

verify the foregoing verified stait.Tient in STB Finance Docket No. 33388 on behalf of the 

applicants, that he has carefully examined all the statements in the foregoing verified 

statement, that he has knowledge of the facts and matters stated therein, and that all 

representations set forth therein are tme and cortect to the best of his knowledge, 

information and belief 

John H. Friedmann 
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Paints 
Norfclk" ScutKer.T Cofo . 

DcCfimberS. 1997 "^cf P^fft^/ft^ffTfrTieri: 
?25 Ecclir* Avenue 
Cievela-ic 
0 .^ lo«r .5 J S A 

Telephone (2161 34-;-BO00 
Mr. Vemon A. Williams Fax (215) 344-S300 
Secretary 
Surface Transportation Board 
1925 K Street, N.W, 
Washington. DC 20423 

Dear Mr, Williams: 

RE, CSXyNS Conrail Transaction. STB Finance Docket No, 33353 
Cleve'and Comjients 

My name is Gerald E. Brown and I am Corporate Transportation Manager for ICI 
Paints with Cleveland srea facilities located at 925 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland OH 
44'. 15. My Company had previously submitted a letter of support for the joint 
application of CSX and NS to acquire Ccnrail and had urged the STB lO approve the 
transaction giving my Company greater market penetration through single-iine 
sea'ice and competitive pricing lo. from and within the eastem United States. 

The purpose of this letter is to strongly reiterate that support. It has come tu rr.y 
attention that the City of Cleveland and the Honorable Mayor White have expressed 
serious concems over the impact of-mcreased frequencies of trains thrc jgh certain 
neighborhoods of Cleveland Furthenmcre, the City ono Mayor White have stated 
that the City of Cleveland, its resioents e nd businesses, will not see any noticeable 
benefits from this transaction. While I aopreciate the City's concems for the impact 
on local neighboriioods. 1 believe the NS plan* offer enormous economic benelts to 
the City, its residents and businesses. As most of this new traffic is Intermodal, the 
expected increased train traffic will be far less disruptive to local neighborhoods than 
more trucks traversing roads in Cleveland ana northem Ohio. 

My Company employs 1500 Cleveland area residents. For this facility to stay 
conpetitive in the face of a global econorny, Cleveland area businesses need a 
variable, strong rail network that the transaction will produce, Corripetitive rail 
servic^e offers my Ccnpany and others the opportunity to expand and enhance 
err.ployment prospects for Cleveland residents. 



Mr. Ve.Tion Wiiiiarpi — 
Surface Transportation Boartj Page ^ 

I have serious reservations about suggestions that NS restructure or alter a solid 
operating plan. These suggestions lack economic or transportation justification. I 
expressed support for the transaction because I believe that those plans. 
irr.-Jlemented. wcula translate into signricant advantages to my Companv. 
De 'iations from that plan cculd place my and other Cleveland businesses 
dependent on rail service at a competitive disadvantage vis-a-vis other industrial 
Midwestem dties. I cannot stress enough that in order to grow and employ more 
residents, we cannot jeopardize the eff cient. cost-effective rail service this plan 
represents. Using alternative trucking is more expensive and affeds my Company's 
ability to compete successfully. Besides, trucks pollute far more than rail. They 
damaqe our roads, and increase lhe tax burden on citizens and businesses. These 
types of costs determine whether businesses locate or expand in Cleveland. 

NS has an excellent safety record Its safety program serves as a model for other 
cartiers. I know firsthand that NS takes its commitment to safety seriously, ana so 
do we. I know that NS has pledged to work with Cleveland officials lo improve safe 
rail operations. 

The City of Cleveland should not view this transaciion as a threat or blight to local 
communities, but as an opportunity Cleveland has an opportu-.ity to prosper again 
as an industrial giant. The joint NS/CSX transaction is a necessary component in 
attaining that goal. 

Sincerely. 

ICI PAINTS 

Gerald E. Brown 
Manager-Transportation 
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H a n d l - i t I N C 
Warehousing & Distribution Services 

Dsce:::berS, 1997 

Ve.-non A. WiLliams 
Sccrcory . • " 
Sun'ace Trsr.sportancr Board 
1925 K, Street N.W. 
WcS.̂ -.gton. DC 20-:23 

RI : CSX/NS Conrail Trar.jccnon; STB Finsacs Docket No. 333SS Clcvcltad Comzr.snts 

Dear .Mr. NVillians; * 

My name is Jerry Peters arid I aui ibc Presidro: fcr Kandl-it. Inc. w-iih several Cleveland arei 
facilities. My comprny had prevnously s---bmined 3. lener of support for the joint application of 
CSX zsia NS to acquire Ccrrzil and had urged lhe STB to aiiprove the transaction giving my 
cornpany g'c -̂.z: market pe.-.eraricn t.̂ rccgh sL-§!e-lL-!C sep.-ice and competitive pricing 10. froa 
and \\ith:n the cistem Urc'.ec S'.ates, 

The pir-posc of'iiis Jene.' :s to srro.nely reitcrzie that support. It has come to m/ anenlion that the 
C'*y of Cleveiar.d and the Hcnorabic .Mavor White have expressed senous concerns over the 
ir-.pcci of increases rrequences o! trains :hro'jp cenain neighborhoods of Cleveland. 
Furthc.Trare, the Ciry and Mayer VvTuis have stated ihat the City of Cleveland, its residents and 
businesses, wnll not ste any noriceaile bcncf.Ls soni •• ' .Tansaction. While I appreciate the 
City's concerns t'or tne ir.pact on local nngbborhooas. I believe Lhe NS plar.s offer enormous 
economic benefits to the city, its residents and businesses. As rr.ost of this new traffic is 
ints.-DodaJ, Lhe expected incrtascd trâ r, rraffic w]]] he far less disruptive to local neighborhoods 
than iv.crc trucks iravcTsing roads in Cleveland and NonhcTT. Ohio. 

My ccn-ipany employs 160 Cle.-eland a-'ra render.is, Forihis facility to stay competitive in the 
Lice of a glcba! economy, C!evcl2r,d ar̂ a businesses need a viable, strong rail netu-ork iha: the 
'.mrsr.ciion win produce. Conrpetiiivc rail sc:̂ ĉe offers my company and oihc.̂  the cpporrjniiy 
to c.Np.uid and cniiance e.mp]o>menr p.-cspecis for Ciev-ciaiic rcsicenis. 

1 !i;ivc serious rescrvaiicns cbcut suggesiicns tiiat NS resrrccrjre or alter a solid opcnijig plan. 
Tl'cic Slll5'Ccŝ •o.̂ s hck ccc-iomic cr Lv.-ispcrtadon jusLi'ficcLcn. I expressed support for the 
tur.s.iciion because ! bei-.cvcd th.-t Lhcse pians, if inulcir.cn .d, would traî .siat': jnto signiiicanl 
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advanuges to my company. De\-iaiions ±oni that plan could place my and othe: Cleveland 
bi:sinesses cepmdeni on rai! st*-vicc ;t a compctirivc disadvantage vis-a-vis oiher iadusa-ail 
Midwest cm cities. I cannot stress cnougi that in order to ero-w and employ more resideris. u-e 
cannot jeopardize the efficient, cost-efTecJve rail service this plan represents. Usms alten\ative 
Trucking is more e.\pens."ve and affects my compaay's ability :o compete successfully. Besides, 
Trucks pollute fax more tiian rail. They damage our roads, and iaacasc the tax burden on c:t:-tns 
and busuiesses. These types of costs determine whe'Jier businesses locate or expand in 
Cleveland. 

NS has an excellent saftry record. Its safety program ser\'es as a model for other earners, I 
know nrsthand that NS takes its commiLxent lo safety seriously, and so do u-e. I know that NS 
has pledged to work with Cleveland officials to improve safe rail operations. 

The City of Cleveland should not view.- this transacnon as a threat or blight to local communities, 
but as an opportunity. Clevelsnd has an cppommity to prosper again as an industrial giant. The 
jcio'. NS/CSX trcnsaciion is a necessary ccz:?on:ni in anaining that goal. 

Sinccrejy. 

Jrny S, Peters 
President 

JSP/mjc 
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f l e e t S u p p l i e s , I r . c . 
250 Ksihoning Aver.',̂ e 
C l e v e l a n d , Ohio -14113 

Veraca A. Willis.T.s 
S e c r e t a r y 
S u r f a c e T r a n s p c r t a c i o n Scard 
1525 X S t r e e t , ,S . W , 
Washingto'-., DC 2 0-123 

"RZ: CSX/NS Cor.rs.ll T r a n s a c t i o r . : STB rin a r . c e De=.^et No. 
:i33S8 C l e v e l a r . i Ccrrr.er.ts 

Dear :i r . W i l l i a m s ; 

ay aane i s .'far-/ Tararr.o asa I ar\ C o r p o r a t e T r a f f i c 
::arager f o r -"leet S u p p l i e s , I n o . u i c b C l e v e l a n d f a c i l - r i e s 
a t 250 n a h o n i n q i,ve , . Our cor?,pany had p r e v i o u s l y su'er-.ifjea a 
l e t t e r o f s u p p c r t f c r t h e j o i . - . t a p p l i c a t i o n o f CSX and N5 
t o a c q u i r e C o r . r a i l and .has urce c t h e 573 t o approve t h e 
t r a n s a c t i o n g i v i r . c rr,*' ccrrpany c r e a t e r na r j c e t p e n e t r a t i o n 
t h r o u g h s i n o l * - l i r . e s e r v i c * ar.d c c s p e t i t i v e p r i c i n g t o 
f r c m and v i r h i - . i t h e e a s t e m O n i t e d S t a t e s . 

ne s t r o n g l y s u p p o r t t h i s e f f o r t . I t has cone t o r.y 
a t t e n t i o n t h e th« C i t y c f C l e v e l a n d aad t h e Honorable Mayor 
^".hite .have expressed s e r i o u s concern o v e r t h e Ir.pact o f 
i n c r e a s e d f r e c u e . - c i e s o f t r a i a s t h r o u g h c e r t a i n n e i g h b c r h o o d s 
of C l e v e l a n d . 

^ ' - • ^ i l f I a p p r e c i a t e t h e City'.5 c o n e r a s f o r t h e i r i p a c b on 
l o c a l n e i g h b o r h o o d s , I b e l i e v e the NS p l a n s o f f e r enormous 
economic b e n e f i t s -o t h e c i t y , i t s r e s i d e n t s and b u s i n e s s e s , 
- t i c a l s o a .r.uch r.ore e f f i c i e n t snd l e s s t a x i n g code o f 
t r a n s p o r t a t i o n . 

Our compaay e c p l c y s C l e v e l a n d a r e a r e s i d e n t s . F o r t h i s 
f a c i l i t y t o s t a y ccr-.pet i t i ve, we need a r e l i a b l e r a i l s e r - ^ i c e 
Wo fe«l t h e a l t e r a t i o n c f r a i l s e r v i c e weuld b« d i s r u p t i v e 
t o c u r b u s i n e s s ar.d e t h e r a r e * b u s i n e s s e s , and would r e s t r i c t 
f u r t h e r g r o w t h a: c u r f a c i l i t y , 

NS has a ve r y s t r i c t ccr-Tut.r-.e.-.t t o s a f e t y w h i c h w« a r e 
asked t o p a r t i c i p a t e m, We knc^ f i r s t h a n d t h a t NS t a k e s i t s 
ccrr,mitrTer.t t o s a f e t y s e r i o u s l y , I .know t h a t NS -has p l e d g e d t o 
«-crk w i t h C l e v e l a r d O f f i c i a l s t c i n p r o v e s a f e r a i l 
c p e r a c i c n c , 

Very t r u l y v o u r s , 

."lary T a t a r k o 
^ l e e c S u p p l i e r , r . -c . 
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o Blue Circle Cement 

250 Jefferson Avenue 
Clo-eland. OH i41J3-:5:3 
Teiephooe (216) 370-1911 
Fa.\- (:i6) 579-0625 

Decem r̂r S, 1997 

Vemon .A. Wilbams 
Secreiary 
Surface Trarsportaticn Board 
1925 KSn-eet, N,W 
V hir.gtott, DC -04:3 

RE. CSX/Ts'S ConraiJ Transaction, STB Finance Docket No, 333SS 
C!evela.nd Ccrrjnents 

Dea: Mr, 'Williams: 

.My name is David Lumscf n and I im Regicr.al Distn"D-j:ion Manager for Blue CL-c!e 
Ce:T,er.t vtnth Cleveland area facihties located at 250 Jefferson, Cleveland, My company 
•had prevnously submitted a letter of s-.ippon for the joint £pplir.aticn of CSX and NS to 
acquire Cor.rail and had urged the STB to approve the transaaion giving nv company 
greater market penetration tltrough sinde-iir.e service and competitive prit ung to, from and 
vk-ithm the eastem United States 

The purpose of this letter is to strongly reiterate that support. It has come to my attention 
tn̂ T the City cf C ' eland and the Honorable .Mayor White have expressed serious 
concen-.<: ever the impact of increased rrequencies of trains through certain neighborhoods 
of Cleveland, Funhermore, the City and Mayer White have stated ihat the City of 
Cleveland, its residents and businesses, will not see any noticeable benefits from thj.-
transaction. While 1 appreciate the City'̂  corcems ''or the im.pact on local '".cicncorhcods. 
I bciieve the NS plans oft'er enonr.ous economic be.ients to the ciry, its residents and 
businesses. As most cf this new traffic is intermo-al. tiit expected increased train tiafBc 
v îii be t'ar less dismptive to local ncichborhoods than miore trucks traversing roads m 
Cicveiand snd iionhtni Ohio 

Mv company employs seven Cleveland area residents. For ih:s facility to stay competitive 
ir ilic fscc of a ijlob?.! economy. Cleveland area businesses need a viable, strong rail 
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Vemcr. Wili:i.~.s 
December 8, 1997 
Paee: 

network that the transaaion v.-ill produce. Competitive rail sen-ice offers my com.pany 
and others the opporu-nit)- to expand and enhance emplojinent prospects for Cleveland 
residents. 

I have serious reservations about suggestions that NS restructure or alter a solid operating 
plan. These suggestions lack- econo.mic or transportation justification, I expressed 
ijppon for the transaction because I believe that those plans, if unplemented, would 
translate imo significant advantages to my company, Dcviarionj fr-om that plan cculd 
place my and other Cleveland businesses dependent on rail service at a competitive 
disadvantage vis-a-vis other industrial Nidw,'estem citifes. I cannot sucss enough that in 
crder to ^ow and employ mere residents, \>.-c cannot jeopardize the eScicnt. cost-
effective rail service this plan represents. Using altemative trucking is more expensive and 
areas my company's ability to com.pete successfully. Besides, trucks pollute far more 
than rail. They camage our roads, and increase the tax burden on citizens and businesses 
These t\"pes of costs determine u hether businesses locate or expand in Cleveland, 

N'S has an excellent safety record Its safety program serves as a model for other carriers. 
I knov.- firsthand that N'S takes :ts commitment to safety seriously, and so do wc. I know 
that NS has pledged to u-ork with Cleveland of5cials to improve safe rail operations. 

Tht City of Cleveland shmlj not ^̂ t̂ >.• this transaaion as a threat or bUght to local 
comjTiuniiies. but ai an opponunir.-, Cleveland has an opportunity to prosper again as an 
ia-iustrial giant. The joint NS CSX transaction is a necessary component in attaining that 
coal. 

David Lumsden 
Regional Distribution Manager 
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DrgnztaM, 1997 

Secreary, Scrfioe Titapi-jjsa Botri 
1525 JC Sn«. N, W. 

C-afM-iy Cola Storsj ; 

Rs. CSX/SS ConrtilTn->u-3js. STB Fnca Dockr So. 33Jxi 

Jô er of .oppcn h>r Ur. j>na, .pvi.«ioa or C S3i «d SS lo tquire Conil ud Bad tsnd xke STB u» 
r7«v, vi. living =y Mr>,-,t.,y F « « T pa«Baa dmust sad^JiTe . M 
rosprTwv, t«cui4jt<»,fir*»alw&liuih«»ilrt:BtJnr.rf Siea. 

' • ^ ' I T . ^ " " ^ °""^'^ « ^ I ^ « v , the r„p« wfll S S l , 

. x i i . v ~ ' * " ' ^ ' " * ' " ' * r.«ll«a.t,^ ncort IJttlhsg«t.Hcif€a?lo,«» it uea, thu their 

H/oi«*niloe4lio*w3»etJioffci*i3«5ur,prr>TaL'-cr»iJc?»iiJCPi 
.V{r. WiliiAav TfyniM>Kvy cp-ê 'O'- «' ooi>e««, ple»« to ooU »t. 

^ t s K i J OaA.li 

GetcvTBy Cold Stontse 

3715 Crotoa ,Avcnu'. <f Gtvcliird, OH^WllS 
(:}t6)36!-620<)o FAX (21̂ ) i61-iW^T0LLFREE(888) 361-9333 
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F E R R O U S A N D N O H . F E R R O U S S C " * . ^ 

4100 O O S L A r ^ O A V t 

» 

CLEVELAND. OHIO 44101 

Surface T r a n s p o r t a t i o n Boari 
19:5 :< stree-:", N.W. 
-^'ashmcton DC ;c-;23 

CSX/S3 Cor.rail T r a n s a r t i c r : STB Pinance Docket Ko. 33338 
Cleveland Ccr-e.-:ts 

Mr. Verr.cn W i l l i i . - s , Secretarv 

Dear ."J 

ŷ y na.-:ie i s Janes riubach ar.d I ar, Corporate T r a f f i c .".ar.ager 
f o r Karry ?oc.k a Ccr-,panv w i t h Clevela.id area f a c i l i t i e s 
l o c a t e d a t 4 900 Wccdla.-.d Ave. Ky company had p r e v i o u s l y 
suhmitted a l e t t e r of suppcrt f c r the } o i n t a p p l i c a t i o n of 
CS.X a-.d SS t o acquire C o n r a i l ar.d had urged the STB t o 
approve t h e tra.-.sactic.-". givi.-.g rr.y ccmpany g r e a t e r r a r k e t 
p e r . e t r a t i o n throuc.i s i r g i e - l m e s e r v i c e and co:.,petitive 

^ r l c l : :o, rcR, ar w i t h : i.he eastern United S t a t e s . 

The purpose of t.his l e t t e r i s t o s t 
suppcrt. I t has ccrie tD ~y a t t c . - . t i 
Cleveland and t.he Honorahle fiayor 
serious co.-.cerrs over the ir.pact of 
c f t r a i n s through c e r t a i n neighborh 
" u r t h e r r . o r e , the C i t y «nd ."layor whi 
C i t y of Cleveland, i t s r e s i d e r t s an 
see any n o t i c e a b l e b e n e f i t s frc.-n t h 
ap p r e c i a t e the C i t y ' s cor.cer.ns f c r 
neiohborhoods, I b e l i e v e the SS o l a 

ecc- h e n e r i 
h i s 

-s t o 
new : 

the c i t y , I t s 
: i c I S 

1 > 

.As ,T,OSt, o 
i.-.creased t r a m t r a f f i c w i l l be f a r 
l o c a l neichbor.-.cccs than r,cre t r u c k 
Cleveland and ncrt.-.ern Ohio. 

r o n ^ l y r e i t e r a t e t h a t 
on t h a t the C i t y of 
h i t e have expressed 
increased freque.ncies 

oods of Cleveland, 
t e have s t a t e d t h a t t.he 
d businesses, w i l l not 
i s t r a n s a c t i o n . While I 
the impact on l o c a l 
ns :c c f f e r enormous 
r e s i d e n t s and businesses, 
rr.odaj., the expected 
less d i s r u p t i v e t o 
s t r a v e r s i n g roads i n 

50 "".eveland area r e s i d e n t s . For t h i s cc.Tioany emp.cys 
. l i t } 

eccnc.T^y, Clevelanc area businesses need a v i a b l e , s t r o n g 
r a i l netwo. k t.-,at the t r a n s a c t i o n w i l l produce. Competitive 
r a i l servic>2 o f f e r s .-.y ccmpa.ny, ar.d o t h e r s , the o p p o r t u n i t y 
t o e-xpand and enhance f;rplcyment prospects f o r Cleveland 
r e s i d e n t s . 

r a c i l i t y t o stay c o m p e t i t i v e i.n tne face of a g l o b a l 
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pace 2. 

I have serious reservations about suggestions that KS 
restructure or alter a solid operating plaji. These 
suggestions lack economic or transportation j u s t i f i c a t i o n . 
I expressed support for the transaction because I believed 
that'thosa -ans, i f i.mple=ented, would translate into 
significan-L advantages to my coapany. Deviations fron that 
plan could place ry and other Cleveland businesses dependent 
on r a i l service at a com.petitive disadvantage vis-a-vis other 
industrial Midwestern c i t i e s . I caruiot stress enouc.h that 
m order to grow and employ more residents, we cannot 
jeopardize the efficient, cost-effective r a i l service this 
plan represents. Using alternative trucking i s more 
expensive and affects my ccmpany's abi l i t y to compete 
successfully. Sesides, trucks pollute far more than r a i l . 
They da.-«»ge our reads and .ncreaje the tax burden on 
citicens and businesses. these types of costs deter.mine 
whether businesses locate cr expand in Cleveland. 

NS has an excellent safety racord. I t s safety program serves 
as a ..-lodel for other carriers. I .know firsthand that .\"3 
tak»s I t s comjnit.T.snt to safety seriously, and sc do we. I 
know that NS had pledged tc work with Cleveland o f f i c i a l s to 
iir.prove safe r a i l operations. 

The City of Cleveland should not view th's tiansaction as a 
three'-, or blight to local com.munities, bu; as an opportunity. 
Cleveii-nd has a.n opportunity to prosper again an industrial 
giant. The Tomt SS/CSX tansaction i s a necessary component 
in attainin>3 that goal. 

Sincerely, 

.HAR.Rv ROCK £ CO.MPASV 

Ji.mes .Hubach 
Vice President 

J.H/kas 
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D«eerr,6tr2. J997 

Secretary 
Su.'lace TrB.i35crt3'je,"> Board 
:92S K Str.«;, N,w, 
Wijnington. DC 20423 

Re: CSX/NS Csnraii Trans»etie-., STB Finance Osei<«t Nc, 33338 
Cieveiarid Ccmmerts 

Dear Vr, WiMuns 

My name IS J8h,i BrvjnsKS^e an3 I a.-n Ccrpc.-a:e Tra";c v j n i j e r f c Columbia Iron t Mtt t l Corr,pany with Cievtiand a r t i 
ta:iii?iei '-scatec a-. 6600 Grant Avenue, Vy comoany na: D'evic;.5iy sub-nittecJ a lener of iussort lor tne joint application ot 
CSX 8 i3 N i ;c i c i t i r e Ccnrail and ^aa urged t^is STS ts i r r ro» i vie ffansaction givmg rn-y coinpany greater marKet 
Denetntion tn-ougn smg's 'ine service a-.a co-npeti' .e pnc-rg tc, 'rc-n and vit^m tne eartern Uni'ed States, 

"he OL'rpose et tMs letter .s to stronfiy re te^ t t .nat susxr , i; ".1% com* to my attention that the City of Cleveland and t>e 
Hcnerisie Mayor wn.te nave e«pres$ed jenous torcerrs o«er the imrict ot Increased tT«Quencies of t:ij,-i$ through cer.ein 
neignocmsoss z' Cleveland. Furtnermore. me C;ry anc Waycr wn:!e have stated tnat tn« Oty ol Cleveland, its residents and 
t j i i n - j ses , will net ste any notieeafti* b«nt'.,:^ i r cn tn s transaction wniie 1 appreciate the Ciry-j con.:erns for tf>e impact on 
local ntigntjornsods,' o.iieve tne NS puns s*!er tpormoi.'s econom : senefia to the city, its residents ino Dusineises, As 
most of this new trahic s mtermodal. the ei^ected mtreisei tram trattic w' ' be tar less disruptive te local neifhbortioods 
t.ian more tract's traversing roacr n Cleveland #n j ncrn tm Ohic 

My company employs len Cleveland area resifients for t.Nj facility to stay competitive in tn« face o' * glotal economy, 
Cleveland area tjsmesses need a viatjie, sfong raii network tnit t ie transaction will produce. Competitive rail si-rvice offers 
my cimcary j r . ; strers the oppir.unity to evoand and e--»nee employment prospects for Cleveland residents, 

: nave serious reservations about suggest ens tnat N3 restr jet fe or aiter a solid operating plan. These suggestions lack 
ecsrorr,c or transportation |ustivc2tion, 1 eip'essec Sfcocr? tor t^e transaction because I believed that thos: plans, it 
impie->entec, weuld translate mtt 5igni),cert a3>antices to my csmssny Deviations from tnat plan eould plare my and 
other C eveiand businesses deoenoent cn rail service at a cor-peti-ive s jad«antage vis i-vis otner industrial Midwestem 
cit'es 1 cannot stress enoi.-jh tnat in order to grow arc employ mor-: resiceniLS. we cannot jeopardise the etficient cost-
ef e:t ve rail serv.f e 'his pia^> represents. L'smg aiiemat-vs t-ucfcnt is mare expensive and affects my eor,ipany-s ability to 
cimpe-e SLCcessfyliy Besides, tAJCk- ooiiute tt : me-e t».an rail Tnjy camage our reads, and increase the tax burden on 
Citijens and bus nesses t h r \ t types of costs o»;fim,ne wnetne' cujmesjes locate er t ipand in Cleveland, 

NS has an e'cet s-t safev recort:, its safety pregra-r. <.?rv«s as a mcc-i t c other earners. I know tirsthand that NS takes it$ 
commit'nen: to sa'ety '.ir-o i$iv. and so do we I know tr M NS has Pledged to work with Cleveland off cials to improve "afe 
r*ii coerationj 

Tne Cry e' C «»«iana snould r̂ ot v.ew tn.s •.nrsactior as t threat c ai'gnt to iccal communities. t;ut as an oooortunity, 
Cieve and n?s an eppcr.umry to prosper agem as an me-. st-ia: g,a-,t, Tne lomt NS/CS- tranuction 1$ a necessary component 
m arj inmg tnat fcoa:. 

Sincerely. 

I A 
/.-TV--

.•>Jsnn eriinsk-o's 
Cp'psrrie Tr.vii: vianasi-

} 
-/tc-

COLUMBIA COIVI^'ANIES 66C0 GRANT A^lNLc • ^.cVfLANO, OHIO 441CS (216)111^972 FAX: 216-34}.««3r 
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VERIFIED STATEMENT 

OF 

J.AMES W H.ARTMAN. JR. 

CONRAIL ASSET UTILIZATION DIRECTOR 

My name is James W Hartman. Jr., and I hold the position of Director. .Asset 

Utilization, foi Consolidated Rail Corporation (Conrail), My responsibihties include the 

management of Com-ail"s Line Sale Program, pursaiiu to which active rail lines are sold to 

short line operators for continued rail operation I was Conrail's chief negoti.itor for the sale 

ofthe Lehigh Cluster, m Carbon, I.ackav\anLna. Luzerne and Wyoming Counties in 

Pennsylvania, to Readhig. Blue Mountain & Nonhem Railroad Company (RBMN). a 

transaction that was completed in August. 1996 

A line sale differs substantialh from the sale of an ordinan. asset, as it often creates 

an on-gomg commercial relationship fioni -.vhich both parties - the selling and purchasing 

railroads -- expect fumre benefiis Conrail generally sells active rail lines with the 

expectation that the new short line operator will be able to protect and grow lail business on 

Lhe lme. which will benefit both the short line operator and Conra-'. which will participate in 

the continued md new business as a connecting carrier. 

In most instances, the critical issue in negotiating a sale is the future earmngs that will 

be den ed from operation of the line. Two issues primarily affect the panics' fumre 

- 1 -
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revenue; the allowance or division of revenue to the shon line operator, and each party's 

estimate of the traffic potential of the line. The up-front purchase price is driven by these 

issues. For instance, a potential p. rchaser may be able to pay more for a property if its 

revenue allowatKe or estimate of future growth is higher. Conversely. Conrail may be 

willing to sell a propeny for less if the revenue projected for the shon line is lower, or if 

Conrail can have a great assurance that its estimate of the fumre traffic volume it will handle 

in interchange service is valid. Because Conrail's experience has been that shon line carriers 

are often able to grow traffic more efficiently than Conrail itself can. the up-front purchase 

price may be (and often is) much less than the existing market value oi the property. 

Coiu^il can justify such sales on the probability of future revenue growth from traffic 

handled in interchange with the new owner of the line. In effe< * Conrail can accept a lower 

up-fron. price because of the deferred compensation it wili receive in the form of continued 

line-haul revenues. 

In simations where a new short lme operator is able to interchange iraffic to a carrier 

other than Conrail. Conrail's estimate of fumre interchange traffic becomes highly uncertain -

- because of the potential lhat what had been Conrail traffic on the line will be diverted to 

another carrier, and thus lost by Conrail Conrail could compensate for the speculative 

nature of its estimate of fumre earnings by seeking a higher purchase price for the property. 

However. Conrail has found that the up-front price it must receive for a rail line to provide 

compensation for the potential loss of fumre revenue is so high that potential shon-line 

purchasers are discouraged from proceeding with the sale. Thus, if Conrail required full up

front compensation in this circumstance, it would be unable to sell such properties, thereby 
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losing the many benefits produced by shon line operators. Accordingly, Conrail develô êd 

a method to reduce the uncertainty of fumre interchange traffic and revenue, to allow 

properties with the potential for diversion to be marketed at a price that would be anractive 

to potential purchasers Under this approach, the purchaser operator agrees to pay Conrail a 

specified amount for each carload of traffic which it could interchange with Conrail. but 

wh.ch instead is interchanged by the short-line w ith another carrier. This amount is 

sometimes mistakenly referred to as a penalty amount, but is more properly called additional 

consideration, as it reflects the reduced up-front purchase price of the property, a price 

which Conrail is able to justify based on the assurance of future traffic. 

The additional consideration amount does not impose an absolute prohibition against 

interchange of trafiic with another carrier, and is designed to allow such interchange where 

the other camer can offer a more efficient route The amount of tlie additional consideration 

IS set to approximate Conrail's net eamings from handling the traffic, considering its own 

costs, I nils. ;t interchange w ith another cartier allows use of a more efficient route, the 

participants in that route ould pay the ao> tional consideration to Conrri'. and still benefit 

from handling the traific to the extent the costs of lhat route are less than the costs via the 

Conrail route. 

This approach was followed in the sale of Conrail's Lehigh Line to RBMN. The up

front purchase price agreed to for that line represents a small fraction of the value of the 

lme. However, from prior experience with RBMN. Conrail knew it to be an efficient, well-

run operator, which had demonstrated in the past its ability to satisfy its customers and to 

grow traffic on its lines. Thus. Conrail felt confident lhat it would benefit from fumre iraffic 
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growth, if it could be assured that it would not lose revenue from diversion of the traffic to 

another carrier. The additional consideration clause provided this assurance. This clause 

works to preserve Conrail's participation in the traffic where the Conrail route is at least as 

equally efficieni as a competing route, and to compensate Conrail where the iraffic is acmally 

diverted to a more efficient route. 

I do not recall that there were any specific negotiations conceming whether or not an 

additional consideration provision was to be included in the terms of this transaciion. as both 

parties understood that the transaciion couid not go forward withoui it. RBMN would not 

have been interested in the property at a price which would represent the value of the 

property to Conrail without the protection of future traffic. 

I have read the Verified Statement of Andrew M. Muller. Jr,. attached to RBMN-5 

filed herein. Conrail did not require RBMN to agree to pay a substa-iiial penally for traffic 

interchanged to another carrier As explained above, the additional consideration provision 

was an integral pan of the overall transaction. 

I am not privy to Mr. Muller s Appendix HC-2 as it was filed as a highl'-confidential 

doc'iinent. but I believe it is not relevant to compare a short line's allowances with the 

additional consideration, which reflects Conrail's earmngs from a proposed move. If a 

competing route is more efficieni. there will be sufficient additional eamings available to 

compensate ali the participating carriers in the route, including the short line. 

-4 
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VERIFICATION 

1, James W. Hartman, Jr., verify under penalty of perjury that I am Director, Asset 

Utilization, Consolidated Rail Corporation, that I have read the foregoing document and 

know its contents, and that the same is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and 

belief. 

Executed on December 8, 1997. 

jjame ' i W. Hartman, Jr. ' 
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REBUTTAL VERIFIED STATEMENT OF THOMAS G. HOBACK 

My name is Thomas G, Hoback and I am Chairman. President and Chief Executive 

Officer of The Indiana Rail Road Company ("INRD"), which is based in Indianapolis. I 

founded INRD with a group of investors in March 1986. and have managed INRD ever since. 

My role is to oversee ali aspects of INRD's perfonnance and I have sole responsibility for 

INRD's bonom-line results, 

I hold a Bachelor of Science degree in Transportation and Economics from Golden Gate 

University-, Sar. Francisco, Prior to founding INRD, I was Director of Marketing from 1983-85 

for 'lECO Transport and Trade in Tampa. FL. From 1978-82, I was Directoi of Coal 

Marketing for Illinois Cenural Gulf Railroad in Chicago. I began my railroad career with 

Wesiem Pf.cific Railroad in San Francisco as a Cost Analyst and have been involved in 

transportation continuously since thai time. 

The purpose of my Verified Statement is to provide INRD's perspective on the current 

coal delivery operations and options for Indianapolis Power & Light Company's ("IP«&L") coal 

movements into the Perry K and Stout plants, both of which are located in Indianapolis. I also 

discuss how IP&L has used those options lo its advantage. More specifically. I demonstrate how 

IP&L has used the threat of inick competition throughout INRD's corporate existence to receive 

favorable rate treatment. 
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I. INK '̂s Coal Movements on Behalf of IP&L 

A. Stout Plant 

INRD provides rail transportation to IP&L's Stout plant, INRD moves coal by rail from 

several Indiana mines including Black Beauty's Miller Cieek Mine (INRD origin); Triad 

Mining's Switz City Mine (INRD origin); Black Beauty's Faimersburg Mine (CP Rail System 

»,-CPRS")); and from time to time, spot coai from other mines. CPRS (a former Soo Line) 

interchanges certain coal to INRD at Linton, IN for final delivery to the Stout plant. 

In addition to line-haul movements. INRD also moves coal to the Stout plant from an 

interchange with Conrail at Indianapolis. This coal has originated from Black Beauty's former 

Shand Mine at Carbon. IN, and from Peabody's Hawthon Mine near Sandbom. IN, and is 

interchanged from Indiana Souihem Railroad to Conrail before being transported by INRD to 

the Stout plant. [[[' 

111 

B. Pen̂  K 

From time lo time, INRD also has moved coal for delivery to IP&L's Perry K plant. 

INRD delivers that coal to the Stout plant where it is unloaded and then trucked to the Perry K 

plant. 

In the past, INRD coal also has been unloaded at the Senate Avenue Terminal, INRD's 

principal switching yard in Indianapolis, and trucked about one mile to tlie Perry K plant. That 
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coal was handled through INRD's distribution center for several months in ihe ea. ly 1990s while 

IP&L was rebuilding its rail unloading facilities at the Perry- K plant. 

I I . Impact of Truck Competition 

As evidence of IP&L's ability to take advantage of rail-truck competition, toui^ of the 

Stout plant begin with an ori'̂ ntation film that describes the plant's ability to take coal by truck 

or '•y rail. For a number of years IP&L has used iruc< competition - or the threat of truck 

competition - to constrain rail rates to the Stout plant 

A, Reduction in Rail Rates 

T l . following example demonstrates how effective IP&L has been m usin" the threat of 

truck com,)etition to gamer rail rate concessions. 

Last /ear. IP&L entered into a coal supply agreement with Black Beauty Coal's new 

Farmersburg. I.V mme The agreement provides for the delivery of approximately 5(X).(XX) tons 

of coal annually from the Farmersburg mine to the Stout plant over a period of several years, 

beginning in early 1997 .An all rail movtmeni would originate at the Farmersburg mine on 

CPRS and be inierchangeO with INRD at Linton. IN. 

IP&L bejat' rate discussions with I.NRD in 1995 for this new movement. At tha time. 

INRD had in place two published rates ihat covered movements for IP&L; one for movements 

from the Amax Minnehaha mine: and a second one for movements from mines at Switz City, 

IN and from the interchange at Linton with CPRS. Due to a previous threat of tmck 

competition, those rates remained unchanged during the period 1990-97 

Dunng negotiations for this new movement. IP&L's Vice President for Fuel 

Procurement. Don Knight, informed me that if INRD did not reduce its existing rail rate from 
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Linton by approximately ;([ J]]^. IP&L would truck coal from the new Farmersburg mine to 

the Sioi't plam. IP&L had worked out an arrangement with Black Beauty that would have 

allowed Black Beauty to truck coal to the Stout plant using Black Beauty's own tmck fleet. 

Black Beauty is the largest coal producer m Indiana and operator of the largest fleet of coal 

tmcks in Indiana, .As evidence that truck competition was a viable option. Mr, Knight explained 

how Black Beauty would use 20 sets of double-bottom nailers operating in two 10-hour shifts 

per day to move the required tonnage to the Stout plant, Farmersburg mine is located just 

southeast of Terre Haute and is about 76 miles from the Stout plant, with most of the distance 

traversed by Interstate Highway (1-70 and 1-465), Because Black Beauty would have had 

complete control over both coal production and transportation. Black Beauty had flexibility in 

how to price the delivered coal. 

In addition, by trucking coal to the Stout plant, IP&L would have been able to unload 

coal directly onto its stockpile. This operation would have avoided the need to unload coal at 

IP&L's car dumper and move it on an extensive belting system to the stockpile, thereby resulting 

in an additional cost advantage for tmcks. It also would ha\ e eliminated the need to use IP&L's 

rail car thaw shed during the winter months. 

In mid-1996. INRD confirmed IP&L's tmcking economies with RDI of Boulder. CO, 

a coal consulting firm, and with Mr Jeffre^ Stoops. President and CEO of Stoops hreighiliner 

of Indianapolis, the largest dealer of Freightliner tmcks in the Umted States. 

In response to IP&L's threat to shift significant tonnage to tmck. in January 1997 - after 

a seven-year freeze on IP&L's rail rates - INRD reduced its rates for coal deliveries to the Stout 

plant by approximatelv [[[ ]]]%. INRD made this rate red-action after CSX acquied financial 
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Control of Midland United Corporation. INRD's parent, and after the announced division of the 

use and operation of Conrail's asseis by CSX and NS. 

B. Charges at Indianapolis 

In addition to keeping raii rates low. IP&L also has used the threat of tmck competition 

to constrain rail charges at Indianapolis. In the late 1970s. INRD s predecessor. Illinois Central 

Gulf (now Illinois Central) raised its charge for moving coal from Conrail's Indianapolis Bell 

Secondary Track to the Stout plant, IP&L protested and through protracted litigation and 

negotiation, a new, somewhat higher charge was agreed upon That charge was approximately 

III ]]] per car when INRD began operations in March 1986. 

In contrast, the Conrail charge to move coal from INRD to the Perry K plant was 

III 11] per car. Conrail's charge at Indianapolis for most other traffic was about $390 per 

car, CSX s cha'-ge was about S230 per car. Thus, the [[( ]]] charge was extremely low in 

relation to other chargê ' in Indianapolis, 

In 1987-88. INRD approached IP&L about its plans to raise INRIX's charge to [[[ )]] 

per car. Pan of the justification for this higher charge was ihat IP&L accounted for the 

preponderance of traffic over INRD and there were no contractual commitments for any tonnage 

to move via line haul on INRD, In a meetmg with Mr, Don Knight and IP&L Senior Vice 

President, Mr. Gerry Waltz, INRD was informed lhat if it raised its charge bv anv amount IP&L 

would immediately shift all of its coal tonnage from rail to tmck. When I informed Messrs. 

Waltz and Knight that IP&L's action most assuredly would throw INRD into bankmptcy. they 

responded lhat INRD's financial success or failure was not their concem. At that time. IP&L 

traffic accounted for more than 80% of INRD's toul revenue. 
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In the recent negotiations for moving Farmersburg coal to the Stout plant. IP&L again 

insisted that INRD maintain its ([[ HI charge with no escalation for the duration of the 

contract Consequently, the contract for that movement maintains the (l[ ]]) charge. 

III. Access t-.) Stout for .NS Coal Deliveries 

IP&L mainuins that u needs the ability to move coal via NS to tht Stout plant. See 

IPL-3. Weaver VS at 12. After li'e acquisition is consummated, INRD will have a direct 

interchange with NS at Hawthome "̂ "̂ rd, INRD is prep.-'.ret' lo negotiate with IP&L an 

arrangement whereby IP&L could receive coal via NS. either thiough a separate INRD charge 

at competitive rates or through joint line NS/INRD service. To date, however IP&L has not 

requested a rate for coal movements on NS via INRD to the Stout plant. Nor has IP&L 

requested a separate charge for INRD to move coal from NS at Hawthome \'ard to the Stout 

plant. 

IV. Response to the Department of Justice 

The Department of Justice's ("DOJ's") filed comments regarding coal movements to 

IP&L's Indianapolis plants are âr fetched. DOJ witness Peter .A. Woodward sutes that 

"competition between Conrail and INRD has significantly reduced transporution costs for 

IP&L. DOJ-1. Woodward VS at 18. However, Conrail has not been an effective competitor 

for coal in Indiana for some years. This is reinforced by the fact that in 1992 Conrail sold its 

Petersburg Secondary (which serves IP&L's Pntchard and Petersburg plants as well as several 

coal mines) to ISRR Conrail's remaining east-west main line through central Indiana serves 

only one small mme (Shand Mine near Carbon, IN, which will be closed m December 1997) 
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and IP&L's Perry K steam plant Therefore. Conrail has a minimal presence in Indiana coal 

movements. 

Woodward further sutes. "[tjhe Indiana Railroad matched Conrail's price and won 

90 percent of the bus ness. but the competition from Conrail reduced prices about *** percent 

below lhe tmck price," Id. For Conrail lo have been an effective competitor, coal would have 

to have moved via three railroads (CPRS, Conrail. and INRD) on a route through Terre Haute. 

IN versus only two railroads - via CPRS and INRD. as the coal is presently moving. At no 

time did IP&L ever discuss with INRD the possibility of moving coal from Fai-mersburg via 

another rail carrier. Add ng a third railroad to the route on a short ha«i! movement of coal 

would have added incfficiencie: and delays to the movement. 

Moreover, INRD had nc way of knowing that Conrail had been asked to bid on this coal 

movement. Even if INRD nad known that Conrail was being asked to bid, INRD would have 

had no way of knowing what rales were being quoted by Conrail. IP&L only discussed with 

us the threat of tn''.k compelilion, which we took seriously based upon our own smdies, 

V. Conclusion 

IP&L historically has used the threat of tmck competition and acmally has used tracks 

10 put pressure on coal transporution rates to boih its Stout and Peny K plants. IP&L has done 

this by using the threat of tmcking coal direct from the mine and of tmcking from another rail 

carrier. Post-acquisition, the same tmcking options will be available. Nothing will change. 

IP&L will continue to be able to tmck coal from the mine to the Stout plant (as it threatened to 

do just last year from the Farmersburg Mine). IP&L's options at the Perry K plant are similarly 

unaffected. 
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The fact that IP&L is converting much of the Perry K capacity to namral gas, however, 

will eliminate in large part the requirement for coal transponation to Perry K. According to 

Coal Outlook. "[c]oke oven gas will displace half of the 250.000-tons/yr. bum at Indianapolis 

Power & Light's Perry K steam plant in downtown Indianapolis." Ss& Exhibit 1. This 

displacement of coal steins from a 20-year contract signed in lr.ite 1996 under which IP&L will 

purchase gas from Citizens Gas & Coke. Id-
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VERIFICATION 

I, Thomas G. Hoback, declare under penalty of perjury 

that tlie foregoing is true and correct. 

Further, I certify that I am qualified and authorized to 

file this statement. Executed on December A . 1997. 

Thomas G. Hoback 
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EXHIBIT 1 
Ci t a t i o n 
12/9/96 COALOL (No Page) 
12/9/96 Coal Outlook (Pg, 
1996 WL 13072710 

Unavail 

Rank(R) 
R 1 OF 5 
, Online) 

Database 
COALOL 

Coal Outlook 

Copyright 1996 Information Access Company. A l l r i g h t s reserved. 

Monday, December 9, 1996 

Vol. 20, No. 48 ISSN: 0162-2714 

Indianapolis turns to cuke oven gas 
Coke oven gas w i l l displace h a l f of the 250,000-tons/yr burn at 

Indianapolis Power & Light's Perry K steam plant i n downtown 
Indianapolis. 

IPiL and Citizens Gas & Coke U t i l i t y l ast week said they have signed 
a 20-year contract under which IP&L w i l l buy the gas from Citizens' 
pla-it s t a r t i n g i n November 1997. IP&L w i l l convert three of Perry K's 
si> b o i l e r s from coal to gas. 

Triad Mining i s believed to be the coal supplier to Perry K. In the 
12-month period ending l a s t June 30, Triad produced about 1.4 m i l l i o n 
tons of coal from i t s Freelandville mine i n Knox County and i t s Switz 
Cit y mine i n Greene County. Triad also ships to other IP&L plants. 

Citizens needed a customer for i t s manufactured gas because of a plan 
to convert i t s gas customers tc 100% natural gas. At present about 5% 
of Citizens' d i s t r i b u t e d gas comes from che coke ovens. 

Steam from Perry K i s used to heat buildings. 
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VERIFIED STATEMENT OF RICHARD D. HUFFMAN 

My :,ame is Richard D, Huffman, I am Assistant Vice President-

Compensation and Benefits for Consolidated Rail Corporation ("Conrail"), I 

have held this position since May 1. 1994, Prior to that date. I held vanous 

positions n Conrail's human resources, passenger operations, and strategic 

planning departments, beginning in 1975 when I joined the newly created 

Conrail, 

I make this verified statement, in conjunction with the venfied statement of 

William McCain, Conrail's Assistant Vice Prfc.-ident-Labor Relations, in response 

to certain comments filed by rail labor organizations in the Surface 

Transponation Board proceeding Finance Docket No. 33388. CSX Corporation 

* and CSX Transportation Inc Nortolk Southern Corporation and Nortolk 

Southern RRilwav Co, - Control and Oceratno Leases/Aoreements-Conrail Inc, 

ana Consolidated Rail Corporation. Specifically, some of the labor 

commentators seem to contend that the Board should consider the benefits that 

Conrails nonagreement employees reportedly are receiving as a result ofthe 

proposed transaction. This view is expressed most directly in the comments of 

Transportation Communications International Union ("TCU "), which purports to 

set forth the amounts of money that Conrail's nonagreement employees wili 

receive in the form of "severance payments" and 'dislocation allowances" and 

contends that "it is only equitable that comparable packages be made available 

1 
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to Conrail s unionized workforce," TCU Comments at 6-7, TCU's description is 

not accurate. As i explain further below, most of the money that is being 

received by Conrail's nonagreement employees will come from the aliocation of 

Conrail s Employee Stock Option Plan ("ESOP") to eligible participants of the 

plan. As Mr. McCain explains in his verified statement, Conrail's agreement 

employees rejected an offer tr ,n the ESOP when it was established m 1990. 

The proposec transaction is anticipated to result in the severance of a 

large number of Conraii's nonagreement employees. In order to ease the 

resulting financial impact on those employees, and to ensure a stable workforce 

pending the approval and the consummation of the transaction, Conrail will pay 

stay bonuses, and, where applicable, severance payments to eligible 

nonagreement employees, subject to certain conditions. For all but Conrail's 

senior executives, the amounts ofthe severance payments vary with the 

employees' length of service and compensation. For Conrail's senior executives 

(approximately 75 individuals) severance payments are governed by individual 

employment contracts. 

In addition, eligible nonagreement employees are receiving allocations 

from the excess assets from Conrail's ESOP, a plan used to fund the corporate 

! ?atch embodied in the Conrail Matched Savings Plan, Conrail's 401 (k) 

retirement savings plan. Conrail used its junior convertible preferred stock to 

match employees' cash contributions. Most of the money tnat will be received by 
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the vast majority of nonagreement employees (namely by those other than the 

aforementioned 75 executives) wil! come from the ESOP allocation. 

Under the terms of the Conrail Matched Savings Plan/ESOP, which was 

established and funded in 1990, employee contributions were matched on a 

dollar-for-dollar basis up to 6% of salary with the oreferred stock using a per-

share value of $28,84375, the valuation at the inception of the ESOP (adjusted 

for stock split). 

The Conrail Matched Savings Plan/ESOP proved to be a very valuable 

investment tor those who elected to participate, owing in part to the strong 

performance of Conrail's common stock, which increased the value of the 

convertible preferred to well above the $28.84375 per share initial valuation, and 

which was eventu£lly sold pursuant to the tender offers at nearly four times that 

amount. As Conrail terminates the ESOP in connection with the proposed 

transaction, it is allocating to eligible participants the proceeds from the 

previously unallocated ESOP shares, i.e. the cash received by tho trustee for the 

tendered shares less the amount used to pay off the loan used to purchase the 

ESOP shares originally. 

The aforementioned is also true for agreement employees who are 

eligible participants in the Conrail Matched Savings Plan/ESOP. As Mr. McCain 

explains in his verified statement, the Fraternal Order OT Police, entered into a 

collective bargainmg agreement whereby its members would be covered by 

Conrail's nonagreement compensation and benefits policies and practices. 
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These benefits include eligibility to participate in the Conrail Matched Savings 

Plan/ESOP. (In the late 1970's, collective bargaining with the Transportation 

Communications Union led to certain c' its members being designated as 

•Technically Coveted" and thereby also covered by Conrail's nonagreement 

compensation and benefits policies and practices.) Accordingly, these union-

represonted employees, alone among Conrail's agreement employees, are also 

eligible to participate, and are participating, in the current ESOP allocation on 

the same basis as other eligible participants. 
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VERIFICATION 

STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA ) 

COUNTY OF PHILADELPHIA ) 

Richard D. Huffman, being duly sworn, deposes and says that he is 

Assistant Vice President-Compensation and Benefits of Consolidated Rail 

Corporation, that he is qualified and authorized to submit ^his Ve.iiiec Statement, 

that he has read the foregoing statement and that he , knows the contents 

thereof, and that the same are true and correct. 

R.chard D. Huffman ' 

Subscribed and sworn io before me by Richard D. Huffman this 9th day of 
December, 1997. 

NOTARIAL SEAL | 
ELIZABETH C CALLACHER Notan; PuIUC I 

CiCv 0's"''aoeiD^ia Pmi? co'jntv j 
Mv Comrn s- on CXD res Moy • r, -lOa? ; 
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REBUTTAL VERIFIED STATEMENT OF CHRISTOPHER P. JENKINS 

My name is Christopher P. Jenkins. I am Vice President, Chemical 

Marketing for CS.X Transportation. I previously submitied a verified statement as part 

of the June 23. 1997 Application in this proceeding. My background and work 

experience are describe*," in that statement. 

The purpose of this rebuttal verified statement is to address various 

commercial issues raised by commenting panies in û e October 21,1997 filings in tiiis 

proceeding and to -" l̂u. te certain specific requests for conditions. 

Comraercial Issues Related to Implementation 

The Chemical Manufacturers Association and the Society of the Plastics 

Industry. Inc, (CMA/SPl) have asked the Board to impose rwo different conditions that 

involve the commercial implementation of the proposed Transaction. One of these deals 

with certairi Conrail contracts involving movements to. from or within Tha'-̂ 'd Assets 

Areas CMA/SPl want shippers to have an "open season" to test service from both 

carriers unaer these contracts. It wants the shippers to have the right to determine 

which carrier will ultunately assume the legal responsibility to perfonn the contract. And 

it wants ê rh shipper to have the right to "reopen," i.e. get out of, its Conrail contracts 

involving movements to, from or within Shared Assets Areas. 

The Applicants' proposal for the allocation of Conrail contracts, including 
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those-involving movements to, from or within the Shared Assets Areas is the only 

feasible way of effecting a smooth commercial transition for contract movements 

currently performed by Conrail. First, it makes commercial sense for CSX and NS to 

know from the outset which of them will perform which contracts so they can plan to 

provide the service. The party who wUl perform the service must plan to have the crews 

and equipment in place to handle the traffic A regime of sampling that allows the 

customer to switch back and forth would inhibit effective planning and could resuh in 

chaos. The CMA/SPl proposal is diametrically opposed to the smooth transition that 

CMA/SPl say they want. Shifting blocks of traffic back and forth between CSX and NS 

could be destabilizing. Such shifts of traffic from the initial carrier :o the second camer 

would place unanticipated demands on the second carrier which unexpectedly became 

obligated to handle traffic. The serv-ice problems created by the unexpected traffic could 

result in driving other traffic away from the second carrier. This traffic, in tum, might 

temporarily overioad the first carrier, creating an unstable oscillation. I fmd it ironic 

that CMA/SPl, which is one of the commentators that repeatedly invokes the sFcc"*r of 

UP's service failures, would make a proposal that poses seriou.c, risks of service problems. 

CMA's proposal that Conrail shippers be able to terminate contracts at 

their option raises potential problems and inequities. The Applicar.ts" basic approach for 

allocating Conrail jontracts is for either NS or CSX to step into the shoes of Conrail for 

purposes of carryiig out the commercial obligations that Conrail committed to perform. 

This guarantees thai Conrail's customers will not lose the benefit ofthe bargains they 

made as the result of the Transaction, Capital investmems made by Conrai] that may 
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have made in reliance on the contracts will not be unfairly prejudiced by allowing 

customers to avoid their obligations. 

There are additional potential complications that would resilt from the 

principle of voidability that CMA/SPl espouse. Some Conrail contracts undoubtedly 

cover multiple movements, some of which will be performed by CSX and some by NS. 

A decision by a customer to void the contracts as to certain movements bi't not as to 

others would create enormous confusion regarding the administration of these contracts. 

CMA's suggestion that contacts should be voidable at the customer's 

option also strikes me as opportunistic and inequitable. Applicants are willing to inc ur 

whatever commercial obligations may be imposed on them under Conrail's contracts. !i 

seems only logical and fair that they receive whatever commercial benefits the customers 

were willing to confer upon Conrail. Many of the customers will have the benefit of 

additional competition after the contracts expire. In the mt-antime, there will be stability 

in existing commercial relationships during the period that CSX and NS are 

implementing the Transaction. 

Mosc rail transportation contracts are limited to arrangements on pnce, 

service and volume. However, some are part and parcel of broader transportation-

related deals. The overall deal may also include capital investment by the carrier, up

front incentive payments to the shipper, concessions on disputes over performance by the 

shipper of earlier commitments, volume cotnmitments in "out years," and so on. It is not 

unusual for the rate and volume commitments to be incorporated in the rail 

transportation contract, with the other arrangements included in other documents. Yet, 
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they are all pan and parcel of the same business deal. 

The shippers who are demanding the right to abrogate their rail 

trans'-onation contracts at their sole option make no mention of related commercial 

arrangements forming pan of the consideration for those contracts. Yet, allowing 

customers to walk away from long-tenr business commitments that compensated Conrail 

for investments made in consideration for those commitments is unjust. Allowing 

customers who made promises about fumre business -- perhaps several years into the 

future - in exchange for current rate reductions would give an extra windfall to the 

abrogating customer, Customcs who induced Conrail to waive breach of volume 

commitments in past contracts i i ' e.-:change from promises of additional business in the 

fumre would be freed from their senlement an?jigements. Industrial development deals 

which gave customers incentives to locate in exchange for customer coi jnimienis for the 

fumis A'ould tum into economic giveaways. In shon. giving any party a unilateral right 

to walk away froni its part of a complex, stmcmred bilateral deal would open the door to 

abuse and injustice. 

Fiom an administrative point of view, it is desii le to have the expiration 

of Conrail contracts spread out over time, as Applicants' proposal allows. The staggered 

expiration of the contracts in accordance with their own lerms will allow for a smooth 

transition, rather than the discontinuitv- and administrative burden that would result if 

large numbers of contracts expued or were terminated at once. 

A second commercial condition proposed by CMA/SPl would require 

Applicants to adopt all Conrail tariffs and circulars that were in effect when the 
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application was filed (June 23. 1997) and to publish supplements incorporating new 

routes. The proposal that all tariffs and circulars be maintained a' June 23. 1997 rate 

levels ignores the fact that rates have in all likelihood been adjusted in the interim by 

Conrail as market conditions have changed. It would be impractical to reinstate rates 

that have changed in the interim and commercially foolish as well because rates that do 

not reflect current market conditions would imp'̂ de the eff<cient movement of freight. 

CSX anticipates ihat it will need to continue to adjust rates to reflec* 

evolving market conditions. It would impede our ability to comt)ete with .N'S and tmcks 

if we have to lock in the old Conrail rate stmcmre even for a .;hon time, 

CMA/SPI s proposal is also curious to the extent that it suggests that 

CNI.A/SPI believe that both CSX and NS should assess the same rates (i.e..former 

Conrail rates) between points that both of them ser\e, A major purpose of the 

Transaction is to bring rail competition to areas which did not have it before, I cannot 

believe that CMA/SPl really want CSX and NS lo establish identical rates. 

It would make no sense at all for CSX to have rwo separate rate stmcmres 

following the Transaction -- one for the former CSX and oue for the portion of Conrail 

to be operated by CXS - which is what CMA/SPl's proposal would requir** A dual rate 

stmcmre would fmstrate our customers' preference for having a rate stmcmre that is 

comprehensive and easy to understand. It ..ould be unnecessarily cumbersome. There 

would be enormous practical problems in modifS'ing our rating and billing systems to 

accommodate two rate stmcmres and in training our marketing personnel to administer 

both systems simultaneously. 
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In sum. both of CMA/SPl's proposed conditions regarding the commercial 

implementation of the Transaction are unnecessar>-. impractical and would be 

counterproductive. 

The Transaction Will ResuU in Increased Competition 

In my opening verified staiement. I emphasized that a pnncipal benefit of 

the proposed Transaction would be the enhanced ability of CSX to compete with tmcks, 

I sponsored a tmck/barge-to-carload traffic diversion smdy that estimated the amount of 

general merchandise traffic Jiat CSX could expect to capmre from tmcks and barges 1 

explamed that the universe of traffic potentially available to CSX was acmally much 

larger than the amount reflected in that smdy. 

Nobody has seriously challenged the proposition that the proposed 

Transaction will allow CSX to compete more effectively with tmcks and that this 

enhanced competition will benefit the shipping public. The prospect of more vigorous 

competition between railroads and tmcks in the East would in iu:-lf be a substantial 

public benefu - even if our proposal did not create inc-eased rail-to-rail competition. 

But of course the proposed Transaction does entail increased rail-to-rail 

competition. Many parties, including the National Industrial Transportation League 

acknowledge and welcome the enhanced comp<.dtion that will result from the creation of 

the Shared Assets Areas. The claim made by some parties that the proposed 

Transaction will cause commercial harm by not including certain parties in the Shared 

Assets Areas is unfounded. In the first place, all shippers, not just those located in 
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Shared Assets Areas, benefit from access to the expanded CSX single-line network. 

Moreover, the benefits that stem from the creation of the Shared Assets Areas will 

extend to all shippers, whether or not they are located in those areas. 

A fonner Conrail shipper who will be outside the Shared Assets Areas and 

will be local on CSX will benefit from the Transaction because CSX has a sttong interest 

in having that shipper move traffic by rail. CSX is the beneficiary of any traffic moving 

into or out of that shipper's facility. Therefore, we are vitally interested in the success of 

"Jiat shipper's business, whether that success is measured against the performance of 

competitors in the Shared Assets Areas or at locations on other railroads or overseas. 

Clearly, we will need to price our services so that the customer whose traffic CSX alone 

will e; 'oy has the incentive to move substantial volumes on us. If rates on traffic moving 

to and from Shared Assets Areas come down, as many shippers expect they will, that will 

put downward pressure on rates on CSX local traffic for industries that compete with 

those in Shared Assets Areas, 

The suggestion made by the Erie-Niagara Rail Steering Committee that 

CSX would ailow Niagara Frontier industries to shut down or relocate to Shared Assets 

Areas is simply unimaginable. Our incentives are diametrically opposite to those 

assumed by these conm:ientors. If a cusiomer closes down his Niagara Frontier facility 

and moves to a shared asseis area, we will have only a fifty percent statistical chance of 

obtaining his rail traffic. If he is currently local on us and remains there, we will enjoy 

all his rail 'ousiness, and the more the better. No party in this proceeding has cited a 

single instance where CSX has caused a locally served industry to close in favor of one in 
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a jointly served market. 

There are numerous examples of customers today who are local to CSX 

who benefit because it is in our interesr to keep our sole-served customers competitive in 

their markets. For example, we have a major producer of a key industrial acid at a .sole-

2.erved CSX point. We move in all the raw material this customer needs in his 

manufacmring process aiKl we carry out all llie acid he produces that is shipped by rail ~ 

the vast majority of his production. This customer competes against a wide range of 

other industrial acid producers, including some located at points on CSX where a 

competing railroad has access and some located on other rail carriers. In establishing 

rates for ttaffic moving in and out of this shipper's facility, we give full considerauon to 

the viability of this producer and his ability to compete with manufacturers of indusû ial 

acid located at points with multiple transportation options. 

Potential customers who are looking to build new rail-served facilities will 

also be able to exercise considerable leverage over CSX when making a decision about 

where to locate a nev facility. For the reasons I have already discussed, CSX would 

much prefer to have a new facility located solely on us, where we will have the prospect 

of handling ail the customer's rail traffic, rather than at a dual rail-served point where on 

average we will handle half the traffic. Having the cusiomer commit to a local point on 

another carrier such as NS is the worst of the three atcomes for CSX. Il is obvious that 

no customer will commit to having CSX as its sole rail option imless we make it 

worthwhile for him lo do so Thus, siting decisions and the negotiation of rail 

ttansportation contracts go hand-in-hand. We have a huge incentive to see that the 
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transponation proposal we make to the customer is the one lhat wins the business for 

CSX. Accordingly, I expect that there will be vigorous competition between CSX and 

NS throughout the former Conrail territory as well as in our existing service territories to 

attract new facilities to locate on one or the other of us. 

The suggestion advanced by some panies that CSX and NS will be able to 

increase rail rates to cover the costs of Conrail is extremely naive. Our compe ition does 

not care what CSX paid for Comail, The harsh reality of the marketplace is hat wc 

have tc deliver a value package of price and service that beats the competition. 

Whatever we have paid for Conrail is a sunk cost. It has no bearing on what the 

marketplace will allow us to charge. 

Funhermore. there is every reason to believe that Conrail, with its 

competent marketing staff, has already priced to the competitive market level. It seems 

highly unlikely to me ihat CSX or NS would be able to price at higher levels than 

Conrail ha* already established. 

Switching Charges 

Variv-us panies have asked the Board to condition the Transaction by 

requirini, CSX and NS to reduce the switch charges cunently assessed by Conrail to 

some arbittary figure, such as $130 per car, I understand that the $130 per car was a 

figure that Union Pacific and Burimgton Northem Santa Fe agreed to and which was 

incorporatej as pan of a senlement agreement with CMA in the Union Pacific/Southem 

Pacific merger proceeding. 

CSX and NS propose to step into Conrail's shoes and provide the switching 
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services that Conrail cunently provides. We have no plan to curtail the switching 

services that Conrail offers and. speaking for CSX. no plan to increase the level of 

Conrail's switching charges. Therefore, there is nothing about the proposed Transaction 

that will produce a change in the stams quo with respect to switching charges, much less 

any competitive harm that calls for tJie Board to impose a -emediai condition. 

Co-nmenting parties seem lo imply that reciprocal switching is a generic 

activitv' and that "one size fits all." That is not the case. Reciprocal switching charges 

are generally established bilaterally between pairs of rail carriers. The geographic scope 

of switching anangements and riie level of the charges is a function of the way in which 

the two earners' systems o> erlap, the sons of traffic that they handle, historical 

considerations and other factors. Accordingly, the level of switch charges established 

between one pair of carriers is likely different from the level of charges established by 

ai,ether pair of carriers. And the level of charges may differ from one location to 

another. 

Generally, the estabiishmei;t of switching charges reflects the notion that 

the pany who owns the property, provides locomotives and crews and has conscmcted 

i nd maintained facilities to serve a customer is entitled to an appropriate remm on its 

investment. 

I understand that iiie switching charges established by Conrail are generally 

at the level of $390 per car, although special circumstances may cause them to be higher 

or lower in certam areas. CSX switches for Conrail at the same rate of S390 per car. 

CSX and NS, on the other hand, generally provide switching services for one another at 
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the rate of $250 per car. From my perspective as a marketing officer, I view Conrail's 

switch charges as an effective commercial safet> valve that permits traffic to move via a 

second car..er when there is a need for it to move. There are many examples where 

CSX purchases switching from Conrai! or Conrail purchases swiiching from CSX at the 

$390 level. One example of Conrail switching for CSX is the Josc' i Smith & Sons scrap 

metal yard at Capital Heights. MD, In this case. CSX pays Conrail's $390 per car switch 

charge, giving Smith access to CSX's superior fleet of gondolas and allowing CSX to 

enjoy the line-haul movement on some of Smith's traffic. 

I am also aware of simations where Conrail has won the line-haul 

movement from CSX by incuning the switch charge at facilities served by CSX and 

switched for Conrai! Within the past 12 months, for example, for example. CSX lost 

two significa-it pieces of chemical business to Conrail at industries where CSX provides 

the switching service and assesses a charge of $390 p r̂ car. Conrail was able to win the 

business because it offered a better overall package to the customer, notwithstanding the 

switch charge. 

In short, I view the existing Conrail switching charges as playing a 

meaningful role in the market. They allow ttaffic to move on a second line-haul carrier 

when there is a real need for it lo move and provide a competitive constraint on Coixrail. 

CSX and NS are going to hold themselves out to provide the switching services that 

Conrail provides There is no justtfication for the Board to reduce them by regulatory 

fiat to a level below that set in the marketplace, perhaps even to a level that is not 

compensatory to the owner of the facilities and that could subsidize inefficient 
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movements by a competitor, Conrail's switching service is not affected by the 

Transaction one way or another and the switching charges should not be adjusted by the 

Board. 

Traffic that Will Experience Joint-Line Service as a Resuh of the Transaction 

CSX and NS recognized in t̂ ie Application that some ttaffic that moved in 

single-line service on Conrail prior to the proposed Transaction will receive joint-line 

service from CSX as a result of the Transaction, Certain shipper gioups and individual 

shippers propose conditions to address this simation. NIT League and CMA/SPl, for 

example, both seek to impose a rate cap on this so-called "l-to-2"ttaffic. NIT League's 

rate cap would last five years. CMA/SPl's rate cap proposal appears to have no 

expiration date and presumably would go on forever, I believe that these proposed 

conciitions are unduly restrictive and unwananted. 

To begin with, the creation of joint-line service where there formeriy was 

single-line sen ice cannot fairly be characterized as a reduction in rail competition. By 

definition, the local Conrail traffic that wil! become interline had one rail carrier 

(Cotttail) a( origin and destination prior to the Transaction and will have one rail carrier 

at both the origin and destination (albeit a different carrier at the two points) following 

the Transaction. These shippers simply will not experience the loss of an altemative 

service provider. 

The volume of traffic that will receive joint-line service as a result of the 

Transaction is far exceeded by the volume that will be converted to single-line service. 

Shippers who will face joint-line service on certain historical movements will have new 
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single-line service on what were historically joint-line movements and, more unponant, 

will have the oppormnity for new single-line movemenis in the fumre over the expanded 

CSX and NS networks. I want to emphasize that both CSX and NS will have the 

incentive to work with customers to develop single-line market oppormnities that will 

result in increased volumes of traffic moving over the over the new networks. Thus, I 

would expect ihat over time the former Conrail local movements that become joint-line 

as a result of the Transaction will diminish in commercial significance. The new traffic 

pattems that emerge over time will reflect net gains in efficiency as customers take 

advantage of the enhanced single-line service provided by the Transaction. 

In the interim, CS.X and NS will work together to provide efficient joint-

line service on former Conrail single-line movements that become joint-line as a result of 

the Transaciion. While it is tme that joint-line service is generally not as efficient as 

single-line service, it is also t'̂ ie that joint-line movements can meet customers' needs if 

the caniers cooperate to provide efficient service. Even on relatively low-value 

commodities such as aggregates, CSX has a substantia! volume of traffic lhat moves in 

joint-line service. During the 12-month period from September 1996 ihrough August 

1997, more than 100.000 carloads of minerals, includmg aggregates and limestone, moved 

on CSX in joint-line service. We have worked well with NS in providing joint line 

service in the past, and I can see no reason why we will not be able to handle the former 

Conrail local traffic relatively efficientiy on an interline basis. 

With respect to rates on the joint-line traffic, I would note that the joint 

conmiitment of CSX and NS to perform existing Conrail contracts means that any 
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Conrail local traffic under contract that nwves in joint-line service after the Transaction 

will continue to move at the contract rates until the expiration of the contract. Extended 

rate protection beyond the expiration of tae contracts is not needed in my view. Nor is 

it necessary to protect rates on coinmon carrier traffic that will move in joint-line service. 

There is no guarantee that Conrai] wo-'d have held the rates on this iraffic at existing 

levels for extended periods into the fiimre. The requests by NIT League and CMA/SPl 

tiiat rates on tiiis joint-line traffic be capped for years into the fumre is sunply 

oppormnism; it would provide a one-way contract in favor of shippers who never gave 

Conrail a contractual commitment. And, to die extent tiiat such rate caps might cause 

ttaffic to move at non-compensatory tales, tiiey are contrary to tiie put lie interest. 

There is an oppoir-uity cost associated with tiie equipment and labor tiiat must be 

employed in hauling freight. Scarce equipment is bener used on profitable movements 

where tiiere is a prospect of eaming a remm fliat allows us to replace it tiian oa non

compensatory movements. 

f'>ettlement Agreement̂  

In this section ol my testimony, I will summarize the settlement agreements 

recentiy negotiated between CSX and Canadian National Railway Company, Canadian 

Pacific Railway Company and Providence and Worcester Railroad Company, and 

describe how tfiese settienncnt agreements will provide enhanced commercial 

oppormnities east of tiic Hudson, in tiie Buffalo/Niagara area, and in New England. 

In an effort to address the concems of certain panics and to arrive at 

mutually beneficial arrangements tiiat would fiirther improve rail transportation in tiie 
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Nonheast and Canada. CSX has entered into settlement agreements with several 

caniers. In August 1997, CSX and Canadian National Railway Company (CN) reached 

agreement on a settlement intended to mprove each party's ability to recoup market 

share from tmcks and maintain market-competitive altematives for rail shipments 

beiween Canada and the U.S. Northeast, The CN-CSX agreement helps ensure the 

competitiveness of CN traffic and preserves CN's abilit>' to panicipate in the continued 

expansion of Canadian-U.S, ttade, while promoting additional rail competition in the 

Buffalo/Niagara area. 

In October 1997, CSX and Canadian Pacific Railway (CP) came to an 

agreement that will provide effective access for many shippers in New York City on CSX 

and Philadelphia to CP tiirough its subsidiar)- the Delaware and Hudson Railway 

(D&H). 

In August 1997. CSX also came to an agreement with Providence a.nd 

Worcester Railroad Company (P&W) that v ill result in significantly greater ma- ket 

reach ?.nd enhanced compelitive altematives for freight shipments moving between Long 

Island and the New England states. 

East of the Hudson 

Improved rai! access to the area east of the Hudson will result from the 

recently iipgotiated agreements with CN and CP/D&H. Both Canadian carriers will now 

have increased commercial access to New York City, Shippers and receivers in New 

York City and on Long Is.and will be able to solicit bids from CN and CP/D&H for 

movements of general merchandise tmckload business to and from Canadian points 
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served by CP/D&H and CN, CSX will handle the traf i.. for tiiese other roads to and 

from its connections with these caniers - Albany in the case of CP'D&H and Buffalo or 

Montreal in the case of CN A sunilar agreement is in place with P&W, allow ng them 

to use CSX's services between New Haven and an interchange with New York & 

Atlantic at New York City, The agreements allow these caniers to quote rates for 

movements via CSX witiiout obtaining our prior consent. 

These agreements permit these other railroads to offer to provide 

transportation services to shippers in New York City and Long Island for general 

merchandise truckload traffic, and are specifically designed to attract tmck-competitive 

freight business off the roads and on to rail The agreements permit shippers in New 

York City or Long Island, in many circumstances, to solicit independent competitive bids 

from at least two ra.lroads. To ensure coordinated dispatching and other operational 

efficiencies. CSX will move the cars for the carrier selected.' 

Buffalo/Erie-Niagara 

The agreements with CN and CP/D&H will benefit shippers in the 

Buffalo'Niagara area by providing increased commercial access between the Niaj ara 

Frontier and Canadian markets for new tmck-competitive ttaffic at mutually agreeable 

charges. 

'With -.-especi to mtermodal service to the east side of the Hudson, the final portion of 
the Oak '*oint Link has not yet been fully completed, and there is no intemiodal rail 
terminal :unent!y available at the Harlem Yard, Therefore the agreements with CN and 
CP/D&H roads do not at this time contain similar commercial access provision to that 
location, CSX will be willing to discuss modifications of its anancements with otiier 
railroads to permit similar commercial access to any newly constmcted intennodal terminal 
at Harlem Yard, for the marketing of new joint line mtermodal service to that location. 
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• - Specifically, CSX's senlement agreement with CP provides tiiat, through 

spe:ial traffic interchange and joint-line marketing anangements, rail customers located 

in the Buffalo/Niagara area wil! receive effective access to and from CP- and D&H-

served markets. The senlement agreement prov'ues effective commercial access for 

ttaffic which will be diverted from motor caniers and for certain other categories of rail 

traffic as well The CN agreement contains a similar provision tc illow CN lo convert 

ttaffic cunently moving by tmck to rail movements. 

The benefits for Buffalo/Niagara area shippers flowing from the CN and 

CP settlement agreements are among the many reasons why tiie Erie-Niagara Rail 

Steenng Commitiee is wrong in suggesting that Buffalo/Niagara area shippers will be 

harmed by the proposed Transaction, Just the opposite is tme, 1 have already explained 

why the benefits of e'll̂ .mced rail competition in the Shared Assets Areas are likely to 

carrv' over to customers located on CSX who compete in their businesses with rail 

shippeis in the Shared Assets Areas, An additional benefit of the Transaction is the 

improved access tiiat NS will have to Buffalo via the former Comail Soutiiem Tier route. 

Historically, NS has served Buffaio only from tiie West, .Now it will have the oppormnity 

to ha,ndle Buffalo/.Niagaia uiCu aaffic to and from the East and to compete with CSX 

on many such movements. The 199.5 ttaffic data relied upon by Erie-Niagara's wimess 

Fautii does not reflect NS's improved access to Buffalo following tiie Transaction. 

New England 

CSX's recent agreement with the P&W will benefit the New England area 

by allowing shippers using the P&W a rail option not previously available. The P&W 
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agreement permits P&W to independently establish and communicate rates tc its 

customers for certain joint-line routes involving CSX without CSX concunence. This 

anangem'̂ nt will eliminate needless delays in establishing rates and result in more 

efficient service between New York City and New England. Equally important, tiie 

agreement signals a committnent by CSX to develop tiie New York to New England 

freight market and to divert ttaffic from tmcks on tiie heavily congested 1-95 corridor. 

Comments Addressed to Specific Parties 

Finally, I want to comment on aspects of the filings of two particular 

parties, the Philadelphia Belt Line Railroad and Intemational Paper Company. 

Philadelphia Belt Line 

The Philadelphia Belt Line Railroad, a 16.3 mile line railroad witi.in the 

City of Philadelphia, has asked for tiie unposition of equitable" reciprocal switching 

rates for any carrier that might, in the fumre. obtain access to Philadelphia and for 

imposition of reciprocal switching rights on behalf of CP/D&H. (PEL-10) 

Shippers on the Philadelphia Belt Line today have access to only one Class 

I carrier - Conrail - and post-Transaction will have access to botii CSX and NS. In 

addition. CP. on whose behalf tiie Belt Line purports to act in its submission, will have 

conunercial access to Philadelphia Belt Line shippers under tiie Settiement Agreement 

witii CSX, Thus, tiie Philadelphia Belt Line's simation will be dramatically improved as 

a result of this Transaction, and there is no rationale for a Board-u. posed remedy. 

International Paper 

IP alleges tiiat it cunentiy enjoys single-lme service via Conrail between its 
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facility at Lock Haven. PA and its p^r mill in Erie. PA. IP is expresses concern about 

the joint-line service it will receive following the Transaction. I understand from Conrail 

tiiat the move is currentiy originated by a shoitline railroad, the Nittany and Bald Eagle, 

which switches tiie IP facility at the Lock Haven end of the movenoent. We beUeve tiiat 

tiie service to be provided by CSX and NS for tp will be similar, if not identical to. die 

service IP receives today over tbe existing route. I would also note that the proposed 

Transaction will give NS a single-line route for tiie Lock Haven/Erie movement. Traffic 

could move on NS from Lock Haven tiuough Buffalo to Erie, and CSX would provide 

swiiching service at Erie. 
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• • VERIFICATION 

I . Christopher P, Jenkins, declare under penalty of perjury tiiat the foregoing is 

tme and conect. Further, I certif>- that I am qualified and authorized to file this verified 

statement. 

Executed on December 8. 1997. 
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In the Matter of 

CSX C0RP0R.AT10N .AND CSX TR.ANSPORT.ATION. INC.. NORFOLK SOUTHERN' 
CORPORATION AND NORFOLK SOUTHER.N R.AILW.AV COMPANY 

- CONTROL AND OPERATING LEASES AGREEMENTS ~ 
CONRAIL INC. AND CO.NSOLIDATED RAIL CORPORATION 

STB Finance Docket No, 33388 

REBUTTAL \'ER1FIED ST.ATEMENT 
OF 

JOSEPH P. KALT 

I. INTRODICTION 

I.A Introduction and Over> ie>v of Topics Covered 

M> name is Joseph F, K.ai:, I am the Ford Foundation Professor of Imemational Political 

Economy and Facuity Chair ofthe Economics and Quantitative Methods Section at the John F. 

Kennedy School of Govemment. Harvard University . Cambridge. Massachusetts. 02138, In 

addition. I work as an economic consultant uith The Economics Fesource Group. Inc.. One 

Miftlm Place. C?n:bndge. Massachusens. 02138, I have previousl\ filed a Verified Statement in 

this proceeding on behalf of .Applicants CSX Corporation and CS.X Transportation, Inc. (tot,etiier 

referred to herein as ""CSX"). .My statement focused on the implications of the proposed 

transacrion for the competitiveness and efficiencv ofthe nation's railroad system. My previous 

statement also provided details regarding my qualifications and included my curriculum vitae. 
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I have now been asked by CSX and Norfolk Southem Corporation Norfolk Souihem 

Railway Company ("NS") to review- and comment upon submissions made by a number of 

parties relating to the .Application of CSX and NS for control of Conrail Inc. and Consolidated 

Rail Corporation ('•Conrail"). This Rebuna! X'erified Statement repons the results of my study 

and analysis of the submissions of selected panies that have raised economic issues regarding the 

proposed transaction. In panicular. I address here analyses and arguments raised by various 

commentors in tliree pnmary- areas: 

• Asserted Harm Due to Expansions of Competition: .A number of commentors 

express fears that the proposed transaction s enhancements of competition in cenam 

high-volume traffic areas vvill adversely affect the competitive fortunes of certain 

shipper: and or railroads located outside of such areas. These commentors typically 

request that the pro-competitive namre ofthe CSX-NS acquisition and disposuion of 

Conrail be extended further to include the commentors" territories, 

• Supposed Harm Due to Vertical Integration and Expansions of Single-Line 

Service: Several commentors express concem that the v enical. end-to-end integration 

cf Conrail into CSX and NS vvill adversely affect shippers by causing post-transaction 

rates to nse (apparently) in response to supposed adverse effects on competition or 

the expansion of single-line service. These panies seek conditions on the transaciion 

lhat would compel the .Applicants to either e,\tend their pro-competitive Shared 

.Assets .Areas (SA.As) to unspecified broader areas, grant system access to intervening 

panies v ia trackage (or related) nghts. or impose tighter regulatory limits of rates on 

•"bottleneck" routes. 

• Proper Interpretation and Regulatory Treatment ofthe Acquisition Cost: Multiple 

commentors express objections to tiie purchase pnce that NS and CSX have paid for 

control of Conrail. arguing that a so-called ""acquisition premium" (measured in 

numerous and inconsistent waysi vvill adversely impact shippers by loosening 

regulatory oversight of CSX"s and NS's rates and'or by putting CSX and NS imder 

special financial pressure to raise rates. These panies typically request that the 
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difference between the purchase price of Conrail and Conrail's pr- 'ransaction net 

book value be excluded for purposes of calculating applicable jurisdictional 

thresholds and making revenue adequacy determinations, 

I.B Summarv of Findings 

.As discussed in my original verified statement, my analysis indicates that the competitive 

effects of the CSXKS acquisition of Conrail are decidedly and demonstrably positive. The 

transaction would introduce dual service areas into a large ponion of Conrail's otherwise solely 

rail-served territory. while adopting measures to ensure that multiple rail carriers will continue to 

compete vvhere the CSX and NS iniegratiun of Conrail would otherwise eliminate multiple rail 

options for shippers. These competition-enhancing and competition-protecting terms of the 

.Applicants' proposal are complemented by the very substantial cost savings and service 

improvements thai the integration of Conrail's Northeast system into the CSX and NS networks 

portends. The ev idence is compelling that the savings from this integration are on the order of 

hundreds of millions of dollars per year. The projected service improv ements for shippers arise 

troni expanded smgle-line operations, streamlined interchanging and handling, and enhanced 

equipment and yard utilization. Upon analysis of the issues noted abov e that commentors raise, 1 

do not find the foregoing conclusions to be overtumed. Specifically: 

• Implications of Enhanced Competition: In any market, it is understandable that 

consumers of a good or serv ice prefer more, rather than fewer, competitive options. It 

is also understandable that users of railroad services would seek to use ihe evident 

oppormmty of a control proceeding to pursue such a preference. Nevertheless, from a 

public policy perspectiv e, the extent of the proper scope of rev iew is the protection of 

competition relative to its pre-transaction status quo. Complaints that other people 

and businesses will be made relatively bener off by more rail-to-rail competition and 
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improved sen'ice are not grounds for denying or further conditioning a railroad 

control transaction. Even when the acquiring panies to a control transaction—NS and 

CSX in this case—put forth a proposal that offers to enhance competition relative to 

the status guo. sound policy is not compelled to then try to push the panies yet 

furtiier. To do so would put railroad policy back into the losing game of try ing to 

micro-manage the winners and losers in railroad markets. It would also make the 

outcome of conttol transactions more onerous and'or less certain. This would only 

discourage parties from seeking out cost-saving and sen ice-improving ttansactions of 

the type at hand. 

Purported "Vertical" Effects of the Transaction: The integrauon of Conrail's assets 

into tiie CSX and NS systems portends substantial expansions of single-line service 

for traffic originating and terminating in the Northeast, Moreover, by introducing 

SA-As and related multiple-rail service settings, the iransaction would eliminate a 

large number of high-volume bonlenecks othenvise attributable to Conrail's sole-

service status in its territory. The arguments proffered by various commentors 

purporting lo demonstrate that expansions of single-lme service portend harm to 

competition and shippers do not weaken these conclusions. Where parties do offer 

evidence of prospective anti-compeiitivc implications of the vertical integration of 

Conrail into CSX and NS. such evidence is seriously flawed and fails to suppon the 

commentors' contentions. In fact, such commentors" analyses pertain to situations in 

vvhich horizontal competition (i.e.. between competitors at a common point) might be 

reduced. They do not pertain to bottleneck situations, nor do they support the 

requests for conditions sought. 

The So-Called "Acquisition Premium": There is considerable confusion among 

commentors conceming the definition and implications of asserted "acquisition 

premia,"' .A "market acquisition premium." defined as the difference berween an 

acquired firm's purchase price and its pre-transaction slock market value, is an 

expected and common occunence In the case ai hand, the larket acquisition 

premium does not plausibly reflect capitalization of expected market power somehow 

awaiting CSX/Conrail and NS/Conrail, The acquisition cost does reflect tiie best 

measure of the fair market v alue of Conrail giv en the oppcrtunirv to reali;:e tiie cost 

savings and ttaffic gains tiiai tiie ttansaction offers to the marketplace. With fair 
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market valuation of Conrail's assets in the transaction at issue here, this valuation 

provides a proper basis for measunng and regulating, if necessary. a railroad under 

revenue-adequacy and rate-reasonableness criteria. The use of a measure of value 

less than the fair market value would discourage parties from seeking out efficient 

and productive restmcturings of the railroad system 

IL CONDITIONS RELATED TO THE EXPANSION OF COMPETITION UNDER 
THE TRANSACTION ARE UNWARRANTED AND POTENTIALLY HARMFUL 

The proposed joint acquisition of Conrail by CSX and NS will expand competitive 

railroad options for a very large number of shippers and a very large share of Conrail's otherwise 

solely-served traffic. Several commercially important areas {i.e.. North Jersey, South 

Jersey/Philadelphia, and Dettoit) will be operated as Shared Assets .Areas with both CSX and NS 

serving customers and/or facilities in those areas vvhere previously Conrail was the only rail 

altemative. Similarly, substantial portions of the .Monongahela coal region, as well as the 

.Ashtabula Harbor facilities on Lake Erie, wil! be Joint-Use Areas in which customers vvill have 

access to both CSX and NS service. This will create competitive, single-line service lo any point 

on the CSX or NS networks. For convenience, I will refer to the combination of both Shared 

.Assets Areas auid Joint-Use Areas as Shared Areas (or SAs). 

.Among commenting part.ies. there appears to be wide-spread recognition that the S.As 

portend substantial enhancement of competition where Conrail previously dominated. Numerous 

intervening parties echo the sentiment of the Erie Niagara Rail Steering Comminee to the effect 

lhat: ""[Tjhe businesses located in the Shared .Assets Areas will obtain head-to-head rail 

competition benveen CSX and NS imder the proposal, which expectedly would resuh in lower 
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transportation rates and costs for such businesses,"' Moreover, a very large amount of traffic 

stands to benefit directly. As shown in Figure 1, more than one million units of the 

approximatelv uvo million units of traffic that receive rail service exclusively from Conrail wil! 

expenence dual rail service under the CSX/NS proposal. 

The improvements in competition and service promised by the SAs unambiguously 

promote the public's interest in an efficient and competitive railroad sysiem. The prospect of 

these improvements in the nation's rail service, however, has led shippers and some railroads 

who are not located m the SAs to seek either similar improvements for themselves, or insulation 

from the marketplace effects of improvements realized by competitors located within S.As. As 

one commentor argues: "1 know from experience that having a real choice of vendors leads 

directly to lower pnces and bener sen-ice. Under the [Applicants"] plan. I see these benefits 

going 10 our Market s competitors, but not to us, with the predictable result that their market 

shares will grow at our expense,"" Commentors in ihis position request protection from this 

relative chunge in fortunes in the marketplace in the form of an STB-mandated extension ofthe 

,Applicants" Shared Assets .Areas" coverage." or an STB-mandaied expansion of Joint-Use 

See Erie Niagara Rail Steering Committee (ENRS), "Comments, Evidence and Req̂ jesis for Conditions," at j . 
See also. New Vork State (NYS) and the Nev, York City Economic Development Corporation (NTCEDC), 
Robe.tson V, S at 7, NYS, Pataki V S, at 3; NYS, Banks V S, at 4; NYS, D Amgo V S, at 3; NYS, Firestone 
V S. at 2-3: N\'S, Christie V,S, at 4. 

NYS, D ,ArT;go V S at 3, 

See eg. the Ene Niagara Rail Steenng Committee (ENRS). Comments, Evidence and Requests for 
Conditions," a: 6: Indianapolis Povser and Light (IP&L). "Suppiementai Comments, Evidence, and Request 
for Conditions," at !3; and in suppon of ENRS NYS, "Comments," at 5; Niagara .Mohawk Power 
Corporation (NI.MO) "Comments. Evidence and Request for Conditions." at 2-3: Atiannc City Electric 
Ccmpany and Indianapolis Power and Light (hereinafter ACE e: a!). -Joint Comments. Evidence, and 
Request for Conditions," at 5; and Ace, ei J Consumer Energv Companv, KahnDunbar V.S. at 21. 
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Figure 1 

CONRAIL TRAFFIC IN SOLELY-SERVED POiNTS THAT 
WILL RECOGNIZE DUAL RAIL OPTIONS POST-

TRANSACTION 

Units Percent 
(in Millions) 

ToUl Conrail Traffic 3 300 

Total Pre-Transaction Conrail 
Traffic Solely Served 21:04 66 8% 

Total "Solely-Served" Conrail Traffic Receiving 
Dual Options Post-Transaction 1 038 47.1% 

Note "Units" represent raiicars or intermoda! trailers (as appropriate) measured as Conrail terminations and 
interline originations 
Soui ce 1995 STB Waybill Sample, 
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Ar-as/ Others argue that the protectior. should take thi form of trackage or haulage nghts lO the 

.Applicants' terminals or interconnections.' 

The justifi-ations for such STB interv entions take differing forms. Some commentors, 

e g . New York State, et al. and the Erie Niagara Rail Steenng Comminee. argue ihat 

competition in the S.Â As will drive down transportation rates for shippers in the S.A.As, thereby 

harming the end-market competitors of those shippers located off the S.A.A lines" Cenain short-

line railroads (eg., the New England Central) argue that they will carrv smaller volumes of 

traffic because improved efficiency and pricing will lead the marketplace to favor the .Applicants' 

transloading facilities raiher than those outside the expanded network. One shipper group, the 

Erie Niagara Rail Steering Committee, argt'es that its region is comparable across commodity 

types, volumes, revenues, route miles, R'VC ratios, and numbers of freight stations to ih? >reas 

that will be Shared /̂ ssets .Areas, and therefore, the STB should condition the CSXTs'S 

transaction upon the creation of a "Niagara Frontier Shar'?d .As'"ets .Area'" in order to "cure"" the 

effect of greater competition,'' .A number of commentors assert that the current arrangement of 

railroads falls short ofthe inteni ofthe L"SR.A's \915 Final System Plan (FSP). and therefore, the 

E s:. PEPCO vvouid like to have the ,Appiicants .Monongahela Joint-Use .Area extended to Rochester &. 
Pittsburgh's Mine 84 Potomac Eiectric Power Companv, "Comments and Request for Conditions,"' at 23 

See, e j : , the Nev\ England Central Railroad, lnc "̂NECR), "Responsive Application," a; 2-3, the Housatonic 
Railroad Ccmpany !nc , -Request for Protective Conditions and Comments,' at 21-22. NYSN '̂CEDC, "Joint 
Responsive .Application." at 1 (hereinafter, collectivelv New York State, ei a. ), and NIMO, at 4-5, 

N\ S NYCEDC, Robcnson. at ". 12; ENRS, "Comment." at 3, 

See, t ' l : , NECR. Carlstrom, V S at 5: Housatonic Railroad, - Requesi for Protective Conditions and 
Comments," at 13, 

ENRS, Fauth \',S at .>4 
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STB should modify the transaciion as proposed to more closely resemble the FSP,' F'nallv. 

certain coinmentors argue that, having opened the door to shared access to rail facilities, the 

.Applicants lack anv reason for not following through with more such areas (apparent!} to bt 

chosen by commentors).'" 

II..A Competition, Competitors, and Competition Policy 

Writing on behalf of ccnuneiiting electric utilities, .Atlantic City Electric Company and 

Indianapohs Power and Light ("ACE", et al ) and Consumers Energy Companv. Drs Kahn and 

Dunbai assert that: "The Applicants, having endorsed the concept o*" equal access in varnus 

regions of their own choosing, are not 11 a position to argue the same concept should not be 

extended to other areas adversely affected by the acquisition ""'' This repre.«erts a rather gross 

misrepresentation cf both the genesis and function of the Applicants" ? \s. but serv es to highlight 

the underlying premi; es of parties seeking expansions of the size and number of S.As, 

.As discussed at length in rry \ enfied Statement.'- the Shared .Ass'..,. Areas have not been 

designed to remedv competition problems created by the transaction in "areas adverselv affected 

bv the acquisition"" {per wimesses Kahn and Dunbar). Commoi. and w?ll-tested remedies such 

as those applied by the Applicants in this case to so-called 2-io-l locales are found in trackage 

and related arrangements. The proposed Shared Asseis Areas go far bev ond such arrangements, 

introducing additional rail options for shippers over broad areas vvhere sole-service by Conrail is 

See, g , N'l .s NYCEDC, ,'\rgument of Co'dns.i, at 7 

" See kahn and Dunbar \-,S, on behalf of ACE. ei al.. and Co.isumers Energv Company, at 21, 

Kahn Dunbar V,S a! 21 

CS.\^'S-19. Vol. 2 A. Kalt V,S, at 7, 19-26, 
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othervvist the pre-transaction status quo. They have been des.'.qned by th'.' Applicants as th.' 

product of business negotiations in which both CSX and NS have sought to establish their 

respective integration vvith Conrail"s sysiem so as to productive!v meld that svsiem inio their 

own by taking advantage of synergies and untapped efficiencies. 

Consider, for example, the North Jersev- Shared .Assets .Area affecting northern New 

Jersev and the southem portion of the New York Tity metropolitan area. This ''xea was not 

" adver'seiy affectea by the acquisition""'" absent designation as a Shrj-ed .Assets Area, In fact, 

traffic in the Nevv York City BE.A wa> overv\helnr ingly solelv served by Conrail,'̂  Rather, the 

analysis of traffic flows and synergies described by the Aoplicants in their .Application makes u 

clear that trafiic originating and terminating in the North Jersev Shared^sseis Area carries 

substantial market opponurity- for integration into both the CSX and NS systems—and it is 

reasonable that both CSX and NS would seek such integration in order to make the acquisition 

and disposition of Conrail "work" for each Applicant, The result, as shov\"n in Figure 1, is that a 

huge pcrtioi. ofthe North Jersey'New York area (i.e . the BE.A) rail traffic by Conrail will see the 

introduction of dual rail service under the CSX/NS transaciion. 

The proposed Traasattion represents the negotiated balancing oi interests by the 

Applicants in order for them to undertake the rationalization of Conrail'i. integration into the 

nation"s eastem rail nerwork As detailed at length ir my \'erified Statement, this rationalization 

is long overdue. Its deldv since Conrail was bom of political forces has demonstrably been the 

'' .K% witnesses kahn and Dunbar imply per the quoted passage above. 

• CS.\,'NS-19. Vol 2.-̂ . Kalt V.S, at 59, 
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Figure 2 

THE IMTRGDUOTION OF DUAL RAIL OPTIONS IN THE NEW YORK BEA 

Pre 
.Transaction: Conrail Solely Served ^raffic 732,602 Units 

— Of Which ~ 

po3t-Tran.action; Traffic V./Dual Rai! Options 94.5% 

Source CSX/NS-19, Vol Kalt V Sat 58, 



source of impediments to productivity, insulation of Conrail from intramodal competition, and 

unrealized potentia! for service improvements" The public is a direct beneficiarv of the pro-

competitive and cost-saving consequences of the Shared Assets .-AiecS that (he private sector 

negotiations of the .Applicants has produced. 

Public policy toward acquisitions should welcome and encourage the kinds of pro-

competitive negotiations that have produced the S.As proposed by CSX and NS. For Jiird. fourth 

and fifth parties to insert themselves inlo such negotiations, however, on the grounds that the 

.Applicants should be required to deliver up even more of a good thing entails substantial risks to 

the public interest These prospective errors are of at least rwo general t>-pes. Firsi, injecting the 

private interests of third parties—parties who do not have iheii -n capital invested in an 

acquisition—into pro-competitive negotiations over, e.g., the designation of shared assets, can 

onlv introduce a disharmony of interests and deter .Applicants who do have their capital on the 

line. Second, the interjection ofthe private interests of third parties raises the risk that otherwise 

pro-competitive actions by .Applicants will be sub-optimized, distorting Applicants' incentives to 

minimize costs and ma.\imize their abilities to yield value for customers throughout their 

networks. 

From the perspective of sound principles of public policy, the occasion of an acquisition 

should not be an excuse for the govemment to anempt to master-plan the nation's railroad 

network.'* Oversight policy properiv- focuses on the protection of competition, seeing to il that 

CS.'V:NS-I9, Vol 2,A, Kalt V S, at i":-19, 

,A few commentors argue that the transaction dev iates from the Final Sy stem Pian (FSP) issued by the USRA 
in 1975. and that public policy should require lhat ti-. ,Taisactioii more closely execute the FSP, (See, e.g.. 
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railroad cc.irol i aiisactions do not diminish the force of competition relative to the pre-

transaction status quo. Using the occasion of a control proceeding to address real or advocated 

problems thai are not transaction-related inappropriately invites the policv process to become a 

venue for self-serving policy advocacv .'" Raising of non-transaction-relaied issues, real or 

imagined, in a merger proceeding forces the policy maker to consider these issues within the 

analviic framework and information relevant to making decisions regarding competition, as 

opposed to those for considering broader transportalion policy concerns. 

None of this is to say. of course, that railroad control proceedings should be anvlhing less 

than assiduously vigilant in protecting the public from transaciion-relaied effects that are anti-

competitive. The S.As. however, are not anti-competitive They are the contrarv Indeed, this is 

the complaint of commentors seeking to compel CSX and NS to expaiid the scope of SAs and 

related provisions under their transactions 

II , A.1 Impacts on Shippers 

As noted above, at the core of relevant commentors' desires for expansions of S.As and or 

protection from the efficiency and pro-competitive consequences of the .Applicants" S.As are 

Erie Niagara Ran Steering Comminee s wimess Fauth V S at 10. -.r.onia, .Avon &. Lakeville. "Responsive 
Application, at !0 Norvvi'hsranding whatever merits commento.'s see in a 22-vear-oId recommendation for 
restrucrjring the ra,! indu' rv, it is not relevant to thi' transaction v̂ Tiat is appropriate is to guard against 
competitive harm through reduced competition tha: may occur m ;his transaction, not to anempt to force this 
transaction tc co:iform to a decades-old piannmg document, 

Tvso examples of this r pe of behavior come lo mind The Livonia. .Avon, and Lakeville Railroad Corporation 
(L,AL), for example, seeks to obtain nevs interchange rights v̂ ith the R&S in a Conrail yard that will be 
operated by CSX post-transaction (LAL, "Responsive Application,' at 12) Similarlv, the IC seeks to force 
the snle of two miles of CSX track on the Leewood-Aulon Line near Memphis because it perceives CS.X lo be 
obstructmg IC operations on these lines Regardless of the merits of these claims, they are not related to the 
transaction nor are they concemed vvith anv change in conpetition ansing out ofthe transaction, and thus, are 
not appropriately addressed in the context of a transaction review 
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concems that improvement in the productiv ity and perfunnance of competitors wil! adverselv 

affect the relative competitive fortunes of such commentors. It vvould be wholly inappropriate 

and mpossible. however, to hold competition policy to a standard of both protecting competition 

and promoting efficiency, on the one hand, and ensuring that successful transactions do not upset 

the pre-transaction marketplace posiiiwns of all shippers, on the other. It is unrea.sonable and 

unrealistic to expect thai any significant merger or acquisition wil! affect all suppliers and 

consumers in the same manner. In fact, the complaints of commentors in this regard might just 

as well be lodged against any actions tha: 'heir competitors or their competitors" suppli'.-rs around 

the world or the nation take which maxe such competitors more efficient and competitive. Such 

actions, whether they arise firom improved railroad rates and services or. sav, competitors" 

inv estment in new technologies, inherently have the potentia! to upset the relative fortunes of the 

diiTerent players in the marketplace. This is a description of the process of competition thai 

properly links the fate of shippers across their national and international markets: and such 

upsetting ofthe balance of parties in a marketplace is a desirable force in .1 dynamic economy. 

From a factual point of view, shippers raising complaints ov er the pro-competitive effects 

of the .Applicants" SAs underestimate the degree to vvhich shippers outside of the SAs wil! 

benefu from them In particular, the "relevant markets" in w hich the positive influence of S.As 

will be felt are broader than the S.As themselves. Specifically, the boundaries of influence are 

extended tc the extent that shippers outside the SAs die linked to S.A rail service bv truck (or 

other modes). That is. the competitive influence of increased rai! options in a Shared .Area is 

shared bv-. for example, shippers of at least truckable products when the reach cf trucks is 
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enhanced. Moreover, end-product competition that links SA shippers and non-SA shippers 

disciplines transportation costs for th? latter, and non-S A shippers and consumers who rely on 

goods shipped by SA shippers clearly are beneficiaries. 

Consider, for example, claims of the New York Citv -area respondents located outside of 

the SAs.'* New York State, et al, claim that "shippers and '•eceivers in New York Citv- and on 

Long Island...and other areas of New York south of Albany and east ofthe Hudson River... will 

be disadvantaged relative to their counterparts on the west side of the Hudson," " They 

conclude that th;se shippers are deserving, of trackage rights along tfie east side ofthe Hudson."" 

Not onlv- is the requested "remedy" inappropriate as a component of competition policy 

for the reasons discussed above, but the purported harm to non-SA shipper; i« misrepresented. 

The reasons f )r this are the close proximitv' of the bulk of purported!) -harmed shippers to the 

S.AA in the New York metropolitan area and the ready accessibility- of trucks to the bulk of the 

traffic of such shippers. Indeed, the bu.k of all shippers east of the Hudson stand to benefit from 

S.A.A competition and efficiency. As shown in Figure 3, substantial traffic in the Easi-of-Hudson 

region is made up of goods that can be and/or are already trucked by trailer or container for part 

of lheir routing. Figure 3 shows that 42% of the 27,168 units of traffic terminating or originating 

in the 11 -countv resion east of the Hudson and south of Albanv are commodities that are 

" State of Nevv V ork and the Nevv York City Economic IDevelopment Commission 

State of Nev\ York, e! al., Brief, at 4. Robertson V,S, at 2 

•""̂  Brief, at 5 
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Figure 3 

TRUCK OPPORTUNITIES IN THE EAST-OF-HUDSON 
REGION 

Tota, rr . fr , . (Units, r .uc.a . le T.f f lc ,U„Hs, Truc.a.le Percon. 

and interline originations 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 



generally "truckable." i.e.. they are commodities that can and do move intermodally,'' Thus, for 

example, the East-of-Hudson shippers of white wines, or fruit and produce, cited by commentors 

vvould benefit from the introduction of competition in the >forth Jersey S.AA because aiiy tnreat 

to raise prices outside the immediate vicinitv- of S.AA nodes could crediblv le met vvith a threat 

to terminaie rail moves in ihe SAA and then ship by truck to eastern New York." In the 

presence of ample tmcking alternatives, sole-serving carriers are constrained in their pricing 

behavior, and requests for dramatic policy interventions are not warranted. 

End-market compelilion can also limit the ability of solely-serving carriers to raise pnces 

for commodities that are not truckable. If Conrail's shippers are unable to compete successfully 

in lheir markets and greatly reduce or stop shipping products and raw materials. Conrail loses. 

Corjail currently has the incentive to keep the businesses it serves competitive in their respective 

end markets by oftering attractive combinations of pnce and qua!ity-of-service for the 

transportation services it provides, CSX and NS vvill be in the same position when thev step 

into Conrail's shoes. To the extent that the pro-competitive introduction of new rail service in 

the S,As increases competition in the product markeis for shippers not in the S.As. CSX and NS 

will have an incentive to lower rail rates in non-S.A locations lo those shippers affected by end-

market competition in order to retain profitably such business. Thus, wherever companies 

out.<ide the reacli of the direct spill-over effects of S.A transponation competition are competing 

Truckable" here is designated as traffic showing at least ten percent TOFC COFC movement. This reflects a 
clear dividing line between heavy, bulk products that are poorly suited to trucking, and those kinds of products 
;hat can and do readily take advantage of truck services Following the methods of Nev<. York State and 
v^ CEDC's witness. Rc ̂ ertson. Figure 3 excludes from the Wavbill data movements to and from the Gereral 
Motors Tarrytown plant. See Robertson. V.S at 9. 
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with shippers inside the S.As (as many commentors allege is happening).'' CS.X and NS vvill have 

the incentive to maintam or enhance the quality of serv ice and anractiveness ot pric.ng,"'' 

Fint-̂ 'lv commentors' analyses are limited by their exclusion of the efferis of the 

Canadian Pacific Railway (CP) agreemeni on competitive rail options. Because the CP-NS-CSX 

agreemeni was announced on the same day as the respondents' tilings, their analyses do not 

adequately capture the compelilive opt ?ns for rail service that thev wii! have if the transaction is 

approved, .As pu'olicly announced, the agr 'ement vvill introduce competitive options for shippers 

in easier. New York, in the Niagara Frontier, and in other regions across the Northeast, More 

specifically, the carriers have agreed lo tratfic interchange and interline marketing arrangemenls 

for shippers in New Jersey. Buffalo and the Niagara Frontier area, greater Philadelphia, and oiher 

areas in the Conraii temlorv . Shippers in the New York f"ily area and Long Island vvill have 

effective access to the CP for traffi: currently moving by truck Similarly, shippers in .Montreal 

will have access to CSX." Thus, shippers affected by the CP agreement who are outside the S.As 

will witness more rail transportation options lhan in the prc-transaclion status quo. and more than 

•• See. e g . Responses of State of New York to CSX's First S.'t o' interrogatoriei and Requests for Production of 
Documents, at S-Q (Vol 31 

-' New York State "NYCEDC, "Joint Responsive Application, " at 8-9. Erie Niagara Rail Steering Comminee. 
-Comments." at 3, See alsr CSX'NS-19. Vol, 2A. Jenkins V,S. at 40 "1 expect that the discretionar> 
business in the shared are-.s where both CSX and Norfo.k Southem will operate will constitute a powerful 
bargaining chip for our customers, allowing them not only to negotiate artractive rates from the shared areas 
but also giving them leverage to negotiate attractive rates on traffic outside the shared areas," 

•• Indeed, a profit-seeking railroad would, if necessary , be willing to price do^n to full incremental cost rather 
than see all us n-affic from that shipper or location disappear A railroad cannot be expected to do more since 
further reductions m prxe amount to a subsidy tc such shippers 

CSX. "CPR Reaches Commer ul .Access Senlements with Joth NSC and CSX Prior to STB Filing Deadline." 
CSX Press Release. 102l'97, Note also that the Canadian National Railway and CSX agreed to new 
arrangements at Buffalo, N w h i c h will enable CN and CSX to .>ener compete for new business in the 
resion ' Burke, ,'ack. "CN, CSX Cut Deal Canadian National now supponing Conrail breakup plan; CP still 
talkina." Traffic World. 9 1 '97, at 23, 
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those analyzed by intervening commentors who complain of the pro-compeiiiiv.- effects of the 

S.As in the Northeast. 

II.B Summary 

The joint acquisilion by CSX and NS represents the balancing of myriad business 

judgments. The predominant impact of the transaciion is to enhance competition and efficiency 

through the creation of the Shared .Areas and the introductioi: of improved single-line service. 

Manv of the commentors" requests to the STB to revvrite the business relationship among th; 

railroads in the transaction arise from what amount to complaints about improved rail efficiency 

and competition. These commentors have not had their rail options reduced, ar»i lhey generally 

do not claim that the trjmsaction reduces competition. The commentors' concem is that the 

benefits of the CSX/NS transaction accrue relatively more, or entirely, to the commentors' 

competitors. 

Compelilion policy is properly focused on making sure that transactions are in the public 

interest and do not '̂ arm competition Preventing harm from reduced competition is a proper 

goal of merger policy and an appropnate rationale for inierv eniion that restricts and modifies the 

options of merging parties. The types of claims discussed above, however, are not valid claims 

stemming from reductions in competition resulting from the CSX/TsS transaction. Providing 

•'relief from greater competition would be inconsistent with the economics underiying ôund 

merger policy .md vvould run substantial risk of distorting and limiting the pro-competitive and 

cost sav ing effects ofthe CSXNS acquisilion of Conrail, 
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III. ISSUES OF VERTICAL INTEGRATION 

IIL,A Overview 

Several commentors in this proceeding have raised concems regardine the proposed 

transaction resulting from changes in the vertical relationships benveen CSX, NS. and Conrail. 

These concems fail inlo three fundamentally inconsistent categories; 

• First are concerns that arise from the loss of single-line serv ice for certain movements 
on the Conrail lystem that will become interline CSX-NS moves following the 
transacnon,"'' 

• Second are concems primarilv- expressed by railroads that interconnect with Conrail 
regarding the loss of neutral gateways and carriers due to the operational control 
provided to CSX and NS from the transaction." 

• Third are concems raised by several utilities regarding the potential competitive harm 
ansing from increased vertical integration and the provision of new single-line service 
on moves that are currently interiined,'* These concems are expressed in terms of 
competitive harm caused bv the loss of origin competition due to increased vertical 
integration The evidence and argument, however, are as much concemed vvith pure 
end-to-end venical joining or w uh horizontal issues,"' 

The overvvheiming impact of the merger runs counter to the claims of these parties. One 

ot the pnmarv benefits ofthe joint acqaisition of control is lo introduce nevv single-line service 

on a broad scale where none was possible before and to prov ide the benefits of a larger, more 

inieeraied rail networK to all shippers on th^ current Conrail sysiem,"'° Single-hne service results 

m improved reliability, reduced delav, lower transactions costs for shippers, and reduced d:-mage 

See, t- , ENRS, "Comments," at 23, CMA SPI. "Com.ments," at 24-25, 

See, t't;, NECR. "Responsive Application." at 7. ASLRA, "Comments," at 4; IL, Skeiton V S, at 6-7; 
CMA SPI. "Joint Comments." at 26-" 

See, r c ACE, et j . ' . "Joint Comments," at 32: CEC, "Comments," at 3, 

See, e g . ,ACE, ei al. Crowley, KahnDunbar 

CSX NS-18, Vol 1. McClellan V S a; 511, 
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and loss.'' .As such, single-line ser. ice is one of the main benefits of the transaction.-'" By 

integrating the operation^ of the Conni! system with the CSX and NS rail systems, shippers on 

the Conrail sysiem will benefit from enlianced single-hne service lo manv locations that 

currently require inte line movements. 

Another main effeci of the merger is to introduce intramodal rail compelilion into areas 

which were prev louslv served by one railroad The extension of both CSX and NS into tne 

Shared .Areas (S.As) provides competitive benefits, in part, through the elimination of vertical 

"bottlenecks," Nearly half ofthe curren Conrail traffic from solely served origins will receive 

dual rail options vvhich will result in the elimination of bonlenecks al these locations,'-' The 

remov al of the bottleneck carrier from the Conrail locations dramatically reduces bottlenecks 

located anywhere on a move from these locations. For example, the transaciion will eliminate 

bonlenecks. as determined at the BE.-A level, on 95% of the traffic originating or terminating in 

the New York BE.A,"' The introduction of dual-serv ice options in a number of high-traffic an:as 

has the overwhelming effect of reducing bottlenecks anu increasing competition in the U.S. rail 

svsiem. 

CSX'NS-19. Vol, 2A. Kalt \' S. at 28-39, Interstate Commerce Commission. Burimgton Sorthern Inc and 
Buriington Sorthern Radroad Compam—Control and .Merger—Santa Fe Pacific Corporation and the 
Mjhtson. Topeka and Santa Fe Rad̂ vax- Compan\. Finance Docket 32549 Decision No, 38. .August 16, 1995, 
iheremaftt' B\Same: Fe Decis.on) ai 64. CSX\S-21. V ol 4B. Claxton Poultry Farms at 632; CSX/'NS-ZI.' 
\'ol 4C. Djferco Limited at 114; CSXN'S-21. Vol 40, Magoneaux, at 278 

CSX 'NS-IS. Vol 1, McClellan at 511, 

See Figure I 

" CSX'NS-19. Vol, 2A, Kalt V.S at 58, Fisure 8. 
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The introduction of vwo carriers inio the S.\s should eliminate al! plausible concems of 

hami from ven.cal effects for those areas The local bottleneck camer has been eliminated. 

With shipper access to each sysiem. it would be impossible for either .-ailroaa to foreclose the 

other, even if it were to wish to engage in such foreclosure despite being against its own interest 

to do so. Neither CSX nor NS will be able to foreclose each other; each railroad can serv e these 

shippers through single-line movements to al! locations on each of their systems Only under the 

implausible assumpiion liiai suigle-line serv ice is inherentiy vvorse lhan interline service can the 

new competition between CSX and NS be viewed as causing harm. 

III.B Single-1 inc to Interiine Serv ice 

Single-line serv ice is one of the ; rimarv- public benefits to shippers of this transaction as 

well as other railroad mergers.""' Single-line service increases efficiency, reduces transit times 

and delav s. reduces damage and breakage, .nd in general makes rail transportalion more valuable 

to shippers and more competitive vvith other modiis of transportation ' The overwhelming net 

et't'ect of tht mercer is lo c'.:aie new single-line serv ice with benefits for the affected shippers. 

.As the CSX and NS transaction rationalizes the operation ofthe Conraii sysiem. however, 

certain movements that are currentlv sincle-line Conrail movemenis will becom-. interline 

CSXN'S-19. Vol 2A. Kalt V.S, at 31. CSXNS-IS. Vol 1, McClellan at 511. B.\'Sama Fe Decision, at 64; 
CS.XNS-21, Vol 4B. Claxton Poultry Farms at 632, CSXNS-:i, Vol 4C. Duferco Limited at 114, CSXNS-
21. \'ol. 4D. Magotteaux, \'ol 4D at 278. Surface Transponation Board, in:on Paafic Corporation. Union 
Pacific Railroad Company, and Missouri Pacsii: Raiiroad Company — Control and .Merger — Southern 
Pacific Rad Corporation. Southern Pacific Transportation Company. S: Louis. Southwestern Railway 
Company . SPCSL Corp and the Den\er cn.i Rio Grande U estcn Railroad Company . Finance Docket 52''60. 
Decision Nc 4- August 6, 1996, (hereinafter VP SP Decision), at 113. 

CSX NS-IS, V, ! 1. .McClellan at 511. ICC BX Santa Fe Decision at ^4. CSX NS-21. Vol 4B. Clixton 
Poultry Farms a; 632. CSXNS-21. Vol, 4C. Duferco Limited at 1 '4. CS.\.NS-21, Vol 4D. Magoneaux. Vol. 
4Dat2'S 
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moves Some commentors complain about the loss of single-line service for some routes."' A 

shift firom single-line to interline occurs only in the specific circumstjuice where a move: 

a) originates and terminaies on the existing Conrail system; b) mil noi originate or terminaie in 

anv- of the Shared .Areas; and c) vvhere the control of the originating and terminating locations 

v\-ill be divided between NS and CS.X. Regardless of the frequency of such changes, the shift 

from single-line to interline service does not represent a harm to competition nor does it portend 

an exercise of market power by the .Applicants. 

Ov erall, the quantity of traffic that goes from ..ingle-line to interline service is a small 

portion of the traffic affected by the transaction. As discussed in the V,S, of NS witness 

McClellan. the amouni of nevv single-line sen ice created by the transaction is more than six 

limes the amount of single-line serv ice losl^' Ev en for commentors whc specifically fall into the 

categorv of losing some amount of single-hne serv ice, the effeci is modest. The submission on 

behalf of the 'Erie-Niagara, for example, states that the dollar amouni of traffic losing single-line 

exceeds that gaining single-line The impact in that region. hov\'ever. is less than an [[[ ]]] 

percent net s'lift in existing Conrail traffic that vvill become interline. That is. the percentage of 

existing Conrail ttaffic that is interline goes from [f( ]]]. while the percentage of 

single-line traffic goes from [[[ The submission by the CM.A'SP1 

complaining about the loss of single-line service explicitly recognizes that the represented 

' See e g . ENRS, "Comments," at 23; Chemical Manufacturers Association'Societ>- of the Plastic Industrv 
(CMA'SPl). "Joint Comments," at 24. 

" CS.X'NS-IS, Vol 1, McClellan at 550, 

ENRS, "Commenis, <ii 2 \ 
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shippers actuallv gain new single-line ser'-'-e on more than twice as much traffic as where 

single-line service is lost (13.000 carloads versus f̂ .OOO carloads),*' As is pointed out in the 

.Application, the overall effect ofthe CSX'NS transaction is a very large net increase in single-

line service, 

IILC Economics of ̂ 'ertical Integration and Bottlenecks 

Despite the fact that the overwhelming effect of this merger is to remov e bottlenecks, it is 

not surprising that commentors on this transaction would raise bottleneck claims similar to those 

raised m other proceedings •*" Those who describe situations that mav be true instances of 

vertical integration in •bottleneck" settings—/ e . where a sole carrier to a location merges vith 

one of sev eral possibly compel ng upstream, connecting carriers—have not offered evidence that 

this transaction vvould engender any anti-competitive effects to themselves or others through the 

elimination of vertical competition. 

Those who purport to offer evidence of the anti-competitive effects of vertical integration 

ar smg from lhe iransaction prov ide evidence that is not applicable to evaluating tiiose claims, 

.As discussed below, the evidence is, al best, useful for evalu?ting the relative performance of 

interiine and single-line service and the economic operations of the U.S, coal market and does 

Derivec from ENRS, Fauth V S a: 31 Note [[[ ]]]"„ of Fauth's uncategorized traffic post-transaction is 
treated as single-lme 

CMA SPi. Grocki \'S at !5-16 

E g m Surface Transportation Boara. Centrr.i Power <i Light Company \ Southern Pacific Transportation 
Company . Pennsy lvanit. Poi^vr & Light Companv \ Consolidated Rad Corporation, and Midamencan 
Ene'-f^ Compcny \ L nion Pacific Radroad Cortipany and Chicago and Sorth Western Railway Corrpanv 
Decided Oecember 2"", 1996, or in ICC. BXSanta Fe. 
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not serve to .suggest harm resulting from vertical forec'osure,'* ' Moreover, I am unaware of any 

commentors who provide specific ev idence demonstrating that they will suffer competitive harm 

from a change in the vertical organization of the rail sv stem resulting from ih's transaction. For 

example, the coal consuming power-plants of .Atlantic City Electric served by Conrail are in a 

Shared Assets Area and will now have tv̂ o competing earners; for the reasons indicated above, 

such a circumstance provides no reasonable possibilitx for competitive harm from vertical 

changes ariaing from this transaction. 

IILC.l The "One-Lump" or "Neutralitv" Result 

Assertions of harm rai.sed bv the commentors regarding vertical issues echo those heard 

and rejected in other proceedings, Commentors theorize that when a rail carrier that is the sole 

canier serving a destination (or an origin) merges with one of multiple upstream carriers in an 

end-to-end transaction, this combination car cause the shipper to lose the benefits of upstream 

(or downstream) competition. The merging downstream railroad is then alleged to foreclose 

inefficiently the non-integrated upsn-eam railroads from competing for movements, causing the 

shipper to lose the benefits of upstream competition. 

The Board has examined similar claims many times before in other settings and has con

cluded. ba.sed on the economic ev idence available to it. that such an outcome is inconsistent with 

the economics ofthe railroad industrv." The economics ofthe ""one-lump." or "neutralirv." result 

demonstrate that, if upstream competition is sufficient, the sole destination (or ongin) rail carrier 

See, for example. Crowley; Kahn/Dunbar on behalf of ACE. et al. 
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has ths incentive and the abilit) to capture all of the profit avaikble from market power in tlie 

vertical chain, both befoi e and after vertical integration with one of the upstream competitors.*' 

More generally, even if upstream competition is imperfect, and the upstream carrier is able to 

capture some of the "lump" available in rates above the competitive level, a vertical merger will 

not create any additional ability to raise prices to the detnment ofthe shipper.*" 

Figure 4 shows the classic "rat-tail" case of venical integration. Initially, a single 

bottleneck carrier connects with rwo upstream carriers that serve the same origin. After a 

vertical-integration transaction, the downstream bottleneck carrier merges w'th one of the 

upstream carriers. Thus, after the transaction the integrated carrier must now decide whether to 

provide upstream carriage itself or. effectively, to purchase such carriage, j e . whether to "mak 

or "buy" upstream transportation. A vertically-integrated, profit-seeking rail carrier iias eve y 

incentive t'̂  make an efficient "make-or-buy" decision. The vertically-integrated carrier will 

remain properly neutral in deciding whether to provide carriage itself or to use carriage provided 

by the competing carrier. If the competing upstream railroad can provide carriage at a price less 

than what it costs a,̂  vertically-integrated carrier to provide the same service, then it has ever>' 

economic incentive to use the competitor. By inefficiently choosing to provide upstream 

carriage at an incremental cost greater than what it could "buy" from the upstream competitor, 

the vertically-integrated carrier reduces the size of the lump of profits that it can eam. There is 

B.\ Santa Fe Decision, at 74. see also Kalt Rebuttal V S, on behalf of BN 'Santa Fe m ICC Finance Docket 
32548 (redacted). 

While the discussion is generally framed in terms of single dov̂ nstream carrier with multiple upstream 
competitors, the principles also applv if competition occurs downstream and there is onl> a single upstream 
carrier Also, the term "'profits" is used here in the economic sense of retums in excess of the full incremental 
cost of providing the service. 
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Figure 4 

VERTICAL INTEGRATION AND BOTTLENECK CARRIERS: 
The "Rat-Tail" Rail System 

Origin 

A 
I 

B 

Dcstinntion 



no incentive for a profit-seeking, verticallv-integrated carrier to harm or inefficientlv foreclose 

the competing carrier from carrying iraffic. 

Finally, to the extent lhat the incremental cost of the upstream movement to the 

vertically-integrated carrier, whether provided internally or by the compe'ing upstream carrier, is 

reduced, the vertically integrated carrier has the incentive to reduce rates to the shipper. Even if 

it has mark-l power at the destination, the vertically-integrated carrier lhat receives the benefiis 

of lower upstream costs has the incentive, thereby, to obtain additional profitable business by 

lowering rales to the shipper. Thus, shippers benefit in the form of lower through rates resulting 

from competition-driven reductions in upstream carriage costs, even when served by a vertically-

integrated downstream bottleneck carrier. 

III.C.2 Implications and Extension of the One-Lump Result 

The one-lump result is broadh applicable to a variety of market conditions. The classic 

rat-tail example of the one-lump result can be extended, w ith proper modifications, to simations 

vvhere: (i) there are different but competing originations, (ii) there are upstream carriers with 

different incremental costs of service, or (iii) commodities with varving supply and demand 

condiiions are transported between the same origin and destination, WTiile some of the 

subsidiarv implications of the one-lump result varv in these more complicated situations, the 

fundamental implications for merger policy remain: The profit seeking, vertically-integrated 

camer has the incentive to choose efficientiv whether to '"make or buy"' vvith regard to upstream 

transponation. and the shipper is not harmed bv the venical integration of the upstream and 

downstream carriers. 
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Information requirements. Conirarv to the assertions of KahnDunbar. the "one-lump" 

ouicon " does not rely on stringent, unrealistic assumptions about information in the market or 

av ailable to the carriers, Kahn/Dunbar specifically mention four types of perfect information 

they argue is necessarv for the "one-lump"" result to hold: 

• the bottleneck carrier has perfect infonnation uSoul the demand function of 
the shipper; 

• the bottleneck carrier has perfect information about the cost functions of 
competing carriers; 

• there is no uncertainty about fiimre costs and prices; 

• different camers have identical beliefs about the relevant regulatory 
constraints.'' 

.None of these requirements is generally necessan '̂ r the one-lump result to hold. In the 

face of uncertainties such as those described by KahnDunbar. a profit-seeking railroad makes 

the best, rational decision it can based on information about the shipper, the markets for the 

commodity shipped, camer costs and regulatorv- constraints. The decision may not be identical 

to that vvhich vvould occur in the presence of perfect information, but that does not invalidate the 

one-lump result. The presence of less-than-perfect information merely.means that the railroad 

will sometimes make ' errors" by establishing transportation rates above and below the levels at 

vvhich thev would be set in the presence of perfect information. In none ofthe cases identified by 

KahnDunbar, however, is there a reason to believe that the railroad w ill make errors consistently 

.n one direction, that is. there is no reason to believe lhat the resulting outcome will be biased 

from the basic one-lump result. Just as it vvould in a market with many compeiitcrs. the 

.ACE. et ai. KahnDunbar V',S, at 8, 
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vertically-integrated camer makes decisions in the face of uncertainty regarding vvhal customers 

are willing to pay; and just as it would in non-bottleneck markets, the seller of a good or service 

mav tr> to set a pnce above or below that which would be set in the presence of perfect 

infonnation. The important point is lhat there is no reason to believe that the vertically-

integrated bottleneck carrier wi'l make systematic errors. As in other markets, there is no reason 

to believe ihat less-than-perfect information will cause the profit-seeking railroad to behave in 

ways that lead to sustained, subsian'ial and biased deviations from the one-lump result.'** 

Bottlenecks, horizontal mergers, and build-outs. The economics of the one-lump also 

do not invalidate the --tandard analysis of honzontal compelitive impacts. KahnDunbar argue 

thai the one-lump result requires that ""there is no actua' or potential alternative to the existing 

bottleneck, the entrv or availability of which might be affected by the vertical integration or 

merger under consideration."'" This is not quite right .As I discuss in mor detail below, the size 

of the ""lamp" depends greatly on supply and demand conditions in various markets and the 

av ailable alternatives to the shipper. .A bottleneck carrier will always be subject lo limitations on 

market rower from source competition potential new entrants, and transportation alternatives 

that limit the shipper's willingness lo pay. It is true that in some verv specific cases, the 

The ICC has. in previous rail merger proceedings, been faced with similar claims regarding the dependence of 
the one-lump result on particular assumptions and has concluded, based on economics and other evidence, lhat 
thfse assumptions are not necessarv for the one-lump rosult to prevail For example, when faced v̂ ith a long 
list of purported requirement? for the one-lump result to hold, including "the bonleneck carrier must have 
perfect information regarding all aspects of pricing." the ICC concluded that -We do not think the one-lump 
theor% requirf-s the series of perfect conditions the utilities claim must be present for the theorv to accurately 
.epresent tĥ  coa! transportation markets at issue here Our focus is on substantial harm to competition,,. The 
fact that a bonleneck camer might not have perfect information to e,\ecute a perfect price squeeze or to e,\rract 
the last penn\ of economic profits does not mea.- tha' substantial benetits to shipper will be lost when the 
bonleneck cairier merges w ith a connecting earner' B.̂ ' Santa Fe Decision, at 74 

ACE, et a!. KahnDunbar V,S at ", 
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horizontal merger of railroads can have competitive effects on the bottleneck carrier's abilit>" to 

exercise its market power, Howev er, raiher than being in contradiction vvith the one-lump result, 

such effects tum out to be a straightforward application of that result. 

In lheir appendix. KahnDunbar present an example in which the horizontal merger of 

two camers can present competitive harm. The essentials of their argument are reproduced in 

Figure 5, In this example, there is a vertically-integrated carrier with a downstream bottleneck 

(Railroad A), an independent upstream carrier (Railroad B), and a potential entrant on the 

dowTisiream leg in the form of a potential "build-ouf" to comiect v\ith the independent upstream 

carrier.'" It is important to note thai the build-out option has a full incremental cost greater than 

lhat of tht downstream portion of the vertically-integrated carrier. A credible threat ofthe build-

out, however, can. by raising the possibility of an independent route from. ongi.i to destination 

over the build-out link and the independent upstream carrier, constrain the price charged by the 

apparent bottleneck carrier, 

\\ hat happens if the upstream carrier merges with the vertically-integrated carrier in a 

honzontal merger, so that the number of -ndependeni caniers upstream goes from 2 to 1? In this 

case, in the absence of an independent upstream canier, the ability of the potential downstream 

build-out option to constrain the price charged by the vertically-integrated bonleneck carrier is 

eliminated This effect is consistent with the one-lump result i he horizontal merger between 

the two upstream carriers creates a sole-carrier bottleneck at the upstream end. The potemial 

1 UiC the lerm build-out" to refer to the construction of a new rail link that connects, in this eximple. the 
destination location with an upstream carrier It is not relevant for thij discussion whether it is "bui' -out" bv 
the shipper or '"built-in" b> an independent upstream or other railroad 
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Figure 5 

THE KAHN AND DUNBAR EXAMPLE 
How a Horizontal Merger Can Harm Competition In the Presence of a PotentinI Build-out 
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build-out acts as a competing carrier on the downstream leg. with an incremental cost above that 

ofthe existing dowTisiream earner.'' The newlv-merged upstrearr̂  bottleneck carrier has lhe 

abilitv now to extract the full lump of profit, unconstrained bv the threat of an independer 

routing that includes the huild-out and ar. independent upstream earner.'" In short, the horizontal 

merger of railroads .A ."nd B eliminates competition from the railroad B build-out altemative to 

the single-line raiiroad .A route, 

.A numucr of conclusions can be drawn the hypothetical build-out case provided by 

KahnDunbar, Fi st. the one-lump result applies to situations in which build-outs may occui; it 

merelv requires recognizing lhat v iable threats of build-out :an represent a form of horizontal 

competition. Second, the reduction or elimination of horizontal competition ought to be 

scrutinized to ensure that competitive harm does not occur. Neither implication is inconsistent 

with the one-lum.p result, nroper merger po.icy, or Board precedent. The Board's predecessor 

has previously found, when presented vvith credible evidence that fits the KahnDunbar example, 

that a horizontal merger can creaie competitive harm in the presence of a viable build-out 

opportunity, and has granted protections in an effort to mitigate such harm,'' The possibility-

proposed by KahnDunbar does warrant close scmtiny in particular circumstances, but it does not 

If the build-out had a lower full incrementa! cost than the existing downsn-eam segment, it would be built and 
utilized regardless of \v hether there were one or rvso upstream camers, indeed, that is an implication of both 
competition and the one-lump result. 

The lower-cost build-out route might, however, lead to a lower rail rate for the shipper In the presence of 
reduced through costs, the verticallv-integrated carrier ma> adjust its transportation pricing downward to 
account for its lower costs and to anract more profitable business 

The ICC granted protections to Oklahoma Gas & Elecmc in circumstances analogous to the e.-vample in the 
KahnDunbar appendix B.\Santa Fe Decision, at 68 Similarly, in the UP SP merger decision, the STB 
made provisions intended to protect shippers with build-ou. threats from competitive harm due to the 
elimination of horizontal competition benveen UP and SP, STB. L P SP Deasion. at 106. 
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invalidate the one-lump result. Neither KahnDunbar nor others hav e provided ev idence thai the 

horizontal aspects of this transaciion will lead to substantial harm to compelilion through the 

elimination of build-oui opportunities 

Upstream competition and cost structures. The one-lump resul: can, quite naturallv, be 

extended beyond the simplest rat-tail setting laid out in Figure 4. .As a descriptive device, it is 

common to assume that the two competing upsiream segments hav e the same in;remental cost 

and thai they con .pete against each other lo drive /rice down to incremental cost. Neither 

assumpiion is required for the basic result that vertical integration by the bottleneck carrier harms 

neither competition nor shippers; bul other implications of the simplest form of the one-lump 

result need to be revised. First, if the rwo unintegrated upstream segments do not compete 

vigorously enough to dnve the price of upsiream camage down to incremental cost, some of the 

lump may be retained by the upsiream carriers This does not invalidate the one-lump result, 

faci. in this case, the vertical integration will tend to reduce rates lo shippers by eliminating the 

" dtuble marginalization" that occurs when the upstream leg is priced above incremental cosl."'̂  

When more than one link m a vertical chain attempts to maximize protlts b> charging above marginal cost, 
then double marginalization occurs In this case, the upstre.im leg is priced above marginal cost bv the 
(i.TipertectK) competing upstream camers The downsn̂ eam bottleneck camer treati that upstream price m 
excess of marginal cost as th* cost the downstream camer faces for that portion of the move, and it marks up 
that price in order to maxunize its profits The result is that a margin is placed or. the upstream move b> both 
the dovsnstream and upstream camers which results in a through-price greater, or at best no lower, than a price 
that would be charged bv an integrated camer 

Double marginalization will also occur when tiiere is both a destination and an origin monopolist Each tries 
to capture as much of the "lump" as possible, resulting in both parties trving to mark-up price above 
incremental cost Vertical integration in that case will also resul; ir. rates to shippers that are the same or 
reduced. The concept is set forth m economics textbooks see. t\c . McCloske>. D.N. The .Applied Theory- of 
Price (New York Macmillan, Publishing Co.. 19S:i, at 378-39 
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In another extension of the simple rat-tail example, the two upsiream legs mav have 

different incremental costs, say S? and $10 respectivelv, To secure rhe upstream traffic the low-

cost provider need not price its service less than the cost of the high-cost competing canier. In 

mv example, the S8-cost carrier can price its carriage at up to SIO. eaming S2 above its 

incremental cost. Thus, if the incremental costs of competing upstream carriers differ, there is no 

reason to believe that competing upstream carriers will earn no contribuiion above incremental 

costs. This IS true even if the bonleneck camer integrates with the high-cost upstream carrier. 

The competing can-ier will tn- to price to just match the revenue ihat the integrated carrier needs 

to cover its incremental costs, in this example, SIO. With vertical imegraiion. the competing 

upsiream canier will eam a contnbution (or rent) above i:s incremental cost due to its cost 

advantage. If the bottleneck canier were integrated with the low-cost canier. we would not 

expect to see the high-cost camer win the traffic, as the vertically-integrated canier will 

internalize the lower (S8) cost for the upstream caniage inlo its pricing decisions. This is the 

case w here it might appear that a competing option is not being used after a v ertical merger, but 

onlv because the vertically-integrated camer is the low-cost, efficient provider ofthe senice. 

The application of both extensions to the simplest rai-taii case, in which upstream 

competitors compete imperfectly and have different incremental costs, implies that caniers on 

the non-bottleneck segment will earn economic profits above incremental cosi. Due to the 

histoncai accident ofthe cun-ent route system and the high-cost and rarity of entrv- through the 

construction of new rail routes, it is reasonable to expect that competing rail routes will 
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frequently have cost differences which mav be quite large.'' This straightforward extension of 

the one-lump example demonstrates that the hv poihesis constructed by KahnDunbar slating that 

"on such routes [i.e., routes where there is a bottleneck but poieni.al interiine competition at the 

origin], the competitive origin carrier should make zero profit" is not. in fact, an implication of 

the one-lump result.'* As I discuss below in more detail, the results of the purported tests by 

Crowley and KahnDunbar—tests based simply on whether non-bottleneck caniers on bottleneck 

routes eam zero profit—fail to provide useful economic evidence on the applicability ofthe one-

lump result." 

Origin and product competition and the size of the "lump." Commentor witnesses 

Crowley and KahnDunbar have proposed tests of the one-lump result using comparisons of the 

size and distribution of rates and lumps across varving origins, destinations, and goods. It is 

important, therefore, to understand the implications of the one-lump result across such 

dimensions. The simple rat-tail diagram in Figure 4 may also be used to exiend the one-lump 

result to accouni for multiple commodities and competing origins. To "lo so. however, requires 

more careful consideration of what makes up the ""lump" of profit on a move. The bottleneck 

carrier's abilitv to extract revenue in excess of its cost depends on the degree of market power it 

has in the range in vvhich rail revenue exceeds the cost of transportation. The abilitv- of the 

In man> industries, sustained differences in costs benveen competitors are assumed to disappear ove.- time with 
the entrv of ne» competitors v\ho are capable of replicating or improv ing on the cost structure of existing 
competitors Entrv is difficult in the rail industrv due to the high cost of creating new rail routes compa.'-ed to 
the cost of expanding or improving existing ones by incumbent carriers and compared to the revenue 
opportunities available m most locations following entrv 

KahnDunbar V.S, at 10-11. 
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bottleneck canier to establish rates for the move depends on the difference between vvhal the 

purchaser of the commodity is willing to pay for deliverv and what the supplier of that 

commodity is willing to accê ,' at the ongin for its commodity. The purchaser's willmgness to 

pay vvill depend on the options it has to purchase the same commoditv from other sources, the 

lesponse in the product markets to increases in product prices, the extent of substitutes for the 

purchased commodity, and so on. Similarly, the seller's willingness to sell depends on the 

options it has to sell through other outlets, the degree of competition it faces in such markeis. ils 

cost structure, the altematives to produce other goods, and so on, .All of these factors, vvhich can 

be summarized in the difference between the demand for the commoditv delivered bv the 

railroad to the destination shipper and the supply of the commoditv deliv ered to the railroad by 

the onginaior. affect the potential size of the "lump," 

The size ofthe potential profit to the bottleneck railroad (i.e.. the "lump") will depend on 

myriad factors specific to each commodity and set of shippers. In the simplest rat-tail diagram, 

the one-lump result is explained in terms of a single origin and commodity with a fixed amount 

ot available profit. There is no requirement, however, that the lump be constant across rales or 

shippers. For example, coal shipped to baseload power plants mav have verv- different demand 

charactenstics depending on whether the volumes shipped represent baseload or incremental 

volumes. Hence, the markei power and profit opportunity available to a bottleneck railroad vvill 

depend both upon whether the coal is needed for baseload or incremental volumes and upon the 

altemaiiv es available to the power plant in terms of other coal sources, source competition frorn 

,ACE, e: a!.. Crouley V.S at 19-24 gives other examples m which the competing upstream camer appea-'s to 
earn positive profits For the reasons discussed above, such examples are not necessarily an invalidation ofthe 
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other plants possibly using other types of fuel, and compelitive allematives in the power market. 

Thus, the "lump" mav not be constant even for the identical commodity moved from a single 

producer at one location lo a single consumer at one destination. This fact does not alter the 

fundamental conclusions of the one-lump theorem that vertical integration by the bonleneck 

camer does not harm competition or shippers. 

Figure 4 shows the upstream ra-riers serving the same origin. N̂ Tien multiple origins and 

producers of goods are considered, the one-lump analysis remains the same, but specific 

numerical predictions are i.arder to make. The size of the profit opportunity will be the same 

across the two origins only if competing producers al different origins have identical supply 

allematives and cost structures at the margin, the consuming shipper considers the commodities 

produced by the two producers perfect substimtes. and the apparent upstream cost to the 

bottleneck camer is identical. Differences in each of these characteristics—the costs of 

production, the willingness to pay ofthe buyer, and the incremental costs ofthe movements— 

will lead to differences in the lump available lo the downstream carrier. Thus, for e.xample, one 

origin may be served by several carriers that compete vigorously, while another origin for the 

bottleneck carrier mav- be served by nvo carriers who compete less vigorously. All else equal, 

the tbrmer ongin will le ive a better profit—a bigger "lump"—than the latter. Higher-cost 

producers, lower-qualitx- corrunodities. and higher incremental-cost cf upstream movemenis all 

reduce the lump available to the bottleneck railroad, .As the differences across origins get larger. 

one-lump re.sult. 
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the differences in the size of the available lump increase, 2ind the degree of effectiv e comjjeiiiion 

across the origins and commodities declines. 

None of these sources of variation in the size of the ""lump"" changes the reasoning 

underlving the one-lump result and the impact of vertical integration on competition and 

shippers. It does mean, however, thai as commodities and origins become less perfect sources of 

competition, the precision with which the one-lump result can say vvhere rates vvill be highest or 

lowest IS reduced. .A single carrier serving New York, for example, may have a bottleneck vvith 

respect to coal from West Virginia and wine from Califomia In the absence of an enormous 

amount of other information and knowledge, however, it is not possible to predict which 

commoditv will pav- the highest rate per unil or yield the largest lump for the bottleneck carrier. 

This observ ation has implications for empirical testing of the one-lump result. In making 

predictions about the behavior of bottleneck railroads ind r- '̂l rates for the purpose of testing the 

one-lump result, i; is imperative that such factors as differences in ongins. upstreari costs of 

movements, cost structures and suppiv alternatives of producers, qualitv and subsiitutcbilitv- of 

commodities, destination purchasers" willingness to pay. and sources of substitution and 

competitiv e discipline be properly taken inlo account. Small differences in these factors can lead 

to Significant numencal differences in rales, "lumps," and test results. Failure to account 

carefuliv for such factors can render any empirical test of the one-lump result invalid. As I 

discuss in more detail below, Crowley and KahnD-onbar fail to prope.lv account for this danger. 

KahnDunbar propose three hypotheses, lhe first of vvhich is irrpliciily refiecied in a lest 

attempted by Crowlev ,-
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• a merger that reduces or eliminates origin compeiitton on certain routes should 
not lend to increase prices on those routes relativ e to other routes; 

• on routes vvhere there is a bottleneck at the destination but potential 
competition at ongin. the bottleneck carrier should make the same •"profii" 
regardless of whether it handles iraffic for the whole route or onh for the 
bottleneck portion; 

• the existence or extent of origin competition should not tend to reduce prices 
for the local sen ice," 

1 now turn lo an examination ofthe Crowley and KahnDunbar test of thesj hypotheses, 

IIl.D Alleged "Evidence" Regarding the One-Lump Result and Impacts of Vertical 
Integration 

There is almost no attempt by the commentors, apart from bald assertion, to demonstrate 

that the proposed transaction will cause competitive harm through vertical integration. Only the 

verified statements of Crowlev and KahnDunbar purport to provide evidence lhat vertical 

integration is harmful. Thev attempt to do this primarily by looking al differences in prices and 

coninbutions for disparate categones of iraffic and arguing that implications of the one-lump 

resui: have been violated, .As 1 point out above, ihe implications that Crowley and KahnDunbar 

assert follow from the one-lump result are not necessarv implications and certainly should not be 

expected to hold in the data and tests thev perform, 

IIl.D. 1 Analysis of MGA-Originated Coal Movements 

Both Crowley ar..' KahnDunbar examine pattems in coal transportation prices. In 

particular, they both attempt to look at the change in rail transportation rates benveen 1991 and 

.ACE, a,', KahaDunbar V.S. (.ACE) at 10-11. 
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1995 for coal originating on what was once the Monongahela Railwav (.MGA) compared to rates 

from other sets of coal originations, both of wh ch lemiinaied at Conrail destinations.'" TTiey 

state that Conrail merged vvith the .MG.A m 1991 and thus the change berween 1991 and 1995 can 

show the effects of the merger of an origin with a destination railroid. The difference in the 

status of the MG.A they claim represents the elimination of origin competition for Conrail 

destinations receiving .MGA coal. [[[ 

]]l Tlie; cc nclude that this 

proves the one-lump result does not hold. Such a conclusion is justified given the facts, the data 

and controls thev use, and the conditions thev srudv- in the coal markets. 

The flaws in their "before and after" analyses are myriad .Any one of these errors would 

be sufficient to inv alidate their conclusions. Together these errors render their findings simply 

uninformative about what they claim to be testing The m.ore significant errors include:** 

• There is no "before" in the Crowlev and KahnDunbar "before and after" tests. 
Conrail already owned the MG.A in 1991 Conrail had acquired ownership of all of 
the stock in the MG.A in 1990'" In most instances, economists consider complete 
owTiership sufficient to provide the incentive to control the tx-pes of decisions, sucn as 

UI 

111 
In the case of Kahn/Dunbar there were a series of what appear to be errors in data handling, KahnDunbar 
dre\̂  their information from a large set of observations cieated bv Crowlev, We were unable to obtain 
workpapers from KahnDunbar on how the data provided b> Crowlev was processed to get their smaller 
samples the\ used in their analysis; we were lolu iliai ihere wcu nu such vvorkpapers as the data was processed 
' by hard " Whatever process was used introduced a number of errors, such as one major movement that was 
apparentlv inadvertently re-coded from 8 million tons to 8 thousand tons, multiple instances in which revenues 
from the wrong year were used, inclusion of data that did not meet the stated screening criteria, and exclusion 
of data that appear to meet their stated criteria, 

1990 Conrail .Annual Report, at 3. 5, 
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pricing, sen'ice qualitv . and interchanges, that control vertical rail relationships In 
the specific c."se of the MGA. the ICC agreed: ",,.whatever incentive it [Conrail] 
might have to do so [i.e.. alter existing interchange rehtioKsiupb with connecing 
railroads] results from its control of MG.A and is not affected in any discernible -.vay 
by this [1991] merger transaction,"*" To the extent thai owncship of the MGA 
provided Comail the abilitv . if it chose, to adjust pncing behavior, there was no 
relevant change in tl e vertical structure of the .MG.A during the period Crow ley and 
KahnDunbar ev̂ m̂med, .As such, the analyses performed bv Crowlev and 
Kahn/Dunbar cannot qualify- as a test for pnce changes resulting from vertical 
integration. 

Crowley and KahnDunbar fail to test the one-lump hypothesis, Specificallv. thev do 
not restrict themselves lo looking it bottleneck destinations. Over 17% of the 
destinations examined are competitively sened by another railroad,"' Moreover, no 
attempt has been made to control for competition from other sources, such as water-
earned coal. 

The MGA was the sole originating railroad providing service for most of the mines 
on ils system, "Thus, both before and after the acquisition of tlie MGA by Conrail. the 
origins on the MGA lacked origin rail competition, Il is incorrect lo treat the merger 
ofthe MGA with Conrail as reflecting the reduction in origin rail competition for the 
MGA mines. It vva*, in fact, a pure end-to-end merger in which Conrail integrated 
with an upstream cmier. Thus, if the relevant product is MGA-produced coal for 
deliverv to Conrail coal destinations, the merger is more accurately viewed as the 
vertical integration of two carriers that could not have eliminated origin competition. 
In this case, vertical foreclosure is not a possibilitv'. If instead, Crowley and 
KahnDunbar intend to imply that the relevant product is all coal delivered to Conrail-
sen ed destinations, then the iogic of their test would require thai thev control for all 
of the supply and demand factors that affected L'.S, coal markets between 1991 and 
1995, In that case, as I discuss fiirtlier below, their failure to control for any of the 
factors thai influenced changes in coal demand and supply invalidates the tests. 

The sampling and calculation methods produce spurious changes m calculated pnces 
unrelated to any change to the underlying rail rates. They look al the average of all 
deliveries from non-MG.A coal originations lo any Conrai! destinations. Thus they 
are comparing, for example. MG.A moves to Baltimore for export with Coru-ail moves 

ICC Consolidated Rad Corporation Merger Monongahela Railway Co October 4, 1991 Mr, Cr 'wley 
appears to come to a different conclusion regarding the importance of I00°o ownership for testing c.-anges in 
vertical relationships, arguing that ownership is not relevant, but corporate form is Crowley Deposit,on 
Transcript at 7-13 It is also typical in analynng waybill data to treat lOCo-owned railroads as part of a srigle 
railroad family for analyzing waybill traffic For exaTi-jle, see Crowley electronic work papers: t_grp,prj, 

[[[ 

in 
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of Illinois coal to Indiana. Far worse, neither Crowley nor Kahn'Dunbai make any 
anempt to control for the source or distribution of coal transported over time. For 
example, they incorrectly treat the fact, as reported in their .sample. [[[ 

]]], .Also, to the extent 'hat the volumes shifted from distant high-rail-cosl sources 
to closer low-rail-cost sources, this shift in purchasing panems is treated as a decline 
In transportation rates. Even if the rail rate on every origin-destination move was 
unchanged berween 1991 and 1995. changes in the pattem of coal purchasing 
combined with the sampling and calculation methods used by Crowley and 
Kahn Dunbar vvould spuriously produce a change it: rail rates. 

To inv estigate the impact of this conceptual error, I restrict the sample of 
movements used by KahnDunbar and Crow lev to movements thai had the same orig
ination and desunation in both 1991 and 1995, Using only movemenis with the same 
origin and destination in both years, so as to remove the spurious, direct effect of 
changing geographic patterns of coal purchasing on mezisured ^̂ verage transportation 
costs demonstrates that the error leads to biased results, [[[ 

m 
Mr, Crow ley based his analysis on the inference of masking factors; KahnDunbar 
relied on Crowiey for their data. The revenue information tor contract moves in the 
STB Wayb-:il sample is masked to prevent the release of highly confidential 
information, Crowley attempted to de-mask the revenue,** The reliability of his 
calculations depend on the reliabilitv' of his derived masking factors, Crowley 
assumed that all Conrail coa! movements have the same masking factor and, using 
information from the 100% 1995 Conrail waybill database, he calculated a single 
masking factor and applied il to all CcP'^il terminations in 1991 and 1995. 

[[[ 

Crowle\'s analvsis onh uses the de-masking factor for Conrail terminations. The data he provided lo 
Kahn Dunbar required masking factors for CSX and NS as well. 
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Figure 6 

DISTRIBUTION OF CONRAIL SINGLE LINE VS. INTERLINE DERIVED MASKING 
FACTORS 

I 

NJ 

I 

Note: Masking Factofs calculated based on origin and destinallon pv's in both lhe 1995 STB Waybill and the Conrail 100% Traffic • apes. 

Source 1995 STB Waybill Sample: Conrail 1995 100% Traific Tapes 
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**]]] Neither I nor Crowley know what the actual rail 
revenues are for movements in 1991. nor how the rates have changed over time. 
Thus, there is no reliable "before" measurement that could be employed in the 
Crowley and KahnDunbar "before and after" test. 

• Neither Crowley nor Kahn/Dunbar attempt to control for changes in the coal 
markets—either in the producing regions, mines or from consumers of coal—between 
1991 and 1995, They are implicitly assuming that the net average effect of changes in 
the coal markeis, as these changes affect the willingness to supply and purchase coal, 
are the same for MGA-originating mines as for all other mine; n the U.S.—from the 
Illinois and Powder River Basins and all others. Their approach also assumes that he 
demand factors from utilities for high and low sulfur, high and low Bm coal are the 
same regardless of whether the coal is for export and consumption in Michigan or 
Indiana or New York, Also, they must implicitly be assuming lhat the relative costs 
of rail transportation from all origins and destinations move together. As none of 
these assumptions can simply be assumed and are unlikely to be true, their tests have 
no power to inform regarding the one-lump result, 

III.D.2 What Do the Crowley/Kahn/Dunbar Results Reveal? 

Once the Crowley and Kahn/Dunbar analyses have been corrected for obvi JUS problems, 

an interesting insight can be gained from the exercise. It is not an insigh into possible 

compelitive hann from vertical integration as they purport, since the analysis provides no 

meaningful refutation of the economic principle of vertical integration. Rather, the data can be 

used to provide a glimpse into the evolution ofthe eastem coal and rail transportation markets. 

IU 

111 
Looking at the sample of matched origin-destination moves that occur in 1991 and 1995, I calculated that the 
MGA originations showed a change in rates of [[[ ]]] and non-MGA moves [([ 

m 
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The Crowley and KahnDunbar analyses compare MGA originations versus all others 

tenninating on Conrail, Figure 7 takes this one step further and shows the [[[ 

]]] Figure 7 also shows the change in 

production for each coal-producing area ovir the same time period. T..; price of rail 

transportation from the MGA area [[[ ]]] across the coal regions 

serving Conrail destinations, [[[ 

]]] 

The change in MGA rai! rates over 1991 to 1995 fits in a pattern of rising and falling 

rates across various regions. This, pattem does not correspond to the participation of the MGA 

£md acquisition of the MGA by Conrail. Thus, for example. [[[ 

]]] "after" Crowley's and KahnDxmbar's 

(mis)identified date of Conrail's acquisition of the MGA. Obviously, the purported acquisilion 

does not explain the [[[ ]]] for regions such Js West Virginia and Marv-land. The 

conclusion to be drawTi is that other marketplace ff ciors must be responsible for [[[ ]]] in 

West \'irginia and Marv-land rates. Since Crowley and KahnDunbar have no means of isolating 

such marketplace factors, they cannot proper!) claim to have isolated the effect of Corutiil's 

acquisition of the MG.A, 

Closer examination of Figure 7 indicates a pattem in which relative changes in supply 

and demand factors shed more light on changes in rail rates than Conrail's acquisilion of the 

MGA, In particular, the pattem of rail coal transportation prices reflects changes in the supply 
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Figure 7 

-D 
I 

PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN RAIL TRANSPORTATION RATES AND 
PRODUCTION BY COAL PRODUCING REGION, 1991-1995 

Percentage Change in Percentage Change 
Coal Region Rail Transportation in Coal Production, 

Rates' 1991-1995^ 

MGA (Monongahela)' [[[ 111 12% 

West Virginia [[[ 111 -5% 
Maryland [[[ 111 -3% 
Powder River Basin' [[[ 111 35% 
Non-MGA Pennsylvania' [[[ 111 -29% 
Central Appalachia' [[[ 111 2% 
Illinois Basin' [[[ 111 -18% 
Ohio [[[ 111 -15% 

Average Non-MGA' [[[ 111 -13% 

1 Weighted by totai tons/movements 

2 Satnple ,"• I'ides only moves originating in Fayette and Greene counties of Pennsylvania, and Monongalia and Marlon counties of West Virginia, 

a'eas served by the former MGA 

3 "Powder River Basin" origin and destination pairs include moves from Chicago Union Station to Michigan destinations. 

4 Not including MGA counties (see note 2) 

5 Central Appalachia is defined as eastern KentucKy and northwestern West Virginia 

6 "Illinois Basin" includes western KentucKy and all of Illinois and Indiana 

7 Source EIA Form 7A (2,584 observations removed prep plants/tipples without production, missing production or missing county assignments, 

8 Weighted by tolal tons moved in 1991 and 1995 by region 

Note Sample defined as Conrail terminations with origin and destination pairs occurnng m both 1991 and 1995 



and demand for coal arising from the differentiation of coal across regions. The largest drops in 

rail transportalion rales for coal come out of the Ohio and Illinois supply areas. These are both 

relativelv high-sulfur, high-cost production areas in vvhich the demand for that coal and its 

production has been dropping. On the other hand, coal produced in the Monongahela region, the 

heart of vvhich is served by the MG.A. demonstrates a variety of desirable characteristics thai 

have incited a growing demand for the region's coal production since the eariy 1980"s, The coal 

is primarily low- to mid-sulfur, and high-hiu. The large mines in the area use longwall -nining 

techniques that have led to low and falling costs of production In the 1980's. much of this 

expansion came from the creation of a high-volume export market tor the mid-sulfur coal.*' 

The passage ofthe Clean .Air .Act .Amendments of 1990 forced many electric utilities lo 

reevaluate their coal supply sources and influenced coal purchasing decisions that, on net. 

fav ored coal produced from the Monongahela region. Sulfur emission restrictions thai went into 

effect in 1995. restricting emissions to 2.5* o by weight, combined with anticipation ofthe stricter 

regulations schf.-duled for enactment in 2000. enhanced demand for compliance coal. 

Compliance coal, defined by the year 2000 standards as having less than 1.2% sulftir by weight, 

IS found pnr.anlv in portions of West Virginia and the Powder River Basin (PRB), These nvo 

region."̂  show increases in coal transportation rates in Figure 7, The Clear .Air .Act .Attiindmenls 

ereatlv .-educed the demand for high-sulfur coal, such as that supplied from Ohio. Illinois. 

Expons continue to plav an imponant role m the demand for Monongahela coai even toda> Metzroth, Larrv. 
• The Outlook for the b',S, coal industrv: .Moderate Demand Growth and Soft Prices," Coal. May 1996 (Vol, 
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Indiana and Centra! Pennsylvania." The high-Btu, mid-sulfur coal from the Monongaheia area, 

while in demand for the expon market is also valuable for use in combination with emission 

credits, and for use in blending with low-sulfur, low-Btu PRB coal,*'' The result has been an 

increase in Monongahela coal production to meet demand due to its favorable shifts in 

production cosls, while many cher regions have seen production declines, .Vtonongahela's 

expansions have been supported by ongoing commitments and significant investments by the 

MG.A railroad to improve service perfonnance and capacity. Consistent with those changes. Mr. 

Crowley reports that coal originating on the MGA lines increased over 60% in the four years 

benveen 1991 and 1995.'° 

U'hat are the implications for rail rates']* In short, railroads have more flexibility to 

increase prices in the face of rising demand and falling costs of coal production By contrast, in 

coai regions in which production costs are not keeping up with competition and declining 

demand, railroads will need to reduce rates lo retain traffic. Figure 7 shows tba: changes in coal 

transportauon rates on the Conrail system have broadly tracked the changes in the coal market. 

Overall. Figure 7 shows rail rates nsing m the .Vlonongahela-MG.A region as demand con inues 

to grow, while average rates for the other regions are falling as demand and average production 

falls. While this behavior is completely consistent with the one-lump result, a careful lest of the 

result, in the fomi proposed by Crowley and KahnDunbar. vvould have required highh detailed 

\ .0''o sulfur emission requirements have effective!;, been in place in Michigan since Januarv 1, 1980 for pl.̂ nts 
vsith capacitv greater than 500,000 lb, steam per hour (State of Michigan Deparmient of Environmental 
Qualitv. .Air Qualitv Division, Rule 401, I 18/80) 

CSX\S-19, Vol, 2.A, Sansom V.S, at 21-25, 

ACE, etal., Crowlev V S. at 14 
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controls for changes in dem.and for different types of coal bv each purchaser, and for changes in 

cosls and suppl;- alternatives for each producer of coal (not to mention the change in rail 

transportation costs between different locations). The proper interpretation ofthe MG.A findings 

is not lhat they represent a test that invalidates the one-lump result of vertical integration 

economics, but raiher, consistent vvith the one-lump result, lhat thev give son e glimpse into the 

operation of the coal markei and the market factors to which rail rates respond. In short, the 

purported tests of Crowley and Kahn/Dunbar us' ig the MG.A changes are incapable of proving 

or disproving the one-lump result and caimot be relied on to demonstrate that vertical integration 

harms competition or shipp)ers. 

III.D.3 Other Purported Tests Of The One-Lump Result 

KahnDunbar claim to perform additional tests related to their incortect hypotheses (see 

above) regarding t le implication of the one-lump result, .As I discuss below, the last three ofthe 

four hvpotheses should not be e.xpected to hold in general aiid certainly not in the marmer in 

w hich KahnDunbar construct their empirical tests. These hypotheses by KahnDunbar hold that 

the one-lump result requires: 

• Equal profits to the bottleneck carrier regardless of whether a move is single-line 
or inter-hne move. KahnDunbar attempt lo test this by calculating the contnbution. 
estimated revenues minus variable costs, eamed by the destination carrier for inter
line and single-line moves of coal going to the same destination in a year regardless 
of ongin for moves to CSX. NS. and Conrail coal destinations, KahnDunbar 
calculate the average coninbutions for the destination carner separately for the inter
line and single-line moves. They then average separately for inter-line and single-line 
over all years and destinations and then compare the average contribution for the 
destination carrier on the inter-line moves to the average contribution eamed on the 
sinele-line moves. 
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• No profits earned by the origin carrier in a inter-line move. Using the same 
calculations as for the above test, KahnDunbar look to see if the average contribution 
ior ongin carriers on inter-line coal moves is zero. 

• No effect of competing origins on the size of the contribution or the rail rates. 
For all moves to CSX. NS. and Conrail coal destinations. KahnDunbar aggregate 
separately all single-line moves and all inter-line moves to each destination in each 
year across all origins. They regress the rail rate (and separately, the contribution 
eamed by the destination shipper) on indicators of origin competition, which they 
define as the presence (or proportion) of inter-line moves lo a destination 'n a year. 

Regardless of the errors in the specific implementation ofthe tests, the tests themselves 

are incapable of refuting the one-lump result. 

These three tests draw on a similar set of data, sampling and calculation methods, and are 

prone to manv- of the errors I have discussed above, 1 will not review them all. but each of these 

three tests suffers from the following flaws: 

Both bottleneck and non-bottleneck destinations are included. Of the 166 
destinations used in these last three tests, 32. or 19% of the destinations, are not 
bottleneck locations, according to the tabulation of rail caniers serving each 
destination tabulated by Mr. Crowiey."' In fact, the manner in which the sample is 
constructed is such that over 24% of the observ ations used to test hypotheses two and 
three are compelitive destinations,'' These two tests explicitly claim to measure the 
"Average Contribution for Bottleneck Carrier" on single-iine and inier-line hauls, as 
well as the ".Average Contribution for Competitive Origin Canier," ' The one-lump 
result has no implication for how revenues are lo be split for competitive locations. 

Based on ACE. et al.. Crowley V.S, at TDC-2, 

Based on .ACE, et al., Crowley V.S. at TDC-2 and replication of KahaTDunbar data, 

Kaha banbar V',S. at 13 

KahaTDunbar report the average contnbution for smgle-line hauls is [([ the sum of the average 
contributions for the upstream and downstream legs of the double-lme i.'iul is [[[ )]]. (KahnDunbar, V.S. 
at 13.) This result, taken on face value, argues that verticallv-integrated carnage earns [[[ 

]]] For all the reasons stated 
above, however, no weight should be given to the test results for this or any other interpretation. 
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• ,As in the MG.A test, non-comparability in sarripling and calculation exists such that 
changes m the panem of coal purchases between 1988 and 1995 vvill change both the 
rates and the size of the "lumps" that are availabie. They appear, for example, to 
include smgle-line movements by competing railroads that are not party to this 
transaction, 

• The calculation of "contribution" is measured as the difference between unmasked 
revenue and ihe variable cost measure on the costed wavbill sample. Both revenues 
and variable costs, however, are measured with error. Revenues are subject to the 
flaws of Mr. Crowlev's de-masking method as described above. The costing method 
applied to the waybill is quite genera! and cannot be expected to capture the true 
incremental cost appropriate for each coal move. Moreover, lo the extent that the 
contribution is the difference benveen revenues and costs, ertors in either variable, 
particularly systematic errors in the unmasking of revenue, will lead to errors and 
likely biases in the results. 

• In not one of the three tests has any attempt been made to control for the factors that 
affect the size of the profit opportunities, or '"lump" available to the railroad. Even 
more significantly, in these tests there is no attempt to control for any factor that 
afTecis demand and supply. As the analv sis of Figure 7. above, indicates, rail rates, 
and contributions, are likely lo be sensitive to supply and demand factors relating to 
products, origins, and destinations. The degree of aggregation across all onginating 
areas, whether it be the Powder River Basin or Pennsylvania, makes these results 
inherently unreliable, .Another indicator of the failure to control for any reasonable 
facior affecting the demand for rail transportation on any route is the inclusion 
possiblv unintentional, of ôme cimount of anthracite coal movement." While the 
demand and supply forces for different tvpes and origins of bituminous coal will va.n' 
ov er time and by purchaser, the demand and supply factors for anthracite are unlikely 
to be the same since the products are so diffe :nt, 

.Anv or all of these errors are sufficient to invalidate the results reported by KahnDunbar, 

In the absence of detailed and accurate modeling of the factors affecting the demand for rail 

transportation of coal on an origin-to-destination basis, vvhich certainly cannot be done using 

inlomiaiion in the waybill sample alone, the implications lhat Crow ley and KahnDunbar purport 

to be implications of the one-lump result are not. As such, they have provided no useful 

,ACE. et al.. l-HCOO'̂ 9, Crowley indicated he onlv provided infonnation on bioiminous coal, bul the analysis 
of the data and vvorkpapers indicate otherw ise 
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infonnation bv which lo evaluate the v aliditv of the one-lump result or the impact of vertical 

intesration 

III.E Other Evidence on Vcriical Impacts of the Transaction 

The Crowley and KahnDunbar \',S. provide no evidence that this transaction will harm 

any of the complaining shippers. ' I am unaware of any specific ev idence prov ided by shippers 

conceming how the vertical integration of the carriers resulting from the Conrail transaciion will 

hann them on specific routes or movements. The ACE coal facilities are m a Shared Asset Area 

and receive increased, not lessened, competitive options from this transaction. Indeed, as 

discussed above, other ship{;,'*rs bise their claims for relict on tu." fact lhat shippers, such as 

.ACE. that 'je the Shared Area, vvill receive a competitive advantage, .ACE's requests for 

relief cannot be related to the harm identified. The request for equal access lo all coal sn ppers 

requesting it would introduce dual ser.ice where currentlv thev are served onh by on̂ ^ camer. 

Th!s request, as with. .ACE's request, in the altv ..ative. for bonleneck rate caps signals clearly 

that the obiective has mo-e lo do with another attempt to convince the Board to revise ils basic 

regulatorv strucmre. lha:i with addressing any specific claim ansing from the transaction 

KahnDunbar do cite a smdv by C M Grimm, C Winston, and C ,\ Evans ("Foreclosure of Railroad 
Markets .A Test of Chicago Leverage Theorv," Journal of l.aw and Economics. October 1992) as supponing 
their conclusions This studv, however, provides nc useful information on the maners at hand. It is based on 
pre-Staseers Act data lat 508), and its ke> statistical procedures do rot include data for the coal sector, 
(Sa nple construction is discussed more thoroughly in Winston, et al . The Economic Effects of Surface 
Freight Deregulation [Wafhington: Brookings Institution 1990]. at 1" ) Most disappointing, the study does 
noi lest the one-lump result in rat-tail senings While it asks the question how much through-rates in general 
chonae «hen more competitors are presen; at on? stage of vertical linkages, " does not ask the question of 
how rhrough-rates change when more competitors are present at one vertical stage for a given number of 
camers the most bonlenecked stage In p-irticular, the study does not ask the rat-tail question of whether 
throush-rates change unen more competitor̂  are present at one stage and there is a single carrier a' dnother 
staae, Technicail> the economen-ic specification in the study fails to include interactio i terms, or other 
approaches, that vvould addr»ss the question of tb'; marginal contribution of additional upstream (downstream) 
competuion when the numbe; of downstream (upstream) camers is one 
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Similariy, IP«S;L's claim, despite the statements of Crowiev and KahnDunbar. is focused cn 

horizontal issues, not on the impacts of vertical changes from the transaction," 

The overall impaci of ih's transaciion is to eliminate sole-service bottlenecks and 

introduce competition on the Conrail sysiem vvhere none previously existed. Over 30% of the 

existing traffic that is solelv-sened at both ends of the move where one end is currently served 

bv Conrail will gain the introduction of a new. competing carrier at least one end of the move.''* 

Thus, if—as Crowley and KahnDunbar assert—the introduction of new origin or destination 

competition that eliminates a bottleneck at one end or the other of a move is vie ved as a benefit 

from the vertical restructuring ofthe rail industrv, then the transaciio.i generates vertical benefits 

for many shippers. 

III.F Neutral Gateways and \ ertical Foreclosure 

Several parties have raised concems regarding the loss of Conrail as a neutral gatewav 

can-ier" or aboi. -e-routings of traffic lo different gateways following the tran.saction.'̂  or the 

asserted need for widespread conditions intended to freeze existing vertical relationships.*' 

These concems arise directl.v from a view that CSX and NS. once thev step into the shoes of 

IP.'iL does make a request for continued oversight regarding gatewav s I address issues of gatewav s below. 

Based on the 1995 STB Wavbili sanrle Whether the origination or destination is soIeK-served is determined 
b> evamininr aaf'fic in the sample at the 6-digu SPLC level 

NECR. "Responsive .Application." a? 7-8, 

C,\1,A SPI at:6-2-, 

IC, Skelton V S at 7; Joint Comments of William E, Lo'ius, ,American Shon Line Railroad ,Aisn. and Peter 
Gilbenson. Regional Railroads of .America (Shonline Associations) at 3 
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Conrail at certain locations, will use their positions to either foreclose or inefficiently divert 

traffic in a manner lhat vvill harm existing shippers and other railroads. 

Consider the claims, for example, of the NECR This intervenor fears that the loss of 

Conrail as a "neutral" gatewav. NECR's position is analogous to lhat of a shipper concemed 

about V ertical integration of a downstream bonleneck canier with an upstream carrier. In fact, 

howev er, acquisition of control of Conrail s lines in Nevv England vvill allow CSX to provide 

enhanced singie-line service over a broader network, and thus make il more f̂ omî eiitive for 

traffic in competition with NECR. Indeed, the diversion siudies provided in the Application 

suggest lha. the NECR could lose some business due to the enhanced competition provided by 

CSX. There is no evidence, or reason to expect, however, that CSX will inefficiently divert 

traffic from NECR. that it will foreclose NECR from competing for business, or that it vvill 

prev ent NECR from interchanging in an economically appropriate manner. Finally, no reliable 

evidence demonstrates that NECR will be put in jeopardy or that there vvill be the loss of any 

essentia! serv ice as a result of the enhancements lo the comp. liti veness of CSX, 

Illinois Central submits an application requesting that CSX be required to establish joint 

rales through several gateways and to establish rate requirements on CSX's di-" isions. The 

Shortiine ,Associations also urge the Board to require existing gateway and rate relation,ships to 

he maintained urtil changed b.v mutual consent. Gateway and rate requirements arise from the 

basic concem that CSX will re-route tralTic at the IC's expense, or else alter the rates it charges 

across gateways There is nothing about the proposed transaction, in particular, that suggests that 

CS.-̂  or NS will behave in an inefficient fashion with regard lo either the IC or the shortline: 
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Moreover, the proposed remedies are out of proportion to anv purported harm. Indeed, the 

requesi to freeze gateway relationships and establish fixed-raie relations could easilv be vvorse 

than any harm it is intended to cure. The removal of the flexibility of in routing and raie-making 

locks railroads into operations and pricing thai are inflexible and bound to generate inefficiencies 

as markei conditions change. Such condiiions deny railroads the opportunity- to respond actively 

and competitivelv to changes in market conditions The IC proposal to retum to old-stv'ie. 

regulation-imposed rale divisions is clearly a step backwards. Such an approach is just the kind 

of approach that the rail industrv' had to shake off to become a more flexible, dynamic, and 

efficient national transportation system. Imposed and rigid rate and gatewav restrictions prevent 

rail czuriers from adapting to change and implemenling and benefiting from innovations in 

serv ice. These types of regulator)' handcuffs should be avoided, 

IV. ANAL 1 SIS OF ASSERTED "ACQUISITION PRE.MIIM" 

1\ . A Overv iew and Summarv of the Issues 

The .Applicants in this proceeding reached agreemeni with Conrail lo purchase the latter 

for S9,895 billion. This figure exceeded the pre-transaction stock markei value of Conrail that 

prevailed immediately prior to the announcement of acquisilion attempts aimed at Conrail, The 

.Applicants' pui -base price also exceeded the historic net book value of Conrail's plant, property, 

and equipment assets as recorded on Conrail's books. Based variously on these obsenations. a 

number of commentors assert ihat CSX and NS e paid an excessi' o "acquisilion premium'' 
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for Comail. and that this "premium" poses the threat of substantial merger-related harm to 

shippers, 

.According to those commenting parties, the asserted "acquisition premium" is purported 

or insinuated to represent the capitalization of expected future profits anributable to merger-

related enhancements of market power. These enhancements of market power are asserted to 

arise from the vertical integration of Conrail into the CSX and NS networks {eg., per the 

arguments reviewed a'oove of Messrs, Crowley. Kahn, and Dunbar) and'or a "fatal circularit>'" 

under vvhich inclusion of the so-called -premium" in determinations of the statutorv- 180% 

revenue/variable cost ("R VC") regulatorv threshold for STB maximum rate junsdiction and in 

revenue adequacy findings eases pre-merger regulator.- ceilings that otherwise cap CSX, NS or 

Coruail rates in markei dominance settings.*' In the view of certain commentors. the "acquisition 

premium" portends post-transaction increases in rates either through the realization of unleashed 

market power or simplv through pressure on CS.X and NS to pav for Conrail.*" To prevent rate 

increases anributable to the asserted "acquisition premium." the concemed parties request lhat 

CSX and NS be prev ented from recording their shares of the full acquisition cost of Conrail as 

increments to their asset bases for regulator.- purposes. Instead, argue the commentors. only the 

pre-transaction net (historic, depreciated) book value of Conrail's asseis should be allowed to be 

See. e,g,. statements of KahnDunbar \'S at 18, CMA SPI "Jom- Comments,' at 7; NITL/CPTATFl 
"Comments." at 21. PEPCO Felton \ S at 2-i. 

" KahnDunbar \-,S a: )6-:8 

^ See. for example, ENRS. 'Comments," at 25-28 
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recorded in accounts that influence either R^'C jurisdictional threshold or rev enue adequacy 

findings.'' 

The commentors who pul forth these arguments have offered no support for their claims 

that withstands the scmtiny of economic pnnciples, relevant ev idence. and simple logic. 

• As reviewed extensively above, notwithstanding repetition, claims of undetected 
enhancements of market power are unfounded and bereft of evideniiarv- support, 
Commentors' "acquisition premium" arguments sv stemalically ignore the 
demonstrable competition-enhancing provisions of the proposed transaction, as 
w ell as the oversight role of the STB itself 

• The market acquisilion premium—the difference benveen the purchase price of 
Conrail and pre-transaction markei value of Conrail 's ou'sianding publicly-traded 
stock—is a normal and expected aspect of corporate mergers and acquisitions. In 
the case al hfjid. the observed meirkel acquisilion premium is mere lhan accounted 
for by the cost-savings attnbutable to the proposed transaction. There is no 
portion of the premium that requires enhancement of market power as its 
explanation. 

• Commentors requesting restrictions on the treatment of the asserted "acquisition 
premia" inexcusably ignore the cost savings and traffic increases attnbutable lo 
the CSX/NS integration of Conrail into their networks This leads to 
misrepresentation of the implications of purported "premia" for RA'C 
junsdictional threshold and revenue adequacy determinations. Merger-
engendered cost savings and traffic increases, which go unchallenged bv the most 
vociferous of the relevant commentors."' vvould have the effeci of reducing 
variable costs and jurisdictional levels for particular traffic movements and 
improving the carriers' rales of return for revenue adequacy purposes. 

• The requested "remedy" of excluding the "premium" above net book value is not 
onlv unjustified on the ment̂ . but carries vvith it extremely poor policy 
implications. The proffered remedy" vvould distort inv estment decisions and set 
counterproductive precedent for future efficiency-enhancing reallocations of 
railroad ownership and ccntroi. 

Kaha Dunbar V.S. at 20; ACE, etal. Crowley V.S at 26-2". 36-39. 

" See ACE. et al "Comments." at 11, 
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lY.B The Economics of Acquisition "Premia" 

Inienening shippers seeking "protections" from inclusion of the "acquisition premium" 

in the relevant property accounts of CS.X and NS for regulator, purposes have variouslv- and 

inconsistentiv defined the asserted "premium" as the amouni by which the ccquis'tion cost of 

Conrail exceeds some pre-transaction measure of Conrail's historic existing book assci value, or 

as the pre-announcemeni market value of Conrail's outstanding equity, Commentors' definitions 

ofthe asserted "premium" include: 

• the excess ofthe acquisition price over the net book value of Conrail's assets;*" 

• the excess of the "consideration given" over the book value of Conrail's 
ownership shares;'* 

• the excess of the appraised value of the acquired assets of Conrail over the asseis" 
hisioricci! gross book value;" 

• the excess of the appraised value of Conrail's assets over the pre-iransaction net 
book value of those assets;"' 

• the excess of the purchase price over the historical book value of Conrail;" 

• the excess ofthe purchase price over the "onginal cost";'" and 

• the difference betw een the per-share purchase pnce paid bv CSX and NS and the 
single-share value of Conrail s outstanding publicly-traded stock immediately 
prior to the announced merger (/ e , the market acquisition premium)," 

kahn Dunbar \- S at 17-18. 

ACE, f,'J.', Crowlev V S. at 27. 

ACE. e: a!. Crowlev V S. at 25. 

Kahn Dunbar V S at 16 

ACE. et a!, Crowlev \',S at 26, 

Kahn,Dunbar V S at 17. 

KahnDunbar \ ' S at IS 
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Cortesponding to each of these definitions are specific accounting and valuation issues, as 

described bv Mr, Whitehurst in his Rebunal Verified Statement (Rebuttal V,S ,) on behalf of CSX 

and NS, For perspective, and reflecting ihe heart of commentors' views, the first and last of the 

foregoing versions of a "premium" are measured by commentors lo be S9.113 million and S3,755 

million, respectively,"*'' 

To the extent thai intervening shippers concemed about the "acquisition premium" 

suggest that such a "premium" is inappropriate because il reflects an excessively high price for 

Conrail. such a suggestion overlooks the functioning of the capital markei in vvhich the 

acquisilion of Conrail is taking place. The purchase price of Conrail's equity is an arm's-length 

value arrived at bv well-informed and sophisticated parties seeking their own rational self-

inierests. As such, the purchase price properly stands as a measure of the market value of 

owTiership of Conrail acquired for the purposes of deploying Conrai! to the uses the buyers 

imen-i. The arm's-length market price of Conrail's equitv that the parties' negotiations have 

produced is the best evidence of the curreni value of control of Conrail By contrast, for reasons 

1 discuss more fullv below, the pre-transaction net book value—with its dependence, for 

example, on historical authonzed depreciation schedules and the cost of asset acquisitions from 

manv vears earlier—is no: a measure of curreni value. 

Kahn Dunbar V S at 17-18; ACE, , Crowlev V,S, at 25 and E,'chibit TDC-
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.A market acquisition premium is a common and predicted result in corporate 

acquisitions." Such a premium arises because mergers and acquisitions occur w'hen the net 

present \ alue of expecied future net cash flows arising out of the combination of two (or more) 

separate fimis under common owTiership exceeds the expected discounted future net cash flows 

from those same business units retained under separate ownership.'''' .An acquiring firm does not 

rationally invesi resources in merger activity unless it believ es that bringing the acquired entitv-

under its control vvill generale more value than the market indicates the acquired firm can 

generate as a stand-alone enterprise. Under such circumstances, market acquisition premia anse 

as the price lhat cunent owners can realize in exchange for turning over control so that the 

acquiring firm can have the opportunity to generale more value with the acquired firm. 

Proposed acquisitions and mergers undergo the explicit or implicit screening and 

scrutinv for potential compelitive harms arising from increases in market power by agents such 

as the Federal Trade Commission and the United Slates Department of Justice. Observed premia 

m consummated transactions that have survived such scrutiny are large and range upwards of 

100 percent. In the presence of such scmtiny by the appropnate regulator.- authorities, the size 

of the market acquisition premium, in general, cannot then be attributed to the capitalization of 

market power Furthermore, competition among bidders for an acquisition target greatly impacts 

the market acquisition premium. Economic research indicates lhat the presence of cash offers 

See. for evamplf, .Alexander Sluskv and Richard Caves, "Synergy, ,Agenc> and the Determinants of Premia 
Paid in Mergers " Journal of Industrial Economics. March 1991. at 27"-296. and David J, Ravenscraft and 
FM Scherer, .Mergers. Sell-offs and Economics (Washington. D C: Brookings, 198"), see Vol, 3, 

Tnat IS. merge-s arise when the expected NPV(a-b) > expected NPV(a) - expected NPV(b). where NPV 
represents the expected future discounted cash flows and "a" and "b" represent nvo pre-merger firms. 
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and rival bidders—as in the case of the CSX/NS compelilion for Conrail—leads to. on average, 

market acquisition premia more than 45 percentage points higher than otherwise would be the 

case,' The expenence of market acquisition premiums m the market for corporate control does 

not lead to the conclusion ihat the markei c cquisition premium in the Conrail transaciion 

represents a capitalization of unleashed, transaciicn-related market power. 

The acquiring firm's willingness to pay a market acquisition premium for control of an 

acquisition target can. in general, reside in multiple factors. These may include, for example, 

anticipated cost-saving economies of scale or scope or other syneigies stemming from the 

coordination and integration of business assets, as well as opportunities to generate additional 

revenue by providing more and'or higher quality serv ice to consumers. The gains from a merger 

can also arise out of the elimination of managerial, labor, or other inefficiencies on the part of the 

acquired firm VK'hatever the source of the gains from integration of two firms into one. the pre-

acquisition business units are expected to generate higher net cash flow under single ownership. 

The opportunity to do this is what is sold at a markei premium by the acquired firm's owners. 

Such a premium, however, does not imply a purchase pnce above markei value—as 

KahnDunbar i m p h T h e source of the market acquisilion premia that are so prevalent is the 

difference in valuation ihat exists between the acquiring firm s assessment of markei value and 

the assessment of those in the markei ihat would keep the acquired firm independent. The 

resulting transaction pnce in such a setting is a fair market price struck between panies risking 

their own monev for their own reward. 

Op cit Slusky and Caves. (1991) at 291,292 and Table 2, 
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In theorv. of course, a possible source of a market acquisilion premium, apart from the 

value that can be generated by merger-related cost-savings and service improvements, is the 

expectation of enhanced post-transaction market power leading lo higher post-transaction profits. 

This is the fear that cenain commentors raise and assert. I mm now to consideration of what the 

Conrail markei acquisition premium might represent. 

IV.C The Conrail Market .Acquisition Premium 

If an acquinng firm (or fimis) anticipated tha acquisition of another firm could lead to 

lower cost operations for the combined entity or improved capacity lo attract customers with 

lower prices and or better ser ice offerings, a successftil drive for acquisition could well yield a 

sizable market acqaisition premium. In effeci, the projected merger-related cost-savings and 

service improvements would "pay for" th" market acquisition premium. That is. such t>'pes of 

post-merger value vvould be the source ofthe differences benveen the status quo market value of 

the acquired firm and the value perceived by the acquiring firm. This raises the question of 

whetner the efficiencies and productivitv improvements that CSX and NS document in their 

.Applications aic sufficient lo explain why the Applicants would have been willing to pay the 

noted markei acquisition premium. 

The transaction-related cost-savings, produclivit)' improvenents. and incremental traffic 

gains thai CSX and NS represent as the b 's of their inttrest in acqu'sition of their respective 

portions of Conrail are discussed at length and in detail in the Application; and 1 have 

accumulated and analvzed the dollar amount of these mereer-related benefiis in the case of CSX 

Kahn Dunbar \ ,S, at IS. 
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in my earlier verified staiement. The evident and documented benefits to the acquiring caniers 

include cost savings of both an overhead and an operating nature, improved utilization of 

equipment and vards. and synergies associated with expanded single-line operations. Similar 

COSI savings are described for NS, In addition, both Applicants see the transaction as yielding 

additions to traffic, and. hence revenue, pnmarily as a result of improved competitiveness vis-a

vis trucks. Together, the two acquiring railroads project cost sav ings and incremental revenue 

gains in the hundreds of millions annually. How do these transaction-related benefits to the 

-Applicants compare to the markei acquisilion premium'!' 

The cost-savings on existing traffic and revenue gains (net of cosls) on additional traffic 

attributable to the transaction are a source of increased, transaction-related net cash flow for CSX 

and NS. Designating such transaction-related additional net cash flow "benefits," Figure 8 

compares the expected net presei.t vaiue of this improved net cash flow to the market acquisition 

premium (S3.755 miilion) as calculated by witness Crowley on behalf of Atlantic Cit>' Electric 

and Indianapolis Power & Light (and cited widely by cJier commentors)." When the present 

value of the benefiis of the transaction—the net new cash flow—exceeds the acquisilion 

premium, it is rational to pay and finance the acquisition premium. 

.As Figure 8 shows, expressed in present value terms, the anticipaied merger-related 

benefits to CSX and NS total over S5,5 billion. Hence, the measured benefits in Figure 8 

substantially outweigh the asserted market acquisition premium of $3,755 billion. Stated 

altemativelv, the efficiencies and traffic to be gained fi'om the merger more than "pay for" the 

.ACE. et al., Crowlev V.S, at 25, 
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Figure 8 

DO PRIVATE BENEFITS "PAY FOR" THE 
MARKET ACQUISITION PREMIUM? 

(Pnvate Savings vs. Purchase Price Less Pre -Transaction Market Value) 

Net Present Value 
($ in millions) 

Total Private Benefits $ 5,518 
Private Benefits to CSX $ 2,414 

1 • J -

U J 

Private Benefits to NS $ 

Market Acquisition Premium 

3,104 

$ 3,755 

Net Private Benefits $ 1,763 

Sources Applicants' Pro Forma Income and Cash Flow Stalsmenis, Crowley V S , STB Ex Parle 558 
Analysis based on 30-year life discounted using STB's 19i)6 riilroad industry cest of capital 



marlvct acquisition premium. From a business perspecuve. ihev provide the basis upon vvhich 

rational parties v\'ould pay die markei acquisition p,emium to acquire Conrail, In particulai, no 

:;dditional expecied benefits from merger-related enhancements of market power are needed lo 

explain the Comail marke: acjuisiiion premium, .As corroboration. Mr ^̂ •hilehurst finds thai 

cash generated by the transaction for CSX and NS more than covers their costs of financing the 

acquisition of Conrail.'** 

In light of these fmdings, is it plausible that the markei acquisii.on premium reflected 

anticipation by CSX and 1̂S that the acquis'tion of Conrail vvould enable them to gamer 

incremental profit"; from an unleashing of markei power'̂  Importantly, no conmeniors have 

ot ered evidence that would reverse the conclusion from Figure 8 thai the proposed transaction's 

co:t-savings and incremental revenue gains justity the markei acquisition premium. 

Kahn Duiibar. for example, explain lhat " vve believe the acqui ition will increase markei power," 

but indicate that "[w]e are not in a position to assess the relative conlribuiions of [possible 

efficiencies and enhanced markei power] to the overall premium paid for the Conrail asseis." 

Neither .ACE, et al . nor its wimess Crovvley adds to this emptv' set of analyses by commentors 

challenging the "acquisition premiu i , " Indeed, ACE, et al.. state bluntly that they are noi 

challenging CSX's and NS's projection of benefits.'°-

.Assertions and insinuations that the markei acquisilion premium .or Coru'ail represents 

lhe capitalization of merger-related enhancements of market power do not constitute evidence. 

U'hitehursiRebun.xl V.S, 

KahnDunOar V S, ai 19. 
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Even if one accepts the flawed analv ses of comp.'i»ii.e issues set forth bv shipper witnesses 

Crowlev and KahnDunbar at face value, it is not plausible that the competitive "problems" thev 

claim exisi would provide an explanation of the Conrail market acquisilion premium. When 

turning to the application of their "results" to the case of the CSXNS acquisilion of control of 

Conrail. KahnDunbar argue iha: merger-related market power enhancement is so perv-cive vhat 

"remedv is required for al! destinations lhat wil! be served henceforth bv either or both of the 

acquiring carriers...where competuion. actual or potential, is eliminated or lessened at either 

origin or destination as a result of the acquisition of Conrail."'""' KihnDunbar describe no si.ch 

situations, but aver that "[elxamples of such instances are discussed by M , Crowlev, 

E,\aminatioii of .Mr Crowley's "examples,*"""' however, finds that he presents ihree examples 

vvhich he assens demonstrate ih .it railroads do not maximize profits, but which are not verified as 

filling the KahnDunbar '•wteria. He offers but uvo more exan pies.''* *'0lh intended to illustrate 

that destination sole-serve railroads leave origin railroads with no profits, under the mistaken 

impression thai this is an impl-cation of the neutrality, or "ene lump." theorv ŝee abov e). These 

M\e (-\amples provide no foundation for concluding thai the proposed transaction enables CSX 

and NS to captuie an acquisition premium made up of more than S3,7 billion in present-v':;luea 

unleashed market pov er. 

ACE. er a.', "Comments" at 11 

'• • KahnPurbar \'S at 20. 

• KahnDunbar \'.S 3120-.'"'I 

ACE.erj.'.Crov^lev \',S at 19-20, 

ACE, et ai . Crowlev V S at 22-23. 
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In fact, the proponents of lhe view that post-transaction enhancements oi market power 

V ill be rampant offe no quantitative assessment as to how there would be so much harm 'o 

co.mp«.*tition as to generale the "acquisition premia" about vvhich thev complain, or how such 

harm vvould ourweigh the pro-competitiv e effects of the immense and measurable introduction of 

dual rail competition into the Conrail so'e'y-served areas described in Figure 1.. Apart from 

shippers that seek to use this proceeding to revisit the bonleneck issue and to introduce nvo rail 

earners where pre-lransac'ion serv ice vvas by a single camer. the core complaint of shippers has 

not been that Comaii <ails to maximize profits, Raiher. they see the compelitive problem as the 

lack of competition Conrail fai.es as a sole-serve carrier at so miny destina oni; and ongins,'°" 

Such shippers stano to benefit from the CSX\JNS transactions 

Finallv, the Board s well-established preceaenis for ejminaiing and conditioning any 

prospective harm to competition emanating from a rail merger contradict the interpretation of the 

nia: t̂ acquisition premium as the capitalization of markei power. Given the regulatory 

authonty and histoncai precedent for robust competitive review on the part of the STB (and the 

ICC). It is not reasonable to think that the capital markeis vvould rationally support any 

expectation that the STB would fail to condition this transaciion so as to rid ii of any potential 

competitive harm. The Santa Fe'Southem Pacific. BNSF. and I P SP experien̂ ês have clearly 

established strong pro-coinpetiiive precedent that parties seeking approval of rail mergers and 

See, eg , CSX'NS-::, Vol 4B, Alger Farms, lnc , p61, CSX "NS-21. Vol 4B, BOC Gases, p,569; CS.X'NS-
21. Vol 4D, Jenkins Brick Companv, p 50; CS.XNS 21. Vol 4B, ,-\merican Honda Motor Cc , p l l4 , 
CSX'NS-: 1. Vol4D, Maida Motor of Amenca. Inc . p 331: CSX"NS-21, Vol 4C, Griffin Pipe Produrts Co,. 
p429, CSX'NS-21, Vol 4D, Ogihara .America Corporation, p.613, CSXNS-21, Vol.4B. Carbonic Industnes 
Corporaiio.i. p 496. CS.X NS-21. Vol -iii . Cabot Corporation 4.̂ S. and CSXNS-2!, Vol, 4D, Hercules, Inc., 
p,528. 
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acquisitions are now so cognizant of such precedent that they recognize the need to cure 

competitive problems as part of their applications—just as CSX and NS have done in this 

instance, 

IV.D Regulator} Implications 

It woi'ld be logically conn-adictor> for the Board to approve a merger on the grounds ihat 

it does not pose the threat of substantial merger-related harm to competition, bul to then find that 

an " acquisition premium" represents capitalization of remms to incremental markei power, 

Noiwithstanding this contradiction, several interveners advise that any excess of the purchase 

price of Coru'ail over its net book value be excluded from the earners" accounts for the purposes 

of jurisdictional threshold and revenue adequacy determinations. These recommendations are 

inconsistent with both the evidence on the composition of Conrail s meu'kei acquisition premium 

discussed abov e, and with sound design of regulatorv- policies that seek to promote a dynamic 

and efficient railroad system. 

| \ .D.l The .Alleged "Burden" of an ^acquisition Premium 

Commentor5 allege th^t, as a result of the cost of the acquisilion as struck by CSX/NS 

and Conrai. in an open, arm's-length nego'istioii, shippers "captive" to the acquiring railroads 

will suffer competitive harm. Specifically, it is asserted that the agreed-upon purchase price 

reflects, in their estimation, an excessive "premium," where premium has been variously defined 

as the cost of acquisition over the historic book value or rhe difference between the pre-

acquisition markei value and purchase price of Conrail's outstanding stock, Commentors thus 

impiv that the e.xpected efficiencies and projected revenue growth detailed in the pro-forma 
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fina.ncial statements will be insufficient lo cover the agreed-upon transaction price, and in order 

lo recover the unrealized incremental costs, the .Applicants will be forced to raise rales, 

panicularlv on "captive" shippers. 

This argument is flawed at the level of basic economic principles of nrofit-ma> imizi.ig 

decisions by a railroad. The "acquisilion premium" is u sunk cost as CSX and NS go forward. 

As such, even if realization ofthe projected merger benefits that underlie the .Applicants' rational 

willingness to incur the market acquisition premium were to be blocked, it would not make sense 

for CSX or NS to therefore trv to pnce at higher levels in order to somehow "pav for" the 

acquisition premium. Under anv circumstances, the best way for them to ensure that lhey can 

finance their purchase of Conrail on a going-fonvard basis is lo ignore the burden of the chase 

pric. Net income available to pay off (finance) the acquisilion price of Conrail vvill be 

maximized bv pricing and providing sen ice so long as additional sales bring in more revenue 

than lhe (non-fixed) marginal costs of making such sales. This basic rule of profit maximization 

holds whether cr not a railroad is tiying to pay oTa sunk obligation.'^ 

I\'.D.2 Regulatorv Pricing Limits 

Bevond ihe foregoing argument, conmeniors allege that—barring action on the part of 

the STB—the acquisition cost of Conrail will "distort" regulatorv protections afforded shippers. 

L nless the STB inienenes to prevent the inclusion of the difference benveen the acquisilion 

See. for example, CMA'SPl "loint Comments. ' a; ". NITL CPTA TFI "Comments," at 22; PEPCO. Felton 
\ S at 24: .ACE, et al. "Joint Comments." at 1! 

'"•̂  .As demo-strated above, the ,Applicants' Pro Forma Income and Cash Flovs Sta'»ments, vvhich assume no 
overall rate increase on the pan ofthe Applicants, show that the transaction-related benerr.s more than "pay 
for" the market acquisition prtmium 
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price and the pre-mcrgc net book value of Conrail's assets as used in regulatorv rate 

determinations, it is asserted that CSX and NS will be afforded the opportunity to pass through 

the predicted rale increases without scrutinv as the accounting treatment of the acquisilion cost 

will increase the jurisdi,tional threshold (via an increase in system-average vanable costs) for 

particular iraffir movements, and will reduce the earners' net return on investment for purposes 

of 'evenue adequacy determinations. The net effect, it is asserted, is to raise the level of 

regulatory restraints on rail rates, freeing up CSX/Conrail and NS Conrail to realize oiherwise 

unexcercisable markei power and impose rates ĥat vxould othenvise exceed a maximum 

reasonable level, 

\ arious panies term the foregoing argument the "faia! circularity," This claim holds that 

permining the firm with market power, which has its prices constrained to some function of its 

costs, to raise it s costs and. subsequently, ils regulatory rate ceiling by incurring an acquisition 

premium is faiallv circular insofar as it implies that the capitalization of such freed up market 

power provides the cost-basis for capturing such freed up market power in subsequent rate 

setting. This argument, however, rests on flawed analogies to regulated utilities thai are subjeci 

to pervasive cost-of-service controls on their prices. 

The Board has previously re. agnized the inapplicability of the argument put forth by the 

commentors: 

For public u'. lities, use of acquisiticn cosls vvould result in a circular downvvard 
rate spiral (vvhere the acquisition cost was less than the predecessor cost]; rales 
vvould be based on lower acquisition costs vvhich, in tum. vvould produce lower 
rates in the :ase of railroads, however., .a larger share of revenues is determined 
bv competitive markets and not bv regulation. [The Revenue .Accounting 
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Principles Board] concluded that the issue of circularity vvas. ihciefore. not 
applicable to the railroad industrv, 

The railroad industrv is not appropriatelv analogized to electnc. gas, or other public utilities. 

With feu e.xceptions. railroads do no; operate ai cost-based price cips Instead, rail rates are 

established bv market forces, ft-ee of maxim im constraint.''' In the case of Conrail. for example, 

most traffic is either exempt from such regulations—ie. movements based on contracted 

rates—or movements ihat would be below the regulatorv threshold. In either case, the rales are 

not set on the basis of regulauon but by prevailing market corditions and negotiations, I 

understand lhat even the number of ICC STB rate challenges faced bv Conrail over the past ten 

years has been minimal. It is simply not the case that there is a "circle" to be closed, 

,Assuming arguendo lhat the fata! circularity argument applied with force lo the camers at 

hand, inter.ening shipper;" analyses o: the implications ere flawed in a fundamenta! fashion. 

lne\cusabl>. commentors" calculation> of the impact of various asserted ""premia" on the 

jurisdictional threshold and r-.-v enuc accquacv ignore the hundreds of millions of dollars of 

annual cost savings and incremental traffic and revenue gains that the CSX'NS transaction 

entails ,As Mr Whitehurst explains in his Rebuttal \',S, on behalf of CSX and NS. Mr, Crowlev 

purpons to show that »hc inclusion o* an ""acquisition premium " would raise jurisdictional 

thresholds and lower rates of reium for revenue adequacy purposes,'' In addition to various 

£v Parte -tts. Railroad Revenue ,Adequac\ - 198S Determination. 6 ICC2d. at 938 

Ev Pane 4S3, supra. t< ICC,2d at 941, Railroad Cost Recovery Procedures - Productivitv Adjustment. 5 
1 C C 2d 434. 44- ilQSQ), aff d.sub nom Edison Electric institutg v, ICC, 969F,2d 1221 (D,C,Cir, 1992), 
Coal Rates Guidelines, supra. 11 C C,2d at f 21-522 

ACE. ei a!. Crowiev \' S at 2.̂ -39 
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technical and computational enors discussed by Mr, Whitehurst, this analysis takes no account o<" 

the transaction's documented capacity to yield cost savings and incremental traffic, "I'et. the 

merger-related benefiis of cost sav ings and traffic gains would directiv offset the impacts of an 

"acquisilion premium" in raising regulator, rate " ceilincs'" in the manner described by Mr. 

Crowley. .As Mr. '\\hitehursi reports, taking the transaction's cost savings into account reveals 

hat CSX/Conrail and NS 'Conrail will both have the ability to finance an "acquisition premium" 

out of cost savings and revenue gams while maintaining adequate ovcr̂ l̂l retums. and the use of 

the full acquisition cost of Conrail for regulator, purposes (as existing accounting rules and 

precedent require) vvould noi significantly increase regulatorv rate " ceilings"" in the manner 

claimed by Mr. Crowley,"" 

As a "fix" to the purponed problems that an "acquisition premium" purponedly pose: for 

tb. -.'gulaiop.' threshold and revenue adequacy, a number of intenenors propose allowing no 

more than histonc depreciated, or " net." book value of Conrail's asseis (i.c predecessor cost 

raiher than acquisition cos') in junsdictional threshold and revenue adequacy calculations,"^ 

This ""fix " is whollv unjustified on the basis of the evidence and basic economic pnnciples 

applicable to the railroad industrv. In the absence of capitalization of merger-related 

enhancement of market power (for which there is not evidence in this case), the proper measure 

ofthe value of Conrail is its curreni value. The cunent value of a firm is the sum ofthe value of 

the holdings of shareholders {(£•. those with claims on the residua!, post-debt eamings of the 

Whitehurst Rebunal \'.S. 

"'• See, for evample, Kahn Dunbar VS at 20; ACE. era/. Crow lev VS i.ACE j.O at 36-39, NITL CPTA TFI. 

• Joint Filins," at 42, 
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firm) and uebtholders (i e.. those to whom liabilities are owed),"' Together, the value of these 

claims represent the v alue of all of the assets and financial retums of the firm. Therefore, is 

applied to Conrail, the proper measure of the value of the thing called "Conrail" is tne sum of th* 

curreni value of the equity of Conrail (as reflected in the .Applicants" arm's-length purchase price 

of that equity) and the value ofthe Conrails liabilities. As leading experts in the economics of 

corporate finance explain: 

"Note that the values of debt anu equity ado up to the firm v alue,,.and that the firm value 
equals the asset value, (These figures are market values, not book values: The market 
value of the firm's equitv is often substantially different from its book value,)""* 

The central justification for relying on current value, as opposed to net book value, when 

measuring the value of a railroad lies in the fact that it is its curreni value on which debt and 

equitv investors must be able to eam retums. If investors do not hav e the reasonable expectation 

of being able to eam returns al least commensurate with those available elsewhere in the 

economv. thev will lack the incentive to make nevv investments in. or even lo keep their capital 

in. the firm. In industries where firms are not regulated as public utilities and markei forces and 

competition are given rein to establish marketplace prices, outputs, and investments, the cunent 

v alue of an ongoing firm will tend lu reflect the current cost of replacing that firm with an 

equivalent altemative. depending on the waxing and vvaning of supply and demand conditions at 

anv point in time. It generally will not, or only by happenstance will ii. equal book value. 

Richard Breaiev and Stewart Meyers, Principles of Corporate Finance, Founh Edi'ion (McGraw-Hill; 1991) 
at 190. 

It id. at 190 
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,A tendencv toward cunent firm values that conespond to replacement cost in markets 

governed bv competition, rather than utilitv regulation, arises from the long-mn need for the 

marketplace, particularly in growing markeis. to sustain prices that are high enough to attract 

new supplies to meet demand. These new supplies come in at (or anticipating to recover) their 

costs (/1,. cunent replacement costs). Thus, for e.xample. a house built in 1900 for Si0,000 vvill 

readily sell for. sa> . S500.000 when il cosls S500,000 to replace it in the marketplace vvith an 

equivalent asset. The sales price - the current value - of this old house need bear no particular 

relationship to its historical cost or its depreciated net book value. 

The book v alue or net book value fails as a measure of the fair market value of a fimi 

because. f\ ..amentally. book vnlue reflects the valuation of assets and investments in past 

marketplace conditions. Thus, panicularly for long-lived assets like railroads '•mall and large 

changes m market conditions, inflation, and regulatorv regimes can combine to leave deprecir'ed 

net book values with little or no relationship to cunent market value. This is especially evident 

in the case of Conrail .As .\lr, Whitehurst details, Conrail's net book value reflects ibe legacy of 

investments and memorable bankruptcy resolutions that, themselves, cannot be asserted to have 

even reflected original cost at the time they occuned,"" Even in the absence of regulation, 

inflation, technological change, and changes m demand ct.idiiions, differences between 

economic depreciation and accounting depreciation can result in large deviations between cunent 

market value and depreciated net book v alue.''' 

VVhiiehurst Rebunal V S. 

It IS panicularlv surprising that the "net book v , je" recommendation would be embraced by KahnDunbar. 
Their formulation of "accuisition premium" recognizes that, if prospective enhancement of market power is 
being capitalized into an "acquisition premium." it is the maricet acquisition premium lhat reflects this. The 
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The distortions of book-value-based accounting and (potentially) ratemaking arise from 

ils " heads I win, tails you lose" character. For the railroad that is considering an efficient, pro-

competitive acquisition, for exainple, book value treatment of its asset value generally 'vould 

tighten jurisdiciionri thresholds and impinge on revenue adequacy. That is, a railroad looking i"-* 

undertake a cosi-sa /ing acquisition would find itself faced with the prospect that cost-savings 

would Dull down regulator) caps toward the point of being binding, and the incentive to bid for 

the control of an otherwise efficiency-enhancing merger partner would be dampened. The proper 

. ,,.ials to such a partv would be sent by providing for acquisilion cost treatment of its post-

acquisition asset value It is that value, after all. that is the motivation for efficiency enliancing 

restmcturings ot the rail sv stem of the type proposed by CSX and NS, 

pre-announcement market value of Conrail to equitv- and debt investors would reasonabiv be viewed as 
reflecting pre-transaction market power of whatever force Any post-merger incrê ŝes m market pow er would 
then be reflectf i in the market acquisition premium m the K,ahaT)unbar framework If the goal is to remove 
the capitalization of purponed merger-related market pov»er from the post-transaction .:ost base, it is the 
narket premium that would have to be dismissed As discussed at length above, there is no foundation in this 
case for the dismissal of the market acquisilion premium. 
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XllRIFlCATION 

I. * • verifv- under penalty of perjury that the 
foregoing is true and correct Further, I certifv- that I am qualified and 
authonzed to file this Verified Statement, Executed on Decemb.''r // 1997. 

Joseph P. Kalt 
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REBI TT AL VFRIFIFD ST.ATEMENT OF THOMAS E KLHN 

Mv name is Thomas E Kuhn, 1 am .Managing Director of TR-V.\ Engineenng & 

.Associates. Inc. 1 am a registered professional engineer whose duties include the design, 

analysis and rating of railroad stmctures: bridge inspection; repair and rehabilitation 

recommendations; and the design and inspection of track work projects. My resume is 

attached as Exhibii 1, 

The purpose of mv statement is lo provide a review and analysis of the build out 

route and estimate proposed bv Indianapolis Power &. Light Company ("IP&L") witness John 

E, Porter, IPL-3, Porter \ S, My testimony provides a nanative descnpuon of the proposed 

build -̂ ut route and identifies areas of concem lhat likely '>vill have a significant impact on the 

cost estimate provided by Mr, Porter, Those items of concem are alphabeticallv designated to 

conespond to the locations showTi on IP&L's conceptual plan, which is provided as E.xhibit 2. 

Al the end of this statement is a senes of phoiograpl.s to assist in v isualizing the proposed site 

and th- possi". !e problems enumerated below. The photographs also are alphabetically 

designated to conespond to the locations shown on IP&L s conceptual plan. 

A. "The proposed turnout lo the new track is to be located in the vicinity of the existing 
mmout to the storage track at the north side of the power plant. ,An existing concrete 
culven stmcture iust west of the existing turnout can accommodate only one track. 
There is not room to the west of the existing turnout to install a new turnout. 
Therefore, il appears that a nevv culvert stmcture, or an addition lo t.ne existing culvert 
stmcture. is required to carrv the new track over the existing ditch. No provision was 
made in the cost estimate for this stmcture. See IPL l-HCOOOZ & IPL 1-HC0003 (in 
Volume 3), [[[ 

•]]] 

B. .A cording to the conceptual plan prov ided. the track is to run to the northwest across a 
piece of land immediately to the north of the Stout Plant, This piece of land is the 
propertv' of IP&L bul does contain a building and some other tacilities. For the track 
to cross this land as proposed, some ofthe facilities on this propert> vvould have to be 
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demolished, relocated or treated in some manner tc clear a way for the track, Il does 
not appear that there vr, any provision in the estimate for demolition of existing 
facilities. See IPL l-HC0b02 & IPL 1-HC0003 [[( 

]]] However, 
aenal photographs of the propeny show facilities that run nearly the full length of the 
property and it does not appear possible tc :ross the property al an angle and miss all 
ofthe facilities on the property [[[ 

)]] However, because this particular piece of property :s 
already IP&L propenv. it would not appear that this would be included in land to be 
«>cquired and some prov ision for demolition, relocation or remov al of the existing 
facilities should be made This could add SI00.000 or more tc the cost of the project 
depending on whether the tacilities are to be done away with or will have to be 
relocated or reconstmcied. 

The crossing over the White River is "tropo.sed [[( 
]]] Based on available aerial photographs of the area, it 

appears lhat a bridge which spans from the east bank of the While River across the 
nver and across the levee on the west bank of the river would be required, [[[! 

]]] Scaling the distance along the line of 
the proposed centeriine of track from the east ba.ik of the river across lhe levee on the 
west bank, it appears that the length of the bridge vvould have to be more on the order 
of 1000 feel, [[[ 

1]] 

[[[' 

]]] It would appear to oe impossible to constmct a bridge over the levee without 
having to excavate inlo the top of the levee and leave an opening lower lhan the 
existing top of the levee or. in effect, breaching the levee. Further, there is a gate al 
the north end of the levee which is marked for serv ice vehicles onlv, This indicates 
that service vehicles will, trom time to lime, use the road on the lop ofthe levee to 
perform necessarv maintenance. If the bridge has lo be constmcted at an elevation 
which would provide room under the bridge for service vehicles. [[[ 
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]]) Raising the 
elevation of the top of rati al the bridge would require additional em ânkmeni on both 
the east and west sides oi the nver and would add approximatelv 30.000 Cubic Yards 
of embankment to the amount provided for in the estimate "This would add $153,000 
to the estimate. 

There is an existing overhead power line (repotted to be 136 kV) that runs parallel to 
the levee in the vicinitv' of the proposed crossing of the WTiilc River and continues to 
parallel the levee all the way lo West Raymond Street [[( 

]J] Thi„ clearance would be a min'mum of 24,7 feet (8.1 
meters) There does not appear lo be any provision for ;iny adjustments fo the 
overhead power line, IPL 1-HC0002 & IPL 1-HC0003 It mav be that, since this is 
IP&L's line, anv adiustments to the power line were considered to be an in-house 
matter not to be included in the estimate. However, there ntcus to be some cost 
associated vvith these adjustments Tliis would add SI00.000 to the estimate. There is 
no photograph associated with this item. 

F. .After crossing the nver. the prcposed track alignment turns more or less parallel lo the 
levee and the power line. The propertv to the west of the propcsed alignment at the 
south end is an active landfill, ,As the line goes north from the levee, the landfill 
embankment moves lo the east and at one point, there is the landtlll boundarv . a 
service road, a ditch and the overhead power line all in a verv constricted area. There 
does not appear to be anywhere to build thf railroad track except on lop of the service 
road. The elevation of the railroad track at this location would appear to require lhat 
the slopes im'nnge on the landiill boundarv and the ditch Theie does not appear to be 
anv provision for adjusting the landfill s monitoring wells and other facilities that 
would be covered up bv the railroad embanJ..nent, IPL 1-HC0C02 & IPL I-HC0003. 
Nor does there appe.ir to be any provision in the .'stimale tor necessarv adjustment to 
the overhead powê  line to provide the necessarv lateral clearance in accordance with 
the National Electrical Safetv' Code, There is some question whether the embankment 
wrojid he allowed to inftinge on the landfill property since its operation is govemed by 
license requirements. If the embankmen is allowed lo infringe on the landfill 
propertv. adjustments to i'le landfill's monitoring wells and other facilities could add 
$150,000 to the estimate. 
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The map provided shows the proposed track lo crosj er come ver>' near to IW.T small 
ponds of water in the v icmitv of the Indiana Gram prcperty. It does not appear that 
anv prov ision h,-is been made for any additional fill or special handling to fill in these 
ponds, rilling a pond and constmcting a railroad giade ever the area will require 
draining the pond and taking sr ecial steps lo achieve the proper moisture content in 
the ground in the bonom of l .e pond pnor to constmction of the fill. This could add 
S50.000 to the estimate. 

H. [[[ 

]]) There is m provision in the estimate for removal and 
reconstmction of any fencing Further, there is an existing electnc service line that 
parallels the existing fence from Kentucky Street to the south and then turns east to 
serv e a building Relocation and raising of this line will be required lo permit 
constmction of the proposed track, [[( 

]]] The necessary fence work could add 

S2C.000 to the estimate. 

[[[ 

]]], At the present time, there does not appe-̂ i" to oe any service off the 
Co'jail track west ofthe swuch which serves Indiana Gram, This means that any 
trams that presentlv bnng cars lo Indiana Gram or any other industry located south ot 
Indiana Grain would consist of only ten or fifteen cars based on what was on hand at 
the lime of our observation. Initiating unit train service to IP&L would involve 
bnnging trains consisting of 100 or more cars and several locomotives across the 
Kentuckv Avenue ctossing on a regular basis. .At the present time, the crossing is not 
equipped with crossing gates or cantilever signals. This is a four lane road and 
appears to carrv a lot of traffic into and out of Indianapolis. It would seem likely that 
more comprehensive protection to vehicular iraffic would be required by the city/state 
at this location. Th'̂  could add $250,000 lo the estimate, 

J. The Conrail track from K;nmcky .Avenue lo the Indianapolis Union Railway was 
observed lo detemime its condition and attempt lo assess ils capability to nandle the 
increased tr;iffi(: that it would carrv if unil coal train traffic were to be moved to the 
IP&L connection This track consists primarily of 100 pound rail with some 130 
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pound and 133 pound rail. The heav ier rail appears to have been installed as part of 
grade crossing reconstiuclion projects. The track condition is marginally adequate for 
the light traffic that the track now cames but it is doubtful that it would hold up under 
increased traffic loading that would be imposed by unit coai train tratfic. This track 
would require heav v upgrading to be able to canv unit train loading. No esnmate of 
cost for rehabiiitating this track was made 

Of particular concem on the Conrail track from Kentucky .Avenue to the Indianapolis 
l nion Railway connection is the bridge over Eagle Creek, This bridge consists of a 
ponv imss and a through truss bridge on masonrv piers and abutments. The through 
tmss span appears to be of light constmction and a thorough raling of the bndge 
should be done to ensure lhat it is stmcturallv capable ot carr. ing the loads lhat would 
be impvised bv unit coal train traffic. The pony imss span is severely conoded to the 
extent that there are holes in the flanges of the floor beams and at least one floor beam 
web is completely conoded ihrough. This span should also be thoroughly analyzed lo 
ensure that it stmcturallv capable of carry.nu the loads that vvould be imposed 1 y 
unit train tratfic. The track profile acros.. -las bndge indicate.* that one ofthe 
abutments may have settled creating a dip in the track at one end of the bndge. This 
condition vvould be exacerbated by unit coal train trafiic, [[[ 

]]] 

In sum. additional work not included in the IP&L study could add: 

.A S 350.000 for stmcture al the plant turnout to the new track 

B. S 100.000 for taciiity relocation, removal, demolition 

C. S2,200.0C( for additional length of bndge to cross levee 

D. S 155.000 for additional fill 'o provide service road clearance at levee 

E. S lOO.OOt to raise power line at levee for clearance over track 

F. S 150.000 to adjust landfill monitoring wells and service road 

G S 50.000 for special handling to dram and fill existing ponds 

H. S 20.000 for fence relocation on property east of Indiana Grain 

or a total of S3.125.000 to the estimated cest for the pr'̂ -'!ci from the Sto ' Plant to the 

connection at Indiana Grain, This does not include anv additional cost for upgrading the 

- 5 -
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grade crossing protection at Kentuckv .Avenue, upgrading the Conrail track to permit safe and 

reliable operation of unit coal trains over the line or reconstmction of the exisiin;̂  bridge over 

Eagle Creek on the Conrail track. These three items could add S4.000.000 or more to the 

total cost to provide safe and reliable rail senice to tne Stout Plant. [[[ 

IJ] 

While the actual operating factors ofthe proposed build-out were not in the scope of our 

studv . it vvas noted that a 100 car tram vvould occupy everv' grade crossing on the Conrail track 

between Kentucky ,Avenue and the Indianapolis L'nion Railway connection, Il is our 

understanding that there is a stale law that a crossing may not be occupied for more than 10 

minutes. If a 6.000 foot train moved from a sta.ndstill lo 10 MPH, it would lake more than 10 

tninutes for the entire train to pass one point. Therefore, it may not be possible lo serve the 

power plant without violating state laws. 

- 6 
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VLRIFICATION 

I , Thomas E. Kuhn, declare uncier penalty of 

perjury that the foregoing is true anci correct. 

Further, I c e r t i f y that I am qualified and authorized to 

f i l e t h i s statement. Execu'.ed on December j ; , 1997. 

Thomas E. Kuhn 
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c\v. ot" White River in vicinity of propo>>ed bridge Note height ofIt\L'^ to the r'L;'ir of t'v 
• ul lesinci the vvatcrv\,i\ Bridge should span from the east hank over tl,'. 

^ ' ^ i j l ^ . v.- . - T i ^ . - - v.','";' • 

nolo 1) • \ lew ill the vncinitv ofthe end ofthe budge Note the ovetncuJ pov>.er anc lo tiic rigiii ot trie ;̂icu;!c 
t ^ '^f Kliusted to orovide .idequaic verticai cicirance i^- rr;icK the levee 
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EXHIBIT 1 

PROreSSIONAL RESLAIE OF THOMAS E. KUHN 

EXPERIENCE: 

Present: Managing Director. TRAX Engineering & AssiKiates. Inc, Duties 
include: Bridge inspection and repair and rehabiliiation 
recommendations Design, analysis and rating of railroad stmcmres. 
Design and inspection of trackwork pro,ecls as required. 

1986-95: Principal of consulting firm of Design Nine. Inc. which specializes in 
railroad related projects. Duties included: Bridge itispeclion and repair 
and rehabilitation recommendali >ns Design, analysis and raling of 
railroad stmcmres Design and inspe..tion cf trackwork projects as 
requiied. Administrative duties included maintaining corporate 
financial '•ecords, computerized accounting and consultation with 
accountant as well as general administrative duties involved in mnning 
a business 

1984-8v : Bridge Constmction Engineer (Missouri Pacific Raikoad ) Duties 
included Sup-erv ision of bridge constmction gangs in constmction of 
steel and prestressed concrete railroad trestles and repairs to existing 
steel railroad bridges Supervision of plant in manufacmre of 
prestressed concrete piles and girders Ctwrdinated schedules for 
casting and const xtion Superv ision of emergency repairs to bridges 
damai'ed by derailment, tire, etc. 

1978-84- Ensineer-Special Proiects (MoPac) Duties included: Inspection of 
railroad bud>̂ es. trauung district bridge inspectors, developing 
maimenance and '•epair recommendations Preparation and 
admin -tration of contract documents for bridge constmction and repair ] 
protects. Supervision of emergency repairs to bridges damaged by \ 
derailment, fire, etc. 

1976-78: Bridge & Building Superintendent (MoPac) Duties included: < 
Supervision of district personnel in maintenance and repair of bridges. 
buiMings and stmcmres Inspection of stmcmres to develop ' 
'naintenance. repair and replacement programs Development and ^ 
control of maintenance programs and budgets 

1975-76: Dridge Design Engineer (MoPac) Duties included: .Analysis of design 
of railroad bridges and stmcmres. Preparation of plans and estimates 
for consimctioii and repair projects. Preparation of contract 
specifications ano diKuments, ' 

1974 75: Bridge Inspector (MoPac) Duties included: Inspection of railroad 
bridges and other stmrmres to develop maintenance and repair 
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requirements for programs. 

1972-74: Civil Engineer (MoPac) Duties included: Preparation of detailed 
rirawings. specifications estimates and contract ĉ ûments for repair 
and constmction of railroad bridges and stmctures. Analysis and 
design of steel, concrete and timber bridges, 

1971-72: Civil Engineer .Assistant (US .Army) Originated, evaluated and 
inspected projects in constmci'on, highway, stmcmral. hydraulic and 
saniiarv engineering. 

EDUCATION B S, Civil Engineering. 1970. University of Missoun-RoUa 

ACTIVITIES .AND ORGANIZATIONS: 

Professional Engineer - Missouri #17486 
- Kansas #9065 

.American Railway Engineering Association (Committee 18 - Light Density and 
Short Line Railwayŝ  

American Railway Bridge and Building Assn 
(Director 1982-85) 
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REBUTTAL VERIFIED STATEMENT 

OF 

E J M.ARTIN 

NORFOLK SOUTHERN MARKETING MAN.AGER 
OF GR.AIN AND GR.AIN PRODUCTS 

My name is E.J Martin My business address is 110 Franklin Road. SE. Roanoke. 

Virginia 24042 0041 I am Marketing .Manager of Grain -iiid Grain Products with Norfolk 

Southern, I have held my present position since Mav 1. 1990 My position is responsible 

for planning an<l direction of pricing negotiations, contracmal development and marketing 

activities involving grain and grain products, 

I have reviewed the public, but not the confidential, comments filed by the LI S, 

Department of Agriculture While I cannot comment on the economic siudies lhat. according 

to L SD.A. show .some minimal adverse impact on agricultural shippers in the Conrai! service 

temtorv. I can comment on the importance NS places on the agricultural markets m its 

territories, the incentives it has put into place to develop those markets, and the exiraordinarv 

benefiis I believe the agricultural marketplace will reap from the Transaciton. 

1 know that both CSX and NS view agricultural markets as important growth markets, 

and both are verv' aggressive about going after the agricultural business. NS. for example, 

has invested heavily in developing agricultural markets and in providing customers in these 

markets w ith the necessarv equipment to efficiently handle their iraffic Agricultural 

shippers on NS do not experience the same car suppiv and unit train size problems often 

identified with other railroads, 

NS mainiains a fleet of 8.300 jumbo and super jumbo covered hopper cars, a majority 
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of which are dedicated to grain serv ice. Many of these cars (1.600) are in 50-car unit train 

service, but many more (3,860) are in single-car service, Conrail, by contrast, has 

downsized its covered hopper fleet due to ils different markeung philosophy and differing 

needs of its customers. 

The 50-car un»t train service is an example of NS' emphasis on the agriculmral 

markei, and is significant from a shipper's cost savings perspective, NS' 50-car unit train 

program mcl . Jes privately-owned as well as NS-owned cars. This unit train program, with 

its reduced rates is available for all types of agriculmral markets; expv̂ rt markets, 

southeastem fet d markets, com and soybean markets, and flour mill markets, .NS also 

works in partnership with >hippers in the agricultural marketplace to develop new facilities 

and expand present facilities to enable those facilities to take advantage of NS' 50-car unit 

train prograni 

NS must be continuously aggressive in developing its agricultural market share to 

avoid losing out to the .onibined competition ot CSX iNS has verv few moves where Conrail 

is a direct compe'.ior) and tmcks, 

USDA's comments fail lo recognize the significant favorable effect of the transaction 

on certain large agricultural markets Elevators and processors located on Conrail in the 

Midwest will enjoy new single line serv ice to the Southeastern feed market. This is the 

fastest growing and largest agricultural market served by NS and represents about 38^ of 

NS" carload gram traffic - nearly 65.0(X) carloads per year. Having this added source of 

suppiv vvill benefit end users in the Southeast and will provide new business for elevators and 

processors located on Conrail. which previously had limited single-line destination markets. 

Another area that will experience a direci benefii from the Transaciion is the Delmarva feed 
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market, which will be open to the NS 50-car unit train program and expansion incentives for 

th-? first time. 
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VERIFICATION 

E, J. Martin, makes oath and says that he is Marketing Manager, Grain 

and Gram Products, Norfolk Southem Corporation, Roanoke, Virginia, that he is 

authorized to file and verify the foregoing verified statement in STB Finance 

Docket No 33388 on behalf of the applicants, that he has carefully examined all 

the statements in the fc/egoing verified statement, that he has knowledge of the 

facts and matters stated therein, and that all representations set forth therein are 

true and correct to the best of his knowledge, information and belief. 

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 

CITY OF ROANOKE 

Subscribed and swom to before me 
This 3"' day of December, 1997, 

Notary Public « 

My commission expires February 29, 2000, 

J. Martin 
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VERIFIED STATE.MENT 

OF 

>MLLI.AJVI .M. .McCAiN 

My name is William .M. McCain. I am Assistant Vice President-Labor Relations 

for Consolidated Rail Corporation (•"Conrail"). 1 have held this posiiion since April I , 

1994, Pn jr to that date. 1 held vanous positions in the Conrail Labor Relations 

Departmeit. beginning in 1976. when I joined the newly-established Conrail, I began my 

areer in rcilvvav- labor relations in 1974 with the Lehigh Valley Railroad, one of 

Conrail's predecessors. 

Based on mv' work expenence. I am very familiar vvith the historv- of Conrail's 

labor relations, beginning vvith Conrail's inception m 1976, I make this declaration in 

order to respond to certain comments filed by rail labor in the Surface Transportation 

Board proceeding captioned Finance Docket No, 33388. CS.X Corporation and CSX 

Transportation. Inc. Norfolk Southem Corporalion and Nortolk Southem Railway 

Company -- Control and Operating leases .Agreements - Conraii Inc. and Consolidated 

Rail Corporation, Specifically, several commentators have urged the Board to disapprove 

the proposed transaction, citing the asserted ""sacnfices'" made by rail labor m connection 

with the creation and operation of Conrail, This contention is expressed generally m the 

declarations submitted by the .Allied Rail Unions (eg., Scheer Decl, •'3), .An individual, 

R. D, Chamberlain, who identifies himself as a Conrail employee, filed a letter urging the 

Board to disapprov e the proposed rransaction, and asserting that Conrail employees ""gave 

up all our money making agreements and crew sizes to make this company a profitable 

railroad " The Transportalion Communications Intemational Union ("TCU"') urges the 

Board to gran agreement employees "a level of protection w hich is commensurate vvith 

their contribution to Conrail's value"' (TCU-6 at 3-7), and purports to buttress its case 

with the verified statement of Thomas Roth ("Roth \'.S,"), .Mr. Roth presents what he 
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lerms a "report on Conrail's recovery and remm to profitabilitv'" (Roth \'.S, at 1). in 

which he contends that rail 'abor made *nhe greatest contribution toward Conrail's 

recoverv" ( i ^ at 2), .As I explain below, Mr, Roth's report omits key facts and provides 

a misleading account of the historv' it purpons to relate, 

.A contention that Conrail's cunent employees deserve special protection on 

account of their prior sacrifices is just wrong, TCU rests its contention pnncipally on the 

substantial number of employees whose jobs were abolished (or were transfened to 

commuter railroads) m the effort to transform Coru-ail's bankmpt predecessors into a 

profitable railroad. The number of employees whose jobs were abolished in the past has 

no logical beanng on the level of protection that is appropnate for the cunent Conrail 

employees who may be affected by the proposed transaction. By definition, current 

Conrail employees did not lose their empiov-ment in the effort to build Conrail; they are 

the ones who kept their jobs. 

Likewise. I disagree with TCl"s contention that enhanced employee protection 

should be imposed because Conrail employees agreed to defer wage mcreases m 1981 in 

order to help the railroad achieve profitabilit>', .Mr. Roth's descnption ofthe 1981 wage 

increase deferral is incomplete and misleading. 

.\ w age increase defenal by Conrail employees was one of the stawto'V' "goals" 

expressed by Congress in the Northeast Rail Service .Act ("NTRS-A"). Pub. L No, 97-35. 

Q5 Stat, 643 (1981)("NERS.A" ). which adopted vanous measures designed to help 

Conrail achieve profitabilitv Section 1134(4)(A) of NTRSA provided that Conrail 

"should enter into collective bargammg agreements vvith its employees vvhich would 

reduce Conrail's cosls m an amount equal to S200.000.000 a year, beginnmg .Apnl 1, 

I9S1. adjusted annually to reflect inflation," Pursuant to §1134(D). the S200 million 

aimual savings goal was to be measured based upon the total labor costs that Conrail 

oth.'rwise vvould incur wilder nationally negotiated collective bargainuig agreements. In 

accordance with the NERS.A directive, ' Jonrail and the labor organizations entered mto a 

wage increase deferral agreement entitled ".Agreement Between Conrail and Certain 

2 
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the 1981 .Agreement provided that Conrail employees wouid receive no wage increases 

until the wage rates negotiated on the national level exceeded Conraii wages by 12 

percent, a gap that was achieved in 1982 

Mr, Roth refers to the wage increase defenal as having been "contributed bv rail 

labor" (\ ' S Roth at 6), thereby enoneously implv-ing that the 1981 wage increase deferral 

was limited to Conrail's agreement employees • This assertion is made notwithstanding the 

fact that his estimation of wage incease defenal savings includes nonagreement as well as 

agreement employees employed by Conrail in the relevant time Irame (V S Roth .Alt 1) 

One of the terms ofthe 1981 Agreement ana one of the other express "goals'" of N'ERS.A 

required Conraii 's nonagreement personnel to forego proportionally equivalent wage 

increases The 1981 .Agreement and another "goal" of NTRS.A also required Conrail to 

reduce the size of its nonagreement workforce in proportion to reductions m agreement 

positions,' 

Conrail has long since restored its em;,loyees' wages to national levels By 

agreement dated Febmarv- 14, 1985, Conrail agreed to adopt national wage levels for all 

agreement employees The wage increase restoration was efTective Julv 1, 1984, and 

Conraii has maintained wages at national levels ever since 

The 1981 Agreement failed to achieve the $200 million annual savings targeted 

under NERS.A Indisputably, however, the agreement vnelded hundreds of millions of 

dollars in savings Mr Roth contends that those savings reached nearly S500 million 

\ ' S Roth .Alt 1 Our records show that Conrail saved sliehtlv less than $400 million 

NERSA § 1134(1) provided 

{1) NO.N"AGREE.MENT PERSON'N'HL -(A) Emplovees who are not subiect to coUecuve bargaming 
agreements (herealier in this secuon referred to as nonagreement personnel"") should forego wage 
increases and benefits in an amouni proportion?.telv equivalent to the amoiuu foregone bv agreement 
emplo.vees pursuant to paragraph (4) of this section, adiusted annuallv to reflect inflation 

(B) May 1. 1981. the number of nonagreement personnel should be reduced proporuonately 
to anv reducuon in agreement emp'ovees (excluding reductions pursuant to lhe terminauon program 
under SecUcn 702 of lhe Regional Rail Reorganizauon Aa of 1973) 
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(over the period April 1, 1981 through June 30, 1984), including wage increases defened 

by nonagreement as well as agreement employees, and also including employer tax 

savings In any event, the precise extent ofthe savings is inelevant 

Whether the wage increase defenal saved Conrail S'̂OO million or S500 million, the 

pertinent fact is that Conrail compensated the employees affected by the wage increase 

defenal In 1985, Conrail entered into an agreement (the 'Definitive Agreement of 

September 17, 1985 Bv and Between Comai! and th*̂  Undersigned Representatives of 

Conraii 's .Agreement Employees'" (hereinafter, "Definitive .Agreement"")), under which 

Conrail agreed lo compensate employees for their previous wage increase defenals 

through a number of means, includmg cash pavments totalmg S200 million, the 

distnbution of stock, and the assumption of certain employee protection obligations The 

S20D milhon was allocated to affected employees based on their relative eamings in the 

period covered by the wage increase deferral (April 1, 1981 through June 30. 1984) The 

stock pavTnent look the form of an accelerated distnbution of shares (amounting to 15 

percent of Conrail's con'jri.on stock) to an Employee Slock Ownership Plan ("ESOP") 

We intended and expected those provisions lo yieid afttcted employees more money than 

they w ould have received if their wage increases had not been defened 

The Definitive .Agreement's principal term.'' were mandated by Congress m the 

Conrai! Privatization Act, Pub L No 99-509, 100 Stat 1893 (1986) .Among the 

legislative findings in suppon ofthe .Act, Congress found that Conrail's employees 

contnbuted significsmtly to the turnaround in the 
Corporation"s financial perfonnance and [that] they should 
share in the Corporation's success through a senlement of 
their claims for reimbursement for wages below industry 
standard, and a share in the common equity of the 
Corporation 

Id § 4002(9) 

Thus. § 4024 ofthe Pnvatization .Aci provided: 

4 
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PROVTSIONS FOR EMPLO\TES, 

(e) CO.VIPENSATION FOR WAGES BELOW 
INDUSTRY ST.ANT)ARD, — The Corporation shall pay 
5200,000,000 to present and former employees subject to 
collective bargaining agreements, in accordance with the 
teiros and condiiions in the Defmitive Agreement referred 
to in subsection (d)(1), or as otherwise agreed between the 
parties 

In addition, pursuani to § 4024(0 of the Privatization Act, Conrail was required to 

honor the provisions ofthe Defmitive Agreement entitling employees to accelerated 

distribution of stock under the .ISOP. Section 4038 ofthe Pnvatization Act expressl >• 

provided that the § 4024 cash and stock benefiis were to constitute complete and fmal 

resolution of "all claims to pay ertitlements arijing out of the pay mcrease deferrals by 

present and former employees of [Conrail] under tfie [1981 Agreement]." 

TCU purports to explam what Conrail's nonagreement employees will receive in 

the form of "severance payments" and "dislocation allowances" and contends that "it is 

only equitable that comparable packages be made available to Conrail's umomzed 

w orkforce " TCU-6 at 7, As explamed m the Verified Statement of Richard D, Huffinan, 

most ofthe money that individual employees will receive in connection with the 

proposed transaction represents allocation of Conrail's current ESOP, Under this ESOP, 

which was established and funded m 1990, employees' retirement contnbutions were 

matched with Conrail stock, 

Conrail's agreement employees were offered an opportunity to participate in the 

ESOP m 1989, All ofthe umons representing Conrail's agreement employees rejected 

the offer. Since then, a smgle union, the Fratemal Order of Police ("FOP"), made an 

agreement to j,->m the ESOP. (We reached an agreement on the ESOP with the United 

Railway Supervisors' Association, but the agreement was rejected by that union's 

membership,) Thus. Conrail's FOP-represented employees vvill participate m the ESOP 

allocation on the same terms as Conrail's nonagreement employees. 

5 
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.Mr, Chamberlain's assertions also are ŵ  iiout merit. His contention that Coru-ail 

emplovees "gave up all our money iraKing agreements" presumably is a reference to the 

1981 wage increase defenal. .As 1 have explamed, Conrail employees were compensateo 

for the wage increase defenal years ago, Mr. Chamberlain's contention that Conrail 

employees "gave up...crew sizes" presumably refers to the various crew consist 

agreements that Conrail has entered into with the United Transportalion Union, These 

agreements prov ide additional monetarv' benefits to employees who work in smaller 

crews. In anv event. Conraii 's crew consist agreements are generally coir.paiable to 

agreements on other Class I railroads, and do not constimte a reason to treat Conrail 

employees differently in this proceedmg. 

N X R J F I C A T I Q N 

ST.ATE OF PEN'NS^TV.ANIA 

COL '̂T^" OF PHIL.ADELPHIA 

William M, McCain, being duly swom, deposes and says that he is 
Assistant N ice President-Labor Relations for Consolidated Rail 
Corporation, that he is qualified and authorized to 'jubmit this Verified 
Statement, and lhat he has read the foregoing statement, knows the 
contents thereof, and ihat the same is tme and conect. 

William M. McCam 

Subscribed and swom to before me 
by William M, .McCam, this Sth day of 
December. 199", 

Notaprf^blic 

^--Na"[/£lAL-S£At-'' 
LINDA A KONICKY, Notary Pubic 
City of PhilaOetph/a, Phiia Counr/ 

My Commission Expires Aug 2C0C 
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Tht SP simation was compounded by a huge growth in iraffic. largely 

unsupported by corresponding revenues or profits. In the period 1987 through 19%. 

revenue ton-miles on SP grew 71 % whereas revenues grew only 18%. Such grov̂ th 

puts tremendous pressure on the facilities of a raiiroad which simply did not have the 

infrastmcmre necessary to accommodate that growth SP was (and is) a largely single 

track railroad, which puts severe cons'rai"*? on capacity when compared to multiple 

track railroads. Further, SP did not and could not generate enough operating iiKOine 

to suppon needed capital investment needed to suppon growth, 

SP was a fragile operation and any sudden shock to the system, such as a 

surge in traffic or unexpected weather, would cause serious problems. Indeed, SP 

suffered "gridlock" similar to the current UP problems m 1979 11 my judgment, UP 

is absolutely correct m saying thai much of the current UP-SP problems can be traced 

to the 'jondition of SP. By contrast. Conrail's growth has been far less; revenue ton-

miles incieased 16.9% for the ten year period (revenuess increased 13.1%). Conrail 

had fiirther advantages; its mainlines are largely double tracked and CR's 

infrastmcture contmues to benefit from substantial government investment in the 

period 1976-1980, followed by a continuous and healthy intemal capital invesunent 

program. 

Conrail, by contrast, is in excellent condition. Its financial performance 

contmues to improve and customers rate its service quality as good to exceUent. 

-3. 
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NS AND CSX HAVE BEEN MORE FOCUSED ON CONRAIL THAN UP 
WAS ON SOUTHERN PACfflC. 

UP enjoyed a good repuution before the SP merger. Yet UP was also 

wrestling with huge traffic; revenue-ton-miles grew 71% in the ten year period 

1987-1996. Of special unportance to later events was the substantial growth in traffic 

to/from Texas and Mexico, an area where UP lii»es were largely single tracked. This 

rapid grov t̂h put a strain on UP's fixed plant and motive power fleet. 

In the past five years. UP also managed significant changes to its system. LT 

reduced route miles from 26,752 in 1990 to 22,266 in 1996. It acquired the Chicago 

and Northwestern, It was confronted with a p-oposed BN-SF merger; it countered 

with a hostile takeover bid for the Santa Fe. It iost that bid and was then confronted 

with the emergence of a new competitor. BNSF, Faced with a complete change in 

the balance of power in the West. UP put together and obtained approval of the SP 

transaction in record time Concurrently, UP was involved in a effort to make major 

expansions into the Mexican markei. 

Inevitably, all of this activity had to divert management focus from SP's 

problems. 

The eastem simation is fundamentally different. Traffic growth has been 

relatively modest; in the ten year period revenue ton-miles grew 37.7% on NS and 

11.5̂ c on CSX Both CSX and NS completed most of their downsizing activities 

prior to 1990, at d both are grov îng their workforces. Conrail was the dominant 

rail merger item on the management agenda at both NS aixl CSX for many years. In 

that process boi'.t CSX and NS leamed a lot about Conrail. 
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REBUTTAL VERIFIED STATEMENT 

OF 

JAMES W MCCLELLAN 

NORFOLK SOUTHERN VICE PRESIDENT STR.ATEGIC PLANNING 

My name is James W McClellan, I am the same James W McClellan who 

submined a venfied staiement conuined in the pnmary application submmed on June 

23, 1907 in Finance Docket No 33388 (See Volume I . pages 501 to 554) 

I am submitting this sutement for two purposes; (1) To respond to the 

numerous questions raised conceming the ability of Norfolk Southem and CSX to 

acquire Conrail, separate that company into two components and then efficiently 

manage the integration of those segments into NS and CSX, respectively; and (2"> to 

provide information and rebutul to cenain sutements and claims made in the 

Responsive Application of the Wheeling and Lake Ene Railway Company (W&LE-4). 

I . INTEGRATION OF CONRAIL B'̂ ' NS ANT) CSX 

Concems about the integration of Conrail appear to be largely driven by tfiC 

significant service failures that have occurred on the Union Pacific-Southem Pacific 

sysiem. some of which may be ascribed to the merger and some of which have their 

roots outside of that merger itself, as 1 will explain 

In making this sutement. 1 draw upon widespread press reports of the LIP-SP 

simation, certain smdies underuken on behalf of NS's Strategic Plarming Department 

by Mike Mohan of the Kingsley Group (a former President and before that. Vice 

President-Operations, of Southem Pacific), and my own knowledge of the railroad 
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industry that spans three decades. Further, in my job as Vice-President Strategic 

Planning and various jobs preceding my current assignment, I have had the 

re«̂ 7.onsibility of following, interpreting and acting on various industry events and 

trends for Norfolk Southem, I have also discussed the UP-SP simation with a large 

number of industry officials and obsep c-rs. 

It is my judgment thai the Conrail transaction is significantly different from the 

UP-SP situation and will not experience the same difficulties that have plagued that 

transaction. It is also my jtidgmeni that far too little emphasis has been placed on the 

serious problems that existed it both Southera Pacific and Union Pacific prior to the 

time of their merger. 

To simply assume, a; some have done, 'liat the Conrail restmcmring will tum 

out badly because the UP-SP has had problems is no more rational than "o have 

coicinded that the railroad merger movement should have stopped after the Penn 

Central debacle. 

CONRAIL IS IN FAR BETTER CONDITION THAN SOUTHERN 
PACIFIC 

Conrail is a solid performer, financially and operationally. In the period 1987 

Ihrough 1996, the operating ratio of the Southem Pacific averaged 99% and never 

dipped below 92%, By conu ŝt. the average operating ratio at Coruail was a full 

14.5% points lower, averaging 84.5% and reaching a low of 79.7% in 1995. The 

operating income for the two caniers over the decade is billions of dollars in favor of 

Conrail, Corirail not only is a profiuble company, the trends have been positive. 
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Further. Conrail has been a "partner" for both NS and CSX, This strone 

interline relationship has help>ed us increase our understanding of .Northeastem 

markets and operations over a long period of time. By contrast, UF atid SP always 

were aggressive competitors rather than parmers. 

NS AND CSX WTLL MANAGE THE IMPLEMENTATION BETTER. 

NS and CSX have understood the complexity of dividing Conrail since they 

considered the maner m deuil in 1995 No one ever split a railroad the size of 

Coru-ail before and we anticipated major questions abcut feasibilicy. Long before 

there were UP-SP problems, indeed iong before there was even a UP-SP deal, we 

were wrestling with the complexity of a Conrail deal. Extraordinary measures are 

underway and will continue to be uken to assure a smooth transaction. I will touch 

upon some of them, 

1. Reliance on Conrail knowledge Our Conrail activities over time 

made us aware of how much wc did not know . As a result, NS relied on 

knowledgeable former Conrail personnel, includmg Gordon Kuhn, former chief 

commercial officer and Bob Haiton, former AVP-Trai..porution to aid us in various 

decisions, Cunently. we have a good working relationship with Conrail and are 

using as much of their expertise as is possible within legal bounds. CSX has already 

hired iwo senior Conrail executives who ocupy senior management positions at CSX. 

NS has picked a Conrail executive to head Tnple Crown, and will shortly announce 

several more appointments of ConraU executives to senior posts at NS. 

2. Significant planning was accomplished pre-application. The split 
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of Conrail itself required an immense amount of plaiming, a knowledge of Conrail 

and how Conrail's parts wouid be operated. It is significant that no party submined 

evidence to show that the split is not operationally feasible (though some would like 

the boundaries; redrawn for commercial or other reasons). 

Further, the attention given to issues of on-going Coi rail management, 

including the stmcmring of incentives to keep management in place, shows the type of 

deuiled plaiming that has already been accomplished. The continued smooth 

functioning of Conrail dunng a very difficult time for its management is 

unprecedented and reflects the appreciation of CR, NS and CSX of the complexity of 

these transaction issues and of the importance of proper miplemenution. 

3. Longer timetable for implementation. Not only have NS atKi CSX 

been smdying Conrail for years, the longer tuneiable at the STB gives both carriers 

subsuntiaUy more time to refine their plans and prepare for implemenution. In the 

UP-SP case, the STB approved the merger 255 days after the appl cation was filed. In 

this c;-.se. the STB's final decision will not be issued until at least 395 days after the 

applications was filed-140 days longer than in UP-SP. As indicated in the sutements 

of Nancy Fleischman. NS's Vice President m charge of transition planning, and her 

CSX counterpart. Michael Ward, while NS and CSX did not seek that additional 

time, both of us are using il to engage in an exiraordinanly deuiled and 

comprehensive planning for the implemenution of the transaction, and will continue 

to do so. 

At the same time there is a tradeoff berween planning and doing. An unduly 
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long implemenution timeuble mns the risk of creating unceruinty in the 

transporution marketplace, creates uncertainty among the managements of NS. CSX 

and CR, and imposes a subsumial financial cojt that drains resources from NS, CSX 

and the rail industry. 

Plaiming is never a substimte for doing. As thorough as the cunent planning 

process is, unexpected events will occur, A lesson from UP-SP is that as a situation 

changes, you must have a flexible plan and you must take corrective action quickly. I 

believe that our management culmre and processes and our flexible implemenution 

plans will permit NS to respond quickly and effectively to the ineviuble unforeseen 

developments. 

4. Pro-Competitive Nature of the eastem transaction will promote 

better service. The Conrail transaction offers more new rail-to-rail competition than 

did UP-SP. The entire transaction is designed around this competitive stmcmre. 

This IS in marked contrast to UP-SP where many of the pro-competitive adjustments 

were "added-on" by the applicants later after cusiomer complaints mounted. The 

STB then approved the merger based on those adjustments. 

"The far more competitive eastern stmcture means that two asset-owning 

railroads will be vying for lhe privilege of handling customers' traffic in a significant 

number of markets. In these markets, customers will have the choice should one 

canier or the other experience difficulties in the implementing process. And because 

NS and CSX have their own routes to major markets, the ability of shippers to shift 

traffic between one camer and another is greatly enhanced. In the case of UP-SP, 
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the ability of other comt-eiitors to gain u-affic from UP-SP has been severely 

constrained by the fact that the these competitors use to move liiat traffic are 

controlled by UP-SP and are already severely congested. 

NS and CSX. knowing that customers have real choices, will pay considerable 

attention to doing the job nght lest their compelitive positions be compromised. And 

customers, because the competitive stmcture has been designed from the sun, will 

have effective leverage over the carriers and real operating alternatives. 

Consider the Shared Assets Areas SAAs), which • ere designed long before the 

UP-SP problems became known The CSAO will have control of all of the railyard 

facilities in the area. The dispatching will be local and neutral, CSX and NS will 

make ceruin that the CSAO ukes no action that would compromise each of their 

competitive position, Superior service, not elimination of "redundant" facilities, will 

be the pnmarv' mission for the CSAO In addition. Each railroad will have not one, 

but multiple mainline routes to/from each SAA The new stmcmre m the East 

provides inherent flexibility and ability to adapt to unexpected circumsunces. 

From the outset, the NS and CSX plan for Conrail sets up the essential 

infrastmcmre (including management) needed for competition at the offset. 

CONCLUSION 

No one at NS or CSX ever thought that acquiring Conrail, spliiiing it into 

logical components, and providing for enhanced competition was going lo be an easy 

usk Long before there were problems on UP-SP. NS and CSX were systematically 

identifying issues, reaching decisions and moving forward. The infrastmcmre was 
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about divestimres. NS was prepared to divest the W&LE along with the much 

healthier mainline of the former "Nickel Plate" to Guilford Transportation, Inc. 

(GTI), As will be shown, that divestimre was included in a larger package not to 

solve a competitive problem but rather because the recipient of the divestimres wanted 

those lines as part of the deal. 

When NS sought Conrail from the govemment, it concluded that NS's 

proposal would never pass regulatory muster unless competition was provided 

between Northem New Jersey and Chicago, The creation of Conrail had essentially 

left that carrier in toul control of all of the tracks into Northem New Jersey. One 

camer. Guilford Transporuticn lnc (GTI) operateo the former Delaware and Hudson 

route between Northem New Jersey and Buffalo using trackage right« on Conrail, 

and thus became the namral earner to complete a competing New York - Chicago 

route. 

To create effective compelilion. NS negotiated a deal with GTI to divest the 

Southem Tier line as well as the NS s "Nickel Plate Line" between Buffalo and 

Chicago This divestimrr would have created two single system routes, each owning 

their own routes, in what was and still is one of the busiest rajl routes in the United 

Sutes 

The lines of the fumre W&LE connected with the lines to be divested at 

Bellevue. OH. a major operating hub of the former Nickel Plate. GTI wanted access 

to markets other than Northern New Jersey in order to flesh out its system. Had NS 

acquired Conrail, the Pittsburgh market would still have been served by NS and CSX, 
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which was all the rail competition that was required. The added inclusion of tl:e 

fiimre W&LE was done because GTI wanted the routes and the fumre W&LE routes 

were of little value to NS given the fact that the Nickel Plate mainline was to be 

divested. This v̂ as a business, not political decision, though NS and GTI did 

correctly say that compnition would be enhanced by the .->verall divestimres. 

When 'he Conrail acquisition failed. NS turned its anention to strengthening its 

own intemal performance In its 1987 five year plan (prepared at that time by P.A. 

Dieffenbach, A VP-Corporate Planning and Development), NS projected a 

deterioration of operating income due largely to continued declines in average yields 

caused by the growing competimn unleashed by the Suggers Act and tmck 

deregulation. In a series of high level meetings, it was decided to bring costs in line 

with expectei revenues tnrough a subsuntial downsizing of both NS's route stmcmre 

and Its personnel (especially non-agreement personnel). An early retirement/buyout 

program was implemented m the Fall of 1985 and resulted in a reduction of more 

than 2000 jobs. 

As Chairman of the Light Density Line Comminee, I idemified over 2500 

route-miles ihat should be sold or abandoned. This program was approved by senior 

management and the process begun Concunenily. Corporate Planning was 

identifying additional lines tc be divested The W&LE properties were included in 

this additional set of lines 

The reasons for selling the lines that are now the W&LE had nothing to do 

with Conrai! Rather, the W&LE propenies simply did not fit NS' own strategic 
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split. The price was split. Protocols were esublished for the continued operation of 

Conrail, including proper incentives. Complex economic and political issues were 

aGdresst.. In spite of being two fierce competitors, both parties recognize that the 

fumre of their companies and the fumre of railroad industry in the U.S. depends on 

how well we implement the Conrail transaction. We have made a ot of progress and 

have shown both an undersunding of changes as they occur and an ability and 

willingness to deal with those changes. I am ceruin we will complete the usk just as 

successfully. 
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n . WHEELING AND LAKE ERIE RAILWAY COMPANY 

My rebutul sutement with respect to W&LE's Responsive Application is 

based on my review and analysis of the comments filed by the W&LE, my knowledge 

of the specific decisions made by NS when it divested the W&LE properties and my 

knowledge of the Eastem rail network and the prospective role of the W&L^ in that 

network in the past, present and fumre. 

My essential message is that the W&LE*s problems are long term, stmcmral 

in namre, and not related to the Conrail transaction. The W&LE is simply being 

oppormnislic in claiming harm. Because the W&LE cannot support its obligations 

from income from railroad operations, they have concocted an interesting set of 

reasons why they should be granted extraordinary relief by the STB. The reasons 

have linle to do with the facts 

NS SOLD THE W&LE AS PART OF AN OVERALL DOWNSIZING 
EFFORT BETWEEN 1987 AND 1990, NOT AS PART OF A 
coMPETrrrvE SOLUTION ANTICIPATING A FUTURE 

ACQUISITION OF CONRAIL. 

The W&LE sutes (see V S of Uny R. Parsons) that the W&LE was 

founded in 1990 in order lo preserve competition with a then-to-be-formed Norfolk 

Southem/Conrail combination This is revisionist history of the worst and most self 

serving kind. 

NS's efforts to acquire Conrail from the U S, Govemment ended in 1987. 

The NS Strategic Planning Department (then the Corporate Planning and Development 

Department) was heavily involved in that activity, especially in terms of decisions 
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objectives. The route had once been a through route in conjunction with the Westem 

Maryland Railroad. That through route withered after Westem M.̂ rvland was 

acquired by Chessie System (which went on to become CSX) The W&LE properties 

never provided significant access to industry in the Pittsburgh market; it was built late 

as a through route and suyed on the hilltops, whereas most of the traffic was down m 

the valleys (and much of that industry has gone away in receni years). The W&LE 

had no eastem anchor, and its only eastem connection to the NS system was via 170 

miles of trackage rights over a mainline of NS' arch-competitor CSX, NS was the 

third, and weakest, carrier in most of the markets that W&LE now serves. Though 

in good condition when sold, the W&LE lines were facing reinvestment. In short, NS 

was in a downsizing mode and had to focus on our core markets and our core routes, 

and the W&LE propenies did not meet criteria for reinvestment. 

The W&LE propenie .. like most the other lines abandoned or divested during 

this downsizing effon, did not have enough potential from NS* perspective to warrant 

retention Bener, we thought, to sell it to a lower cost operator who might find value 

in the propeny as a regional came- and expand the business base. 

THE W&LE HAS LONG TERM STRUCTURAL PROBLEMS. 

Many of the lines spun off from Class I carriers have been successful. Some 

have not. These lines almost always represent a gamble that the underlying 

conditions, high costs or low traffic volume or a combination of both, that led to their 

being divestimre candidates, can be reversed. The W&LE lines had been a marginal 

producer for NS or they would not have been sold. They also offered an oppormnity 
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for others, as John Williams anests in his Rebutul Verified Sutement. 

The W&LE has been successful in reducing its costs as compared to costs 

under the NS operation But anticipated traffic growth did not occur, and W&LE 

continues to be a low volume railroad, trving to support a substantial debt load (a 

debt sized to the traffic base it was trying to achiev. rather than the traffic base it 

ended up with). For example. W&LE revenue per route mile (a key indicator ot 

railroad density and strength) is only about $60,000 a mile vs. the Class I average of 

$258,000 a mile. Faced with such nt'tibers, W&LE is faced with a problem, either 

the system must be more closely sized to its existing revenue base or there must be a 

subsuntial increase in the revenue base, 

Tiiroughout its exisiem-e. the W&LE has always hoped for better traffic levels 

and has avo'ded any effons to rationalize its network. Now, W&LE is pursuing an 

opportunistic strategy of seeking a "quick fix" of new revenue from the proposed 

Eastem restmcmring. In my opinion there is no justification in penalizin,- NS, CSX 

and rail customers to fix a long sundi.ig 'V&LE revenue problem. 

F'om my experience in railroad reitmcmring. the right answer for the W&LE 

is to do-Ansize its s' stem, protecting and promoting those markets where it has a 

significant presence (such as Akri>n and Canton, where it is the second, not third, 

canier in terms of market share) w hile shedding the relatively hopeless pans of its 

system, 

I can only speculate on why the W&LE has failed lo downsize. It may well 

be tha' .he debt load-W&LE is still servicing $17 million in debt and has another $20 
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million in "inactive debt" that will onlv be serviced if ceruin lines ir. the Pittsburgh 

area are sold-means that downsizing would force financial restmcmring. But a 

relucunce to take that hard action is no reason for the STB to reward W&LE with 

undeserved rewards from the N'S and CSX acquisition of Conrail. 

Downsizing could be relativelv easily achieved if the W&LE had the 

willpower to pursue such a course ot action The territory it serves is crisscrossed 

with other camers. When faced with similar simatioi\s here at NS, and where NS did 

not want to exit the market for whatever reasons, we have been successful in using 

the tracks of other carriers to protect our market access wiihout the burden of track 

ownership. In contrast, u is m> sense ihat the W&LE is swbbomly sticking to a 

single strategy directed at revenue infusion There are a lot of things a railroad can 

do when faced with light density problems than simply sit around and hope that the 

market improves (whether by regulatorv fiat or otherwise), 

C. THE W&LE IS NOT AN ESSENTIAL FACILITY. 

Part of tĥ  reason for W&LE's lack of success is that most of the W&LE's 

major customers are served by other, stronger railroads These jointly served 

customers do not seem concemed about the future of W&LE or their transporution 

options. Indeed. USX. W&LE's largest customer, supports the transaction. That is 

hardlv the action of a customer concemed about the loss of essential service. 

Because W&LE serves very few facilities on an exclusive basis, the "W&LE is 

generally not an essential facility If the W&LE fails, it is my judgment that virtually 

all ot lhe essential services would be protected by other carriers. Even rail 
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compelilion could be mamumed. those markets that would go frcm "two to one" 

sums could be protected through direct access, trackage nghts or ownership, 

depending on *he volume and economics of each. None of the W&LE's load centers 

are very far from other railroads, and it would be relatively easy for such camers to 

step in and serve these markeis. My suff and outside consulunts have estimated that 

of the 864 miles of W&LE irackage and right less than 220 miles, or 25%. are 

required to mainuin rail service by one came lo all W&LE rail customers If the 

requirement were reduced to provide rail service to all sutions with 1000 cars or 

more per year, less than an estimated 140 miles (16%) of W&LE trackage would 

need to be reuined 

The W&LE reminds me of the simation that existed with the Rock Island, 

another tlnancially-weak. low density railroad with too much mileage that chased too 

little traffic m competition with other, stronger camers. Given the other railroads 

serving the same markets or in close proximity, protecting service was relatively 

easy. The same solutions would work for W&LE customers. 

Fundamenul restmctunng ot the W&LE. whether it remains as a corporate 

entity or not. is the right answer for the long term viability of the Eastem rail 

network A forced expansion of the W&LE's network, m an attempt to bail out an 

already sinking eni.'rprise. wouid be misguided 

NS HAS ^cES MORE TH.*N FAIR IN ITS DEALINGS WITH W&LE. 

NS has consistently gone the extra mile to help the W&LE, even though it had 

no legal reason to do sc. The business deal made for the 1990 sale was an arms 
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J , Janes W. McClellan, verify under penalty of perjury that 

I MA Vice President - Strategic Planning of NorfoUc Southern 

Corporation, thst I have read the foregoing rebuttsl verfied 

ststesent and knov its contents, and that the saae i s true and 

correct to the best of ay knowledge and belief. 

Executed on Deceaber 1997. 

I 
Jahei V. McClellan 
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REBUTTAL "VTERIFIED STATe.lENT 

OF 

A.J. MCGEE 

FINANCE DOCKET 33388 

My name is A.J. McGee. I am an employee of Railroad PubUcation Services 

("RPS") of Atianu, GA. My office is at the headquarters of Consolidated Rail Corporation 

("Conrail"), at 2001 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA. In my cunent position, I have been 

asked by Conrail to continue to perfonn certain uriff infonnation and publication services, 

which is similar to the work that I had perfonned in prior years as a Conrail employee. 

I began my railroad career in 1967 as a clerk in the tariff distribution area for the 

Pennsylvania Railroad. Over the years, I continued to work for the Pennsylvania and its 

successors, the Penn Central and Conrail. Throughout this time, I always worked in the 

tariff bureau. I worked on the "quote desk" reeding tariffs and supplying quoutions lo 

shippers, the Divisions section, helping to publish the "divisions" of joint rates, and the 

distribution desk. I was made Manager - Tariff Publications in 1990 and Manager - Tariff 

Publications and Divisions in 1991. In 1995, I also became responsible for keeping 

Conrail's rail transporution contracts. 

In 1996, I elected to participate in Conrail's Voluntary Separation Program, a 

program that enabled me to retire. My separation was n.ade effective on April 30, 1997. At 

that time I was hired by RPS, an independent firm that acts as the tariff publication agent for 

many rail carriers, including Conrail. I was asked to continue to operate out of Philadelphia. 
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length transaction in a highly competitive bidding process. The winners were bidding 

against numerous other interested buyers. They had toul access to all of the 

customers and were free to make their own asseî sment of the business potential and 

risk. In retrospect, the purchasers may haveoveqiaid for the property, but they did so 

of their own free will, as explained in Mr, Williams' Rebutul Verified Sutement. 

Still, when W&LE ran mtc financial problems, which it did almost at 

inception. NS worked with W&LE to help it expand its revenue base, and relieve it of 

some of its financial obligations For example, NS relieved W&LE of some 

equipment lease obligations in October, 1990, only five months after W&LE surted 

operations In 1991, NS granted W&LE access to Central Soya at Bellevue, OH in 

an anempt to increase W&LE revenues In 1992. NS allowed W&LE to remm most 

equipment that W&LE had leased from NS, And NS gave W&LE access to Huron 

Dock through a lease in 1994 to ailow W&LE to compete for new ore traffic. 

Significantly. NS also participated m a 1994 "work-out" of W&LE finances in which 

NS wrote off approximately $4 million in W&LE obligations to NS. 

Going forward. NS has agreed to assume ceruin charges by W&LE as well, 

including a portion of the $915,000 per year lease on the Pittsburgh and West 

Virginia Railway, which W&LE operates under sublease Despite this. W&LE is in 

anears in Huron Dock lease pavments and in anears on its ponion of the P&WV 

lease payments, which NS is paying in lieu of the W&LE, 

Most importantly. NS made multiple attempts at a fair and reasonable 

settlement offer with W&LE The principal items we offered were expanded access 
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to certain markets, protection of W&LE lake presence, and forgiveness of fumre 

P&WV lease payments. But W&LE rebuffed the NS offer, claiming instead the need 

for conditioiis phis cash. (Among the more outrageous of the requested conditions is 

the request for access to Weinon Steel, Coorail's fifth largest shipper. Weinon Steel 

not only does not join in W&LE's request, but acmally supports the NS/CSX 

transaction.) In addition to non-transaction related conditions, W&LE asks for an 

additional $25 million cash payment to pay off W&LE's debt load and give the 

carrier working capital with which to compete with CSX and NS. 

CONCLUSION 

The Conrail acquisition is a large, financially costly undertaking by both CSX 

and NS. There is a tempution for smallci- carriers such as W&LE to want to solve 

their pre-existing problems, real and imrgined. anu whether caused by this transaction 

or not. on the theory that what they seek is really is not tnat expensive for NS or 

CSX given the overall size of this transaction. In the case of the W&LE. no valid 

public policy goal is achieved by rewarding a carrier that simply has failed to manage 

its business in a pmdent fashion and now seeks undeserved rewards as the "price of 

peace' in this restructuring. 
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The matters about which I will testif>', however, all occuned during the time that I was a 

Conrail employee. 

I have been asked to respond to certain assertions made by Wimess Gerald W. 

Fauth i n on behalf of the Erie-Niagara Raii Steering Committee. In his testimony, Wimess 

Fauth alleges that Conrail cancelled reciprocal switching to 89 shippers in Buffalo in 

November, 1996 and intimates that this cancelladon was the result of Conrail's agreemeni lo 

merge with CSX in October, 1996. Wimess Fauth also complains that Conrail cancelled 

switching to shippers in Niagara Falls in 1996. V.S. Fauth, at 29. 

Conrail did cancel reciprocal switching to certain Buffalo shippers in November, 

1996, but it was merely as part of a "housekeeping" project lo clean up the existing Conrail 

Tariff 8001-D. This work was done under my direction beginning in the spring of 1996. 

The goal of the project was to organize and modernize Tariff 8001-D, which covered 

switching and other services. We approached the task alphabetically; that is, e:<amining 

application of the tariff to shippers in an alphabetical listing of locations. Thus, Buffalo was 

one of the first locauons analyzed. 

We began by making sure that the shippers who were listed in each switch district 

actually existed at the locations referenced in the tariff. To do this, we looked for evidence 

of rail traffic moving lo or from that shipper and determining whether that shipper had a 

"customer profile" on file at Conrail. (A customer profile gives the customer service center 

some basic information about the shipper for ready reference.) We also checked with the 

Customer Service department to verif\' that the shipper was not active if no traffic or profile 

was found. If evidence of continuing acmal or potential shipping activity by any specific 
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shipper was found, the tariff was not changed as to thai shipper. If the shipper could not be 

located and there was no shipping activity, Conrail canceled the switching as to those 

shippers determined to be inactive. 

Had any active shipper affected by the cancellation voiced concem about the 

cancellation, Conrail would have put the shipper back in the tariff, since the entire point of 

the exeic'se was to clean up the tariff by deleting references to shippers who were out of 

business at that Icr'^tion, not to remove switching from any active shippers. To my 

knowledge, no shippers complained or sought reinsutement of switching, either informally at 

Conrail or formally through the Surface Transporution Board. 

As to Wimess Fauth's assertion lhat the cancellation was, in some way, linked to 

Conrail's announced merger with CSX, I can caiegoncally sute that was not the case. The 

project began in the spring of 1996 and was exclusively .focused on tariff simplification and 

rationalization. In fact, the project was suspended shortly after the merger was announced. 

Witness Fauth also complains that Conrail caiicelled reciprocal switching in Niagara 

Falls. This complaint is highly misleading. CSX rerouted its traffic so that it no longer 

travelled through Niagara Falls and, as a result of that, the switching charges would no 

longer apply lo CSX. 

Prior to 1995 and for as long as I can recall, CSX operated via Niagara Falls on its 

way to and from Canada. Its operations were ovei the CN in Canada, then at Niagara Falls 

it operated over Conrail to Buffalo, ils traffic then operated over a fonner CSX line (now 

owned by tiie Buffalo and Pittsburgh Railroad) and then connected to CSX itself. Some time 

in 1995 or 1996, CSX decided to route tiie Canada traffic via CN. That is, CN would bring 
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tiie traffic over Buffalo into Conrail's Frontier Yard at Buffalo. So, CSX gave up its rights 

to operate on Conrail between Niagara Falls anu Buffalo. 

Inasmuch as CSX no longer went to Niagara Falls, Conrail wculd not offer switching 

for it at Niagara Falls. (No one performs switching for caniers thai do not actually travel to 

tiie switch district.) Therefore, Conrail did note in the switch tariff under "Niagara Falls" on 

April 1, 1996 that "There is no reciprocal switching between CR and CSXT." But there was 

no effort by Conrail to eliminate switching for tiie shippers in Niagara Falls. Instead, CSXT 

simply stopped operating at Niagara Falls and the swiiching tariff was thereby moot. Again, 

Conrail received no formal or infoimal complaints to my knowledge. 

As to CP's access to Niagara Falls, CP, tiirough its purchase of the Delaware & 

Hudson Railroad Company's rail assets (D&H) in the early 1990's, acquired access to 

Niagara Falls ihrough switching from Buffalo. CP, therefore, may obtain a switch from 

ConraU via Buffalo to and from die former D&H trackage rights that end in Buffalo 

according to a switch agreement between Conrail and D&H (now CP). That agreement is 

reflected in the tariff note tiiat sutes, 

"Carload Freight Traffic arriving at or departing from Buffalo, NY over CPRS via 

routes tiiat do not pass tiurough Niagara Falls, NY may be handled by CONRAIL in switch 

service to or from industries listed in this item, subject to the provisions of an agreement 

between CPRS and CONRAIL." 
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VERIFICATION 

I, A. J, McGee, declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing 

is true and coirect. Further, I certify that I ann qualified and authorized to 

file this verified statement. Executed on December 10 , 1997. 

I 
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witii the existing high capacity, service sensitive route of Conrail/NS to the Chicago 

Gateway It is my conclusion that by no means will AA routing choices to the 

Chicago Gateway be restricted as a result of the Transaction. On the contrary, they 

will be enhanced, 

CN Trackage Rights over AA 

.\s discussed in the verified sutement of Evert O. Erickson, the CN has 

trackage rights over AA from Diann, MI to Toledo, OH. These rights provide a 

"shortcut" for CN traffic between its Flat Rock, MI yard and Toledo. If CN did not 

have these rights, it would be forced to rouie this Flat Rock traffic to Toledo via 

Detroit, MI and via the current CN route from Detroit to Toledo, which would be 

much more circuitous. 

AA sutes tiiat tiie Applicants "may" settle witii the CN and offer CN trackage 

rights from Detroit to Toledo over the current Conrail route, which parallels a CN 

route, AA fears that CN would then route its Flat Rock traffic over these rights and 

discontinue its rights over AA, costing AA approximately $3(X),CXK) in annual 

irackage rights revenue. 

CN cunentiy has trackage rights over Conrail's Detroit to Toledo line for one 

train per day It utilizes these rights in conjunction with its own parallel Detroit to 

Toledo line Applicants have not entered into any arrangement with the CN to 

modify tiiese rights. In the fiimre, however, if CN rerouted any traffic cuirently 

moving over AA v... either its own Detroit to Toledo line or the Conrail Detroit to 
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Toledo line, it would do so only as tiie result of operational needs or marketplace 

conditions. Any such changes initiated by the CN would not be a result of the 

Transaction. In fact, if CN rerouted tiiis traffic, it would contradict tiie very reason it 

has trackage rights over AA in tiie first place: namely, to provide a "shortcut" for its 

traffic between Flat Rock, MI and Toledo. 

Yuma, MI Sand Traffic 

Evert O, Erickson, in his verified sutement. explains that AA cunently ships 

sand f'.om Yuma. MI to Cleveland. OH. routed TSBY-AA-CR. generating 

approximately S500.000 in annual revenue for AA The consignee (receiver) for tiiis 

move is curremly served only by Comail; howe'v'er. it will be served by botii 

Applicants in tiie fumre if tiie 1 ransaction is approved. According to Mr, Erickson, 

AA fears tiiat because CSXT has a direct connection with the TSBY. tiie traffic "may 

move" via TSBY and CSXT in the fumre. tiius eliminating AA from the route. 

Today. Conrail does not have a direci connection witii the TSBY and tiius 

relies on AA to provide overhead services for tiiis sand traffic. As discussed in more 

deuil in tiie Rebutul Verified Statement of John H Williams, tiie Transaction does 

not hann tiie competitive position of AA since NS is only '"stepping into Conrail's 

shoes" witii respeci to tiiis traffic Moreover. NS has a strong commercial incentive 

to do every tiling it can to reuin tiiis traffic for AA and NS, as NS is replacing 

Conrail in me routing. 

In reality, tiie Transaciion acmally will provide a competitive benefit witii 
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